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ABSTRACT

The literature notes that nurses are at high risk for
chemical dependefcY, with estimates of the incidence of this
iLl-ness among nursãs ranging from 6 - 83 (ANA' 1,987) , to l-0

20|.q (Curtin, L98?) . There have been mu.ttiple suggestions
as to the origin, risk factors and characteristics of
susceptible nurses. Howeverr the research effort' with
chemiäal1y dependent nurses has been minimal' especially
outside of the United States, and there has not been a

concerted effort to identify common characteristícs and risk
factors. In Manitoba, there was no empiiical data. The

purpose of this descriptive replication study was to provide
intõrmation about the characteristics of recovering
chemicalty d,ependent Manitoba nurses, and to identify
variables associated with both chemical- dependency and

recovery. Information about these characteristics would
also reveal if the nurses' profiles were uniquer or similar
to a national or international profile '

The study utilized an anonymous mailed survey to
collect guantitative data from chemically dependent Manit'oba
nurses who were in the recovery stages of their illness '
The instrument, used in the stud'y was an adapted version of
the Sullivan Survey of Chemical Dependency ín Nursíng' The

sample consisted. of 22 female recoveríng nurses who had been
refèrred to the provincial peer assistance program.

It, was found that the majority of characteristics of
the recoveríng Manitoba nurses are simíIar to t'hose found in
American stud,ies, in particular, Sullivan (1987a) ' Some

characteristics were found to be unique to the Manitoba
sample: there were no males; the nurses are slightly older;
less often divorced, experienced eatíng disorders; have
higher incidences of sexual molestation, parental
dependence, maternal- depression, and a significant other who

is also dependent,' experienced Iess disciplinary action
against their licences,' believe that' a clinical settíng had
no effect on becoming dependent,' d'id not seek out a setting
for easy drug access,' and obtained prescription drugs from
physicians rather than through diversion.

Several ímplications for the nursing profession were
submitted, aS well as recommendations for further study.

THE CIIARJACTERISTICS OF RECO\TERING
CIIEMICJITLY DEPENDENT MA}.IITOEA' NURSES

LLa
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CTIAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

Chemicaldependencyisrecognízedasamajorpublic

health probtem in canada. one of every ten persons who

consumes al-coho1 is or will- become dependent on that chemical-

(Bissel-l & Haberman, l-984,' Mendelson & Mel-l-o, 1985; Smart &

ogborne, L986) . OnIy cardiac disease and cancer exceed

alcohol depend.ency in terms of personal health and economic

costs (Mendelson & Mel-lo, L9B5) '

Giangrego (l-987) emphasizes that chemical dependency has

probably ruined more l-ives than any war ever fought, ravaged

families, and turned promising careers into agonizing

f ailures . chemical- depend.ency is no respector of â9ê, sex'

race, economic status, or profession. The chemicalJ-y

dependent Canadian is therefore femal-e, male' young, elder]y,

white, black, nebr immigrant, native, Iabourer' homemaker,

executive, and health professional, including nurse.

During the past decade there has been a change in

societal recogni-tíon of chemical dependency. National'

attention was attracted to the problem of chemícal- dependency

among professional athletes, celebríties, and ín the work

force. Occupational chemical d'ependency became a subject for

investigation (Fillmore, 1984b). Although IíttIe research
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has been conducted with heal-th professionals, chemical-

dependency is considered to be the major occupationaf hazard

for this group. Rates of the illness are reported as being

dis-proportionately higher than. that of the general

population (Bissetl- & Haberman, 1984). The exact number of

dependent heal-th professíonal-s is not known, but estímates

vary from 5å to 20% of that population (Tal-bott & Gallegos,

l_989). It has been further estimated that the populatÍons of

three medical schools and ten nursj-ng schools are lost to

chemíca1 dependency each year ín the United States (Jefferson

& Ensor, 1982) .

Yet chemical dependency among nurses for the most part,

has been ignored until this past decade. Recently, artícles

on the topic have been published, but data regarding this

il-lness among nurses are sÈill Iímited and inconclusive. The

scope of chemical dependency among nurses and the impact on

the nurslng profession are therefore largely unknown.

Popular belief has it that nurses are at a 50% higher

risk for developing thís ill-ness than the general population,

with one ín seven nurses estimated by experts in the field to

be at risk (Sullivan, Bissell , & williams, l-988) . whíle

somewhat lower, the American Nurses Association's (ANA) most
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recent estimate is that six to eight percent of theír totaf

registered nurse population is chemically dependent (ANA'

1_987 ) . Data aggregated by their National- councíl of state

Boards of NursÍng revealed that 67eo. of the total disciplj-nary

actíons in l-985 were related to chemical dependency (Chesney'

1988). These data suggest lower Íncidence rates because they

mayonlyref]-ectaportionoftheproblem..Itiswel]-

documented that the majority of dependent nurses studied thus

far vrere never reported to state boards, Yet the majority of

board actions are related to chemical abuse (sullivan'

Bissell & Leffler, ín press). One can surmise therefore'

that the reported cases are only the tip of the iceberg'

chemically depend.ent nurses are frequently not identified,

j-gnored, fired, or asked. to resign rather than being reported

(Bissel1 & Haberman, 1984), hence their disappearance from

formal sources of data on the problem'

whil-e there are no available data, there is no reason to

believe that the scope of thís i]l-ness among Canadian nurses

is any different. In the absence of full access to those

affected, and applying the American Nurses Association's

figure (6% to B%) to the 9,986 practícing registered nurses

in Manitoba (¡. Tkachuk, personal communÍcatíon' Feb' ' 1990) '
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it is estimated that 600 to 800 nurses could be at risk for

developing chemical dependency. In Manítoba between L973 and

1986, 39t (5) of the 13 disciplÍnary cases heard by the

Manitoba Association of Registered.Nurses (MARN) were related

to chemical abuse problems (steven, L9BB) . This

Association's peer assistance program, Nurses At Risk (NAR) 
'

has had over 90 referrals since its inception ín l-986 (S.

Mítche11, personal communication, J\u9., l-989) '

These data confírm that chemical- dependency is a problem

wj-thin the nursing prof ession, but ind.eed do not establish

the actual incídence of thís illness within the profession-

No survey is currently available to document the incidence of

chemical dependency withÍn the nursing profession' In fact,

no Ínvestigation done to date supports the belief that nurses

have a greater incidence of chemical dependency than the

general population (Haack & Hughes. l-989) .

Whether the íncidence of chemical- dependency in'nursing

is less or greater than the estímates, there is enough

informatíon to suggest that the consequences are signífícant.

It is a problem that affects indívidual nurses, the public,



the profession, employers, and even the researcner.

The possibitity that nursing practice is carried out by

nurses under the ínfluence of chemical-s raises serious lega]

and. ethical questions. The risk of harm to patíents caused

bynurseswhosejudgementandski]-].sareimpairedisa

concern. Jordon (1-985) noted' that chemically dependent

nurses have responses which are slowed and Often

inapproPriate to the situation'

Devastation to the ind.ividual- nurse who is ill with this

disease is a tragedy. Although they work among other health

professionals and despite vísibte signs of dependeûcY, they

most often suffer alone. The risk of admitting the need for

help is great because of the potential l-oss of a lícence to

practice (Rohner, I9B2) . As welI, most health professionals

lack the education to enable them to recogníze and intervene

in the earty stages of chemical dependency problems (Hoffman

& Heinemann, !987) . Thus, there has been three to five years

of chemÍcaI abuse before job performance begins to

deteriorat'e and the nurse ís identified (O'Connor & Robinson'

1985). The sígnifícance of the problem to the nurse has been

further shown through a stud'y of death certificates

undertaken in california. Ïn one county it was found that

q



one nurse dies

(Buxton, ,JessuP, & LandrY, l-985) '

ït is Curtin's (1988) conviction that anything that

destroys the pract,itioner undermines the profession' Far

from being the "bad apples" of the profession, chemically

d.ependent nurses are likely to be highJ-y respected for their

excell-ent work before becoming ill-. Most of .them 
functioned

competently in demanding and responsible j obs (Bissel-l- &

Haberman, 1-984; Green, I984) . With treatment, the plogress

of this il-l-ness can be arrested and the nurse can return to

safe nursing practice. It has been noted that B5% of

recovering chemically dependent nurses do return as

productive care-givers (Dunkin' L983) '

The cost of chemical dependency is hígh for the employer'

The chemically dependent nursing population works with 50%

l-ess efficÍeñcy, uses 503 more sick time, and places the

employer at greater risk for Iiability (o'Quinn-Larson &

pickard, l-989). La Godna and Hendrix (19S9) analyzed the

cost of a d.ependent nurse to the employing agency to be

$1?,860.00, and .Tordon (l-985) determined that the theft of

narcotics by dependent nurses cost over one mí]líon dollars

in the state of Texas alone.

every five

6

weeks from chemical dePendencY
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chemical dependency has been variously described as the

ma jor heal-th problem af fectíng nurses (sul-Iivan et â1' ,

l_988), the primary problem affecting nurses' job performance

(Kabb, L9B4) , and as "a ma jor public heal-th problem for the

nursing profession" (Professional Nurses Quarterly, 1986'

p.1). Green goes even further by caÌling chemical dependency

the number one problem affecting professional- nursing today

(1989a) .

Given that a 
I 
profession has both a responsibility to its

members and an obligation to preserve public safety (Naegl-e'

'L989), the nursing profession and indeed many of its leaders

have tended to look the other way from the dependency issue.

,Just ten years â9o, North America's largest professional

nursing organization was not yet ready to acknowledge and

ad.dress the problem of chemical dependency withín the

profession. A resolution that addressed the issue was

Íntroduced but defeated at the American Nurses Assocíatíon

(ANA) convention in 1980 (Bissell & Jones, 1981) ' This

"conspiracy of silence" \nlas of f icially broken by the

organization in lg}2 with the adoption of a resolution "to

address chemical- dependency aS a health problem that

compromises nurses' ability to function within the standards
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and code of conduct for professional practice" (ANA' L9B2).

This resolution reflects an awareness that chemical-

dependency is a fact of l-ife in nursing, and indÍcates that

nurses may be at risk related to personal characteristics and

factors

L9B7b).

inherent to the professÍonaI environment (SuIlj-van,

associated

in facing

The resol-ution noted that the stigma still-

with chemícaI dependency contributes to resj-stance

the problem. The resol-ution therefore called for

ongoing collection and dissemination of information,

including education and research actívities (ANA' 1982).

Currently, more than 30 states now offer peer assistance

programs for their dependent nurses (Green, 1989b). With the

adoption of this so-called Impairment Resolution ín 1982, the

American nursing profession officially recognized chemical

dependency among nurses.

The l-iterature notes that nurses are a high risk

population, and there have been multiple suggestions as to

the origin, risk factors, and characteristics of susceptible

nurses. Some descríptions of the characteristics of the

recoveríng nurse are contained in the literature. However,

most descriptions are anecdotal profiles of individual

nurses, or cl-Ínical impressions (Haack & Hughes, 1-989) . Only
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recently have assumptions about the chemically dependent

nurse begun to be substantíated by research (Estes, I9B6)'

Some of the American research índicates that certain

characterístics can

chemíca11y dePendent

report more familial

populatíon (Bissell c Haberman' l-984; SuIIit3t, 1987a), and

males apPear to be over-represented (Sul-]ivan, 1987a;

Talmadge-Reed, tg82l. Academic success is common (Bissell &

Haberman, 1-984; Sullivan, 1987a), as are extensíve medical

histories(Levj-nerPreston,&LiscombrI974;Sul]ivan'

L987a). Al-though the data are not conclusive, some common

denominators in the characteristícs of chemically dependent

American nurses are emerging.

The etiologícal complexity of chemicaf dependency

precludes that one profiÌe wiIl fit the characteristics of

all chemically dependent nurses (Haack & Hughes, 1989).

Nonethel-ess, characteristics must be studied in a systematic

way. Researchers emphasize that the Iogical first step in

dealíng with this illness is to und.erstand the personal and

professíonaI variables that may contríbute to chemica]

dependence among nurses (Clark, 198B; Sullivan, 1987a) ' A

be expected in a sample of recovering

nurses. For instance, these nurses

alcoholism than does the generaÌ



systematic identification

risk factors for chemical

development of Prevention

provide a data base for

1989).

Dr. El-eanor suJ-livan, one of the foremost nurse

researchers in this fíeld, has been studying the

characteristics of recovering American nurses ín the most

systematic manner thus far. Her initial quantitative

descriptive study of a national sample of 1-39 recovering

nurses reported a famíÌy history of al-coholism, f amil-ial-

d.epression, sexual problems, and inf,requent reJ-apse (1987a) '

A subsequent study compared the findíngs from the oríginal

sample with a control group of non-dependent nurses '

Significant differences between the two groups vrere found in

gender, familial alcoholism, sexual- problems, and marital

histories (1987b) . Sullivan's studies have contributed to an

increased comprehension of the recovering American nurse

population. But in a world of diversity, it cannot be

assumed that aII recovering chemically dependent nurses are

the same aS American nurses. Non-American samples of

recovering nurses stíll need to be studied (Sullivan et âI',

10

of characterist j-cs and potential

dependency in nurses can guide the

and intervention strategies, and

further . studies (Haack & Hughes'



l-988) . Systematically building on

has begun was deemed to be an

investigator

ïn Canada, a resolution vIaS brought before the Canadian

Nurses Association/ s 1-986 annual meeting requesting an

examination of chemical- dependency among nurses. The

resolutíon was defeated, and from the discussion at the

meeting, it was evident that the voting delegates bel-íeved

that this problem should be addressed at the provincial

association level, rather than the national (M. Eberlin,

personal communication, .Tune, L989) . In the past five years'

three provincial nursing associations, Manitoba, Ontario, and

British Columbía have established peer assistance programs

for theír membershiPs.

chemically dependent nurses may also pose a problem for

the researcher due to the sensitivity of the topic' It ís

extremely difficult to conduct research on an illness that is

stigmatized as self-induced (Isl-er, !978) , that ís often

denied by affected nurses as well- as their colleaguesr and

that the professíon historically prefers not. to recognize.

This population is difficult to identify and reach, even when

in recovery (Sullivan, l-987a). Hence, there exists gaps ín

11

the work that Dr. Sullivan

appropriate task for this
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our understanding of the problem. In particular, l-ittle r"

known about the characteristics and risk factors of

chemically depend.ent nurses. Without this information' it is

difficult to embark on wise courses of actíon whích might

help reduce the risk and provide the most helpful form of

assistance.

In summary, chemical dependence among nu.rses presents a

multi-faceted problem a problem for the nurse, the public,

the professj-on, the employer, and for the investigator.

The purpose of this descri-ptive replícation study was to

provide information on the common characteristics of

recovering chemicaÌly dependent Manitoba nurses, and to

identify those variables assocj-ated with chemíca1 dependency

and recovery. Information about the characteristics of the

recovering chemically dependent nurse would al-so reveal if

these nurses'profíIes t¡Iere uníque, or similar to a natj-onal

or international Profile.



The study was guided by these questions:

1. V,Ihat are the personal, f amilíaI, and professional-

characteristics of recovering chemically dependent

Manitoba nurses?

2. Vthat factors are associated. with chemical- dependence in

Manit,oba nurses?

3. V[hat factors are assocíated with the recovery of

chemicatly dependent Manitoba nurses?

4. Are the characterístics of recovering chemically

dependent Manitoba nurses uníque or símilar to a

national/international Profile?

Dgfinition of Terms

The following terms are defined as they were used in the

study:

Characterístic

13

person.

Chemícal a generic term which

alcohol and other drugs

mood-altering Purposes .

that whích exhibíts the

distinctive qualities of a

includes

taken for



Chemical DePendence

L4

a primary disease Process wherebY

an individual becomes PhYsicalIY

and/or emotionally dependent upon

one or more chemicals, with

resulting negative consequences '

Chemícal dePendence is al-so

referred to as addictive disease '

- an individ.ual nurse who is unable

to meet the requirements of the

professional code of ethics and

stand.ards of Practice due to

cognit j-ve, interPersonal- or

psychomotor skilIs affected bY

conditíons of the índivídual in

i-nteraction with the environment

(American Nurses Associationt

L9B4). The nurse may be

d.ependent uPon drugs, alcohol or

both. The term imPaired nurse Ís

a synonym for chemicallY

dependent nurse.

Chemíca1ly DePendent Nurse
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Disease Model of chemical Dependency a concept identifying

chemical dePendencY as a PrimarY

d.isease Process in and of ítself

and ttgt a sYmPtom of another

problem.

Nurse an individual who is registered

and practicing

nurse. When used in this studY,

the nurse is l-icensed bY the

Manitoba Association of

Registered Nurses (MARN) or the

Registered. PsYchiatric Nurses

Association of Manitoba (RPNAM) '

Onset the beginníng of chemical abuse

behaviour, as defíned bY the

crrlr -i ar..|-¿vp J

Recovery a self-report of abstinence from

chemicals which is ínitiated when

the chemicallY dePendent

índividual is able to acknowledge

that she or he ís dePendent upon

chemicals.
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Recovering Chemical-Iy Dependent Nurse an ind'ividual- nurse

who is self-defíned as chemicallY

dependent and is now in the

recovery Process of the il-Iness.

For thís studY, a minj-mum of six

months of chemical- abstinence

warrants this term.

Nursing, like the other health professions, has been

Iimited ín its approach to dealing with chemically dependent

colleagues because of a lack of organi zed, scientific,

validated approaches to determining the extent, (Green,

l-984), identification and intervention (Sotari-Twadell'

L9B7) , and pre-vention of the problem (Naegle , L9B7) . Since

there is líttl-e research data to guide the profession,

unfounded statements and even noralizing about chemical

dependence in nursing is common. Research findings are

needed to guide in the identification and reduction of the

incÍdence of chemical- dependence, and the impact upon the

individual nurse, the profession, and the public'
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Furthermore, Haack (L989) states that peer assistance

programs are more tikely to produce positive results when

there is a data base built on scientific information. There

have been several recent appeals to the profession to

increase the research effort on the problem (Haack & Hughes,

1989; Naegle, 1-988; Sul-livan et âf ', 1988) ' Information

about chemically dependent nurses ís virtually nonexistent

outside of, the United States' and hence systematic and

reliable information is needed about the nature of chemical-

dependency in diverse sampJ-es of nurses (Haack & Hughes,

1989).

The nursing profession itself is belj-eved by some to

generate risk factors inherent to the development of chemical

dependency (C1ark, 19BB; Green, L9B9a). Risk factors may

include easy access to drugs, a faith that drugs will rel-ieve

díscomfort, and self-medication behaviour. Because of such

factors, recovering nurses consistently warn the profession

that becoming chemÍcaIly dependent is "so easy" (Talmadge-

Reed, L982). However, the majority of nurses do not become

depend.ent upon chemicals. why one nurse becomes dependent

and another does not is a fascínating question in itsel-f.

The disease has been suggested to be related to the
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interaction among cercain biologic, psychologic, and

sociocultural- factors (Crosby & BisseII, 1989) ' though

exactly what combination or how is not known. To date,

Iittl-e has been done to establish q profíle or description of

the nurse who develops a dependency on chemical-s. Effectíve

education, prevention, and treatment methods can be developed

when there is an understanding of the demographic

characteristics and risk factors that may be associated with

the development of this illness j-n the nursing population

(Haack & Hughes, L9B9) .

This study was undertaken because, although MARN's peer

assistance program Nurses at Risk had received over 90

referrals sínce L9B6, there were no reported empírical data

to guide the plogram. Ïn an effort to assure nurses of

confidentialitl¡, few records were kept. There was a lack of

factual information as to the demographic characteristics of

the nurses being referred, and. generall-y very little was

known about the problem from the Manitoba context ' One way

to provid.e more information on the chemically dependent nurse

in Manitoba was to establish an in-depth data base on

recoveríng nurses.
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Thís study is important because it helped to fiII a gap

in information about the nature of chemical- dependency in a

Canadian sample of nurses, while at the same t j-me'

systematicallybuíldinguponthe.workofDr.Sullivan.

Finally, the study sought to provid'e a data base on which to

build broader studies about chemical dependency among nurses '

Assumptions

The assumPtions of thís studY are:

r-. Nurses who are in the process of recovering from

chemicaldependencyareabletoreflectontheir

experiencesofchemicaldependencyandrecovery.

2. Recovering chemicalty dependent nurses have

characteristics that can be measured'

3.Theanonymityofthequestionnairewillenhancethe

disclosure of accurate ínformation by the respondents '

4. Informat.ion about characteristics and risk profí]es of

recovering chemícarly dependent nurses may heJ-p suggest

profiles of those nurses not yet identified, thus

aiding the ídentification and intervention process '



several limitations in methodology indicate that the

results of this exploratory study should be considered

cautiously.

1. Due to the inaccessibility of the recovering chemically

dependent nurse populatíon, a conveníent purposive

sample vras utilized, and this investígator did not

control the sample selection. Representatives of the

pqer assistance program distributed the survey to their

referred. nurses, and this selection may have been

influenced by the tíme or method of distributj-on as

well as by other unknown conditions. For'example' some

recovering nurses who met the study criteria did not

receive a survey as theír addresses were unknown.

Since the subjects were self-selected volunteers'

variabl-es associated with responsiveness to complete

the questionnaire al-so are unknown

Subjects who volunteered may differ from those

unwiÌling to participate. For example, the responding

nurses may possibly be better recovered or longer into

recovery.

2.
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3.
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This is a population of recovering nurses; nurses tnå

are actively chemJ-cal-ly dependent were not included due

to a l-ack of accessibility. Therefore there may be

characteristics associated with the ability to recover

that are unknown

chemically dependent nurses who have recovered without

a referral to Nurses At Risk were not included.

Since thís was a retrospective study, the partícipant

may have had difficulty respond.íng to questions dealing

with events and behaviours that happened in the past.

q

6.

Because of these methodological issues, conclusions are

tentative and límíted. The resul-ts are not generalizable

beyond the samPle itself

Summarv

Chemical dependency among nurses is a sígnificant

problem that affects not only the caregiver but the care

receiver as wel-l-. studies concerníng the problem have been

few, especially outsid.e of the Uníted States. No studies

have been conducted. in Manitoba. This descriptive

replication study sought to d.escribe the characteristics of
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recovering chemically dependent nurses in the province of

Manitoba, an¿ to identify those variables associated with

their dependency and recovery. It was hoped that a rísk

profile might emerge for Manitoba .nurses' which could be of

assistance in generating further study, or suggesting

directions for assistíng more nurses experíencing chemical

dependency.
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CH¡IPTER IT

REVIEW OF ÍHE LITERJA'EURE

The review of the literature is organized into t.he following

related research categories: (1) chemical d'ependency in the

general population; (2) females and chemical dependency;

(3) health professionals and chemical dependency; and (4)

chemically dePendent nurses.

In North America, one in ten people who drink alcohol will

develop the disease of chemical- dependency (Smith, Talbott' &

Morrison, L985) . In Manitoba, one in every twenty-one Manitobans

over age fifteen can be considered alcoholic (AIcohoIism

Foundatíon of Manítoba, 1986), and in L984, it !{as estimated that

211,600 Manitobans had alcoholísm (Adrian, JuII, & Wiltiams l-989) .

The method used for establishing t,he prevalence of alcoholism is

based. on liver cirrhosis fatalities. Because there is no accept'ed

method for establishing the number of persons dependent on

chemícats other than alcohol, these figures therefore

underestimate the tot,aI chemically dependent' population in

Manitoba (Adrian, JuI1 c Williams, 1-989) . In an attempt to

identify possible risk factors for nurses, research on chemical

dependency in the general population was first examined.
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Tradit.ionally, chemical dependency \^Ias viewed aS an

intrinsic moral \^¡eakness or "badness" in the individual (conrad &

schneider, 1-980) , and prior to the 1"960's, scientific studies of

chemical problems were rare. The ideas that developed previous to

1960 were based on the experiences of persons who had problems

with alcoho] and. the clinical experiences of those who dealt with

them. The ideas which emerged from this period are still popular

today and are embodied in the work of Alcoholics Anonymous (L957)

and ,lellinek (l-946), a pioneer in the study of alcoholism'

JelIinek (Lg46) postulated a psychological component to

explain why some ind.ividuals develop alcoholism and why having

experienced adverse consequences of d'rinking, drinking had become

a compulsion. Furt,hermore' he l-ater theorized that the physiology

of some persons changes after a great deal of drinking (l-952) . He

introduced the term "Ioss of control" to characterize the state

of physical dependence in which the addicted drinker could not

símultaneously stop drinking and avoid withdrawal symptoms.

Jellinek was the first to propose that alcoholics suffer from a

dísease, not a moral weakness, and are in need of medical care

(1960) . This disease concept of alcoholism, while not considered

a theory (Chaud.ron & Wilkinson, l-988) is a descriptive

explanation of alcoholism whích has increasingly replaced the

traditional moral perspective (Naegle, I988b) .
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The search for a contemporary explanation of chemical

dependency follows from a variety of broad perspectives

biological, psychological and socio1o9ical. Traditíona}ly'

theoretical f ormul-ations have t,ended to emphasize only one

particular perspective. Research has generated numerous theories

from each of these major orientations. Because alcohot remains as

the major add.ictive chemical within the general population,

Iimited research has been done on chemicals other than alcohol

(Naegle, L988b). However, Mendelson and MeIIo (1-985) note that

alcoholísm is not necessarily different from other types of

chemical dependency. Followíng is a brief overview of research

froin each exp}anatory perspective '

This orientatíon is relatively new and has assumed great

importance in recent years. The possibÍlity of a genetic

predisposítion to developing alcoholism has been intensely

researched, and the findings suggest a genetíc factor' More than

l-00 studies conf irm alcoholism as a genetically transmj-tted

d.isease (Goodwin , Ig't 6) , and since 1980 at ]east ?00 articLes

have been published. on the sub ject (U. S .4. Dept . of Health,

j-985). The type of genetic fact.or is thought to be a difference
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in alcohol met.abolism (VeseII , L972) '

Alcoholics are more likely t.o have at least one al-coholic

biologic parent than non-alcoholícs (schuckit, Goodwin ' &

wínokur, Lg72) . Family studies have revealed a t'hree to fivefold

increased ri-sk for the disorder in sons of alcoholic fathers

(cott,on, LgTg; Goodwin, l-979). The evidence is more conclusive

among male than female offspring (Schuckit, 1984) ' Studies

consístently rePort greater rates of paternal as opposed t'O

maternal alcoholism in children of alcoholics ' A review by Cotton

(Lglg) shows that t.wo-thirds of the studies of alcohol-ics found

that at teast 252 had fathers who were alcoholics, while maLernal

alcoholism occurred in fewer than 5% of the alcoholicst families '

This familial tendency does not necessarily imply causation since

environmental- and sociocultural variables could also influence

the f amiIy. Ïn ord.er t.o identify genetic inf luences' other

researcïr approaches have thus been utilized in an attempt to

control for environmental factors '

Studies of twins (schuckit, 1-981) evaluate the relative

contributions of genetics and environment by comparing the risk

of alcoholism in identical and fraternal t'wins of alcoholics '

Because both types of twins share major childhood events, if the

alcoholism rÍsk is closely related to environment, identical and

fraternal twins of alcoholics should be at equally high risk'
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However, because t.he identical twins share 100% of their g"rt""

and fraternal twins share only 503, if alcoholism is genetically

influenced, the risk for the identical twin of an alcoholic

should be sígnificant.ly higher than the risk for the fraternal

twin. The majority of stud.ies d.emonstrate a significant'Iy higher

concordance for an identical twin of an atcoholic than for a

fraternat twin (Murray & Stebenau, t982; Schuckit, 1981-) .

In addiction research, the most impressive evidence for

genetíc transmission comes from adoption studies. These studies

have evaluated biological children of alcoholics who were adopted

and raised separately from their real parents. such

investígations have consistent.ly revealed a three to fourfold

higher risk for alcoholísm in adopted-out sons of alcoholics,

even when they were raised by non-alcoholic adoptive parents

(Goodwin, L979; Goodwin, Schutsingètt & Hermansen I I973\ ' In a

unique study combining twin and adoption desígns, Schuckítt s

(L985) results were consistent with previous findings'

Such results helped. put to rest t.he popular assumpt'ion that

alcoholics began drínking simply because they wit.nessed drinking

at home. However, it has frequently been noted that even high-

risk studies involving a heavy genetíc loading of famity

vulnerabíIity typicall-y find less t.han half the at-risk offspring

themselves become dependent on chemicals (Cotton | 1'919) ' As
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weII, researchers have estimated that. 30% of alcoholics have no

family history of the illness (Alexander, 1987,' Desmond, f 987) .

Most of the genetic research has failed to control for

interacting psychological, environmental and sociocultural

factors that could also account for the development of the

disease in some individuals and the failure of others to develop

an addiction, given símilar genetic histories (Naeg1e, 1988b).

Therefore, on the basís of research up to 1"988, Monteíro and

Schuckit stated that genetic predisposition appears to be a

significant but modest risk factor (1988) .

However, there has recently been further and Stronger

support given to genetic predisposition. The lat.est research has

identified the receptor gene for dopamine, which aPpears to place

some Índ.Íviduals at risk for developing alcoholÍsm (Blum et ê1.,

L990) . The brain chemícaI dopamine plays a role in all pleasure-

seeking behaviors, including atcoholísm. The researchers studied

the brains of 35 individuals who died from alcoholism, and a

cont,rol group of 35 others who did not die from the disease. The

receptor gene for dopamine was present in 'l1eo of the alcoholic

brains, and absent in 722 of the nonalcoholic brains. The

researchers not.ed that while the statistical evidence for the

genetic link was strong, some individuals with the gene did not

develop alcoholj-sm, white some who Lacked the gene did become
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alcoholic. They therefore emphasized that socioculturaL factors

may acr as nrediatíng conditíons to the genetic predisposition'

such factors could not be controlled for in their study ' The

scientists also t.heorized that this gene is likely not specific

tojustalcoholismrbutmoregenerally'allpleasure-seeking

behaviors, for examPle, eating'

Considerabteresearchisalsobeingdirectedtoward

identification of bíological markers of vulnerabíIity to

alcohotism in individuals at genetic risk for the disorder'

Markers are biologic factors that might mediate an enhanced

genetic risk for alcohotísm. Although the mechanisms by which an

inherited tendency for alcoholism ends up being expressed have

notbeenest.ablished,youngmaleswithandwithoutafamily

history have been shown to differ from matched controls in their

reaction to ethanol (Monteiro & Schuckit' l-988) ' Sons of

alcoholics showed a decreased' intensity of reaction to ethanol

compared with control subjects - Biologic marker studies are stíIl

in their infancY-

Psvcholoqical PersPective

This orientation Ínvolves exploring associations between

psychologic factors and alcoholism. Psychologists generally

prefer either an intra-psychic or Iearning theory approach t'o



alcoholism, and two were considered'

Personalitv theories.

It has long been theorized that some trait might contribute

to the development. of alcoholism, and this explanation assumes

that alcoholism Ís a symptom of an underlying psychological

problem. There has thus been an ongoing search for an "alcoholic

personality,,thatwouldhaveapredispositíontotheillness.The

psychopathological conditions that have been most frequently

associated with chemical depend.ency are depression and ant'isocial

personalitY characteristics .

. some studies suggest that depression is more prevalent' in

alcoholic populations than in non-alcoholícs (Guze, cloningier,

MartÍn, & clayton, 1988). It is est'ímat'ed that between one-

quarter and two-thirds of alcoholic populations experience

symptoms of depression that. are severe enough to interfere with

functioning (Parker, Parker, Harford' & Farmer I L987) ' The

rel_ationship between suicidal behaviour and chemical dependency,

particularly alcohol, is also wel-I-documented in the literature

(Health & welfare, l-987). Studies have reported an alcoholism

rate rangi-ng from 8 to 12 percent among suicides and suicide

attempters, up to twice the rat'e of the general population (63)

(Maris, L98l-).

JU
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Winokur (Lg7g) reported strong family concordance in

alcoholism and depression. cotton (I979) describes the

relationship that has been found between alcoholism and affective

disorders. Relatives of patients having affective disorders' when

compared with medical patient controls, have higher rates of both

alcoholism and affective d'isorders; and' affective disorder is the

only psychiatric illness found in excess in near-relatives of

alcoholics. These findings suggest an association between

depression and alcoholism.

These studies, however, are plagued by a paucity of valid

psychological measures, and often rely only on retrospective

anecdotal- recaLl, which may be cognitively distorted' In some

studies, alcoholíc índividuals are adminístered tests such as the

Minnesota Multiphasic Personality Inventory (MMPI) and do score

high on the depression scale (Schuckit, L986) . But sínce the

ei-evated depressive Score occurs after years of chronic drinking'

ít cannot be said that depression leads to alcoholism' The

reverse may be true. It may be that feeling depressed increases

the likeLihood that an individ.uat with alcoholism wiIl seek

psychologicalhetp,therebyaccountingfortheincreased

frequency of depression associated with alcoholism.

The ]iterature indicates that depression in alcoholic

individuals is heterogeneous and may occur before' concurrently
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or after the onset of alcohol problems (Weissman & Meyers, 1980) .

For the majority of alcoholic ind.ividuals, symptoms of depression

are associated with central nervous system effects of alcohol-

ingest.ion or withdrawal, and occur only during and shortly after

períods of heavy drinking (Aneshensel & Huba, L983) . For fewer

alcoholics, symptoms of depression may represenL an affective

disord.er which is unrelated to their alcoholísm (Schuckit, 1986) .

Vail1ant, s (l-983) thirty-three year prospective study of 456

males gave strong empirical support to t.he hypothesis that both

depression and anxiety are not the cause of alcoholism, but

rather the consequence.

Most of the attention and debat,e over the "alcoholic

personality" centres around personality deficits such aS

impulsivity, aggressiveness, and poor ímpulse control. Such

charact,eristics are the defining personality features of some of

the personality disorders and. also may describe some individuals

with alcoholism (Glenn C Parsons I L98?) . Many studies

ínvestigating the relationship between antisocial and borderline

personality traits and atcoholism assume that these traits

precede the alcoholism and are therefore part of the etiology

(Barnes , L979; Nurco , 1,979; Robins, 1980) . Howeverr âs with the

studies on depression, iL is not clear from these results whether

t,he charact.eristics identified are antecedent t.o or a consequence
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of alcoholism. vaíIlant (L983) believes that personality deficits

do not contribut.e to the illness but are a result' Donovan (1986)

argues that work by Nace, saxon and shore (L983) t and schuckit

(i-980) give hints but do not constitute conclusive support for

the hypothesis that personatity d.eficits may predispose to

alcoholism, therefore proposing that personalit'y d'eficits not be

dismissed.

Thepersonalityresearchtod'atehasnotsupportedt'he

concept of an inherently "addictive personalíty" type that can be

measured as being necessary for the development of alcoholism

.(Atexander & Had.away, 1-981; CarroIl, LgBz), nor is there absolute

evídence that alcoholism can be attribut'ed to any unique

personalityt'rait.Insteadrthereisawidevariationin

personatitytypesrandtherangeofpersonalitytypesof

individuals with alcoholism is not different from that found in

the general population (Donovan, i-986; Westermeyer, 1'9'76) ' The

studyofpersonalítyfactorsíshampered.bythefactthat

clinícar rat,her than normar populations are studied, and cross-

sectional rather than longitudinal studies are used' These

problems in methodology may obscure the differentiation of

personalit.y characteristics existing prior to dependency from

those that developed as a conseguence of it. As weII, personality

theories do not a110w for the influence of sociocultural factors
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in relation to chemicaL dependency. studies are needed which

examine personality over time, in the context of sociocultural

factors. rt would then be possibre to see' within a normal

population, which personality factors are assocíated with the

development of alcoholísm, and to compare these with those who do

not develop alcoholism. Additionally, the role of external,

family and sociocultural events could be identified'

some behavioural psychologists view chemical dependence as a

.learned behaviour and a maladaptive att empt to reduce

physiological t.ension (wiIson, 1988). The notion t'hat alcohol

reduces tension and that people drink in order to obtain this

effect appears to make coÍlmon sense and is deeply ingrained in

folktore (Wilson, l-988) ' and early formulatíons of social

learning theory (Bandura I Lg6g) . The tension reduction hypothesis

is based on two assumptions: (1) that alcohol consumptíon reduces

tension, and (2) that this tensíon-reducing effect motivates

drinking (Wi1son, 1-988) . For example, tension reduction was given

as a reason for drinking by a representative sample of men living

ín a London suburb in a study by Edwards (L9'72) ' Problem drinkers

in t,his sample t,ended to show high scores on the tensíon-

reduction factor. This finding, showing that outcome expectations



of tension-reducing effects of alcohol are

problem drinking is consistent with social

emphasis on anticipated consequences

behaviour.

With respect to the first assumption' overview of the

laboratory evidence on t,his topic concluded t'hat no consistent

pattern of alcohol's effects on tension had been demonstrated

(Cappell,tg75\.Inthelaboratory,alcoholhasbeenshownto

increase, decrease, or not affect tension (wiIson, t982) and

therefore sociar learning theory now emphasizes that the

relationship between alcohol and stress reduction is complex and

influenced by many variables the amounL of alcohol consumed'

the person's prior experiences with alcohol, physiological

responses to ethanol, and the social setting in which drinking

occurs(1988).Sincetheseotherd.eterminantsofalcoholabuse

have now been identified, Bandura og82) concluded that the

stress reduction theory of alcoholism had been gíven t'oo much

exptanatorY weight.

The second assumption of the tension-reduction theory is

that this effect of alcohol motivates drinking' If this

assumpt.ion Ì^ras truer wê would expect the dísease to be more

common than it. is. The literature, however, suggests that

d,rinking will increase only in those situat'ions perceived to be

35
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determinant' ofasa
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stressful and. for which the indívidual expects alcohol to reduce

the experience of stress (Witson, L988) . There appears to be no

automatic relationship between st,ress and increased drinking for

aII persons.

Stressful life events are also reported by some researchers

to precipitate the onset of chemical dependence. Pittell (Lg72)

proposed that some indíviduals who appear to have a reasonable

degree of psychological stability may become dependent on

chemicals when they are subjected t,o unusually severe sit'uational

stress. However, there is litt1e empirical data to support a

.direct cause-and-effect relationship between any specific

sLressor and the onset of this illness. Morrissey and Schuckit's

(19?8) study found no particular Lype of event or events had even

a close association wíth alcoholismt s onset. Although the

relationship between sLress and chemical dependency is not fully

understood, the present t.hinking is that for cert.ain individuals'

stress may lead to dependence only if there is a pre-existing

vulnerability to the illness (Schuckit, L986,'Smith, Talbott, &

Morrisson, L985) .

Socioloqical PersPective

The f inal orientat.ion examines the relat'ionship of

demographic, family, environmental, and cul-tura1 risk factors t'o
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the onset of alcoholism. Sociologist.s suggest that the social

conditions to which an individual is exposed may place an

individual- at risk for alcoholism, and emphasize social learning'

social forces, social trends, and role modelling (Naegle, l-9BBb)'

social learning theorists have proposed that chemical use is

a learned behaviour, and that for the most part, such learning

occurs in a social context (Harfordt 1984) ' According t'o these

theorists, modelling as a factor in the development of chernical

use habits has been noted in various situations involving social

forces (Col1ins & Marl-att, 1-983) '

. ïn this form of learning, PeoPIe

behavior by observing ot'her 'people and

in the behavior themselves, and without any direct consequences

to themseLves. vicarious learning may occur when people watch

what others (models) do, or when they attend to the physical

environment, to events, and to symbols such as words and pictures

(wil-son, 1-988) . Models serve to teach new behaviours' strengthen

or weaken previouSly tearned behaviours, Or increase the value of

particular behaviours. Cultural norms about chemicaL use are

transmitted to individuats by socializing agents, including

family, peers, and the media (Naegle, L988b) '

Alcoholism has been cháracterized as a family illness, with

the disease affecting one of every three North American families

acquire new knowledge and

events, without engaging
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(Kiehne, I988) . A Iong-standing con!roversy in the study of

alcoholism revolves around whether the familial pattern is

genetically inherited or is behaviour learned within the famíIy

environment. while the part played by genet.ics can't be ignored'

social and cultural factors wíthin the famíIy environment also

influence the behaviour of children (setdin, 1972) .

Current studies suggest that children with alcoholic parents

are at higher risk than the general popuiation . for the

development of chemical dependence, affective disorders, social

deviance, and marriage to an af coholic spouse (Russel-l,

Henderson, & B1ume , L984). Children of alcoholics often come from

alcohol-centered dysfunctíonal families wiÈh littte family unity

where parental fighting, abuse, and divorce are common (MacDonald

& Blume, 1986; Stark, L987) .

The literat.ure reveals a variety of behaviours adopted by

children in an attempt to cope with parental alcoholism.

Codependency is the term used in díscussing the range of

behaviours l-earned by persons as they cope with the stress of

havj-ng a close relationship with a person dependent on chemicals

(Kiehne, L988) . These behaviours are essentially coping

strategies that help individuals adapt to the stress of living in

a dependent family system. In time, as codependent family members

cont.inue to utilize these strat.egies, they occur independently of
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the alcoholict s behaviour, and frequently persist long after

leaving the farnity system. Many of these children exercÍse

control- over their unpredictable family environment by taking on

the role of family hero. They are also t.he children who engage in

achievement-oriented or caregiving activities in an effort to

compensate for t.he family deficiencies (Avery, l-989) .

As codePendent

anxiety, dePression'

attention of health

However, since the majority of children raised by

alcoholic parents do not themselves become alcoholic (Mendelson &

Mel1o, L985), current thinking is that dysfunctional nurturing in

and of itself does not explain the etiotogy of chemical

d.ependence (Donovan, 1986; Mont'eiro & Schuckit' L988) ' Vaillant

explains that whether a child of an alcoholic develops alcoholism

d.epends more on alcoholism in their biologíca1 relatives rather

than the degree to which their lives were bent out of shape by

alcoholism (1-988).

Atthough t.he sociocuftural factors involved in chemical

depend.ency almost always revolve around t,he f amily, the

socialization process is not restricted to the family. As noted

earlier, 30å of alcohol-ics do not have a family history of the

ÍIlness (Alexander, 1987; Desmond, 198?) . Early in life a child

children get older, chemical dependency,

or eating disorders may bring them to the

professionals (Sexias & Youcha, i-986) .

their biologic
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begins to learn from her/his peers, and pressures to use

chemicals often originate with peers ' The most consistent finding

in chemical research is the st'rong relationship between an

individualt s use of chemicals and anl concurrent use by friends

(Jessor,CoIlins,cJessor,LgT2).InNorthAmericansociety'

peer influences are much more powerful after puberty than are

home and family values (Jessor & Jessor, Ig7':.) ' Both canadian and

American studíes have shown that peer pressure greatly affects

youngpeople'sdrinkingrparticularlyforadolescentboys'

Adolescent cliques tend to be composed of either drinkers or non-

drinkers, and members are expected to conform (Alexander &

Campbell , 1967; Rogers, L958) '

Manyfactorswithinanind'ividual,slargersocial

environment or subcurture arso exert powerful infruences ' The

beliefs, attítudes, and values that a population holds with

respect Lo chemicals serve to shape an individual's behaviour

(Heath, L988) . Et,hnic and cultural differences in the use of

chemicals and. in the prevalence of dependence suggest that such

factors do play an important role. Different populations have

d.ifferent attitudes toward' chemicals, set d'ifferent standards for

what constit.utes appropriate use of chemicals, and provide

greater or less environmental support for consumption' For

example, the Irish and North American Native groups positively
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sanction ment s drinking to intoxication away from home and in

these cul-tures the rates of alcoholism are high (Bacon' L97 4;

Bales , t962; Vaillant l-983) . Simílarty' a lack of consistency

among the norms that a population holds about chemicals has been

associated with alcohorism (Heath, l-988) . rllustrative are the

general North American taboo on drínking by children and

adolescents, and at the same time a widely shared view that

drinking not only is permissible for adults but is a valuable

skill in social and business relations '

VailIant's (1983) Iongitudinal studies found that alcoholics

hrere more likely to come from ethnic groups that tolerate adult

drunkenness but that discourage chí]dren and adolescents from

learning safe drinking behaviours- Mendelson and MelIo (1985)

point out t,hat, it is ímportant. to recognize that wide variat'ions

in alcohol use and abuse exist for individuals within any one

cultural or ethnic aroup. They explain that there has not been a

systematic comparative study between any two cultures, and that

studies thus far have been culture-specifíc.

It is therefore possible t'hat other factors asíde from

culture are operating to affect alcoholísm rates in one culture

which have no effect in another. In other words, the drinkíng

practicesofculturalgroupsdonotexistinavacuum.

Furthermore, people of a similar culture do share genes (Donovan'
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L9g6) so a biological risk for t.he disease cannot be ruled out-

Another proposed etiologic variabl-e forwarded by

sociologists is chemical accessibilíty (Rittenhouse, L919;

Winíck, 1980) . Sociologists hold that the greater the physical

and. economic accessibility of chemicats within a society, the

great,er the prevalence of dependency (single, L988) - A case in

point is the abuse of heroin by American soldiers during the

Vietnam War. Drugs were readily available. However, ,foIlow-up

studies showed. that 903 of heroin-dependent soldiers recovered

from that dependency upon returning to the united states (Gelman

,& Drew, 1989).

Sociologists also believe that access is not the sole or

primary determinant of abuse, and do not deny the cultural-

context regarding patt.erns of consumpLion. For example, there

are instances where a country appears to enjoy easy access to

alcohol and yet has low rates of the illness (single, L988) .

Ita]y is one example (Mend.elson & Mello' L985) ' Since World War

ïI, North American society has achieved easier access vis-a-vis

liberalization of alcohol controls. This trend, however, has been

marked by increased alcohol consumption and íncreases of alcohol-

related healt.h and social problems (single, I988) .

In a general sense, North American society has become

d.ependent upon alcohol as a socía1 "lubricant". Alcohol has come
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toplayanalmostrit'ualisticroleinpromot.ingsocíaI
interaction - drinking is accepted' (if not expected) (Heath L982;

Mulford., Lg82) . In canada, 772 of the populat'íon drink alcohol at

least on occasion (smart & ogborne, l-986) . sociologists note that

culturar norms about drinking patt.erns and styres of chemical use

are transmitted to individuals by external socializinq agents

such as the media. Wilson (L988) wonders why there is surprise

that one of North America's greatest health problems is chemical

abuse, considering that each year children watch about 3,000

instances of d'rinking alcohol on television '

. some demographic variables are associated with the risk for

becoming chemically dependent. In North America, men have a three

to four times greater rate of alcoholism than women (Barry,

1-988).Ageisalsoaninfluencingfactor,andoverthepast

decade the chemically dependent population has become

progressivelY Younger'

In Manitoba in the 1-9?0's the average age of people seekÍng

treatment was 48. However the trend is toward atcoholism

occurrínginyoungerpersons.Presently,60qr"ofthetreatmenL

population is under 35 years of age (AFM' 1-986) '

It has been suggested that patterns of chemical abuse change

quickly and vary accord.ing to trends both in the general

population and the chemically depend.ent subculture (Hurley' L989;
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Mendelson & MeIIo, L985) . Trends of particular significance are

the increase in addictions to two or more chemícaIs, with alcohol

remaining as the favorj-te drug,' the widespread use of marijuana,'

the increase in the non-medícal use. of prescribed drugs; the

increased rate of cocaine abuse among all socioeconomj-c groups;

and an upturn in narcotic abuse in middle and upper income people

(Bisse}l, 1985) . Chemical abuse has emerged both nationally and

internationally as a politically important issue (Hurley, I989) '

society is at present concerned v¡it.h chemicals, whether it is the

problem of impaired driving, steroid abuse by young athletes, oI

the availabilitY of cocaine.

sociological theories receive wide support among experts in

the chemical d.ependency fieId. However, they are generally

considered in conjunctíon with other etiologic perspectives' It

may be that some sociocultural fact'ors act to mobilize an

exÍsting pred,isposition in producing chemical dependence. seldom

can sociocult.ural factors be isolated alone as causative (Naeglet

1-988b).

This review of the three theoretical perspect.ives concerning

the etiology of chemical dependency ín the general population has

provided. insÍght. into potential contributing and risk factors.

While t,here are many etiological theories, flo one theory

completely explains this complex iIIness. Newcomb, Maddahiant
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skager, and Bentler (1987) state that the search for a single

causal inf l-uence to account for chemicat depend'ency has f ailed '

There iS, therefore, a growing consensus among contemporary

researchers that it is most useful to vi'ew chemica'l- dependency

from a muLtivariat.e perspective (Donovan, L986; Chaudron &

lrlilkinson, L988,' Lester, f 988,' Roman, 1-988; Vaillant ' L988)'

Gomberg and Lisansky (1984) advise that the most productive

course of action is to explore concepts of vul-nerability to

chemical dependency, taking into account a persont s biological'

psychological and socíocultural characteristics ' Roman (1988)

stresses the importance of mul-tivariate research designs if the

interaction among these bíopsychosocial fact'ors is to be better

understood.

since g7% of ¡¿anit.oba nurses are women (statístics canada'

L988) it is regarded as rel-evant Èo revíew the Iiterature on

female chemical dependency. In Manitoba, it is estimated that 409õ

of the chemically dependent population are women (Adrian' JuIl' &

williams, L989). Alcohotism is t.he third lead'ing cause of death

in American women between the ages of 35 and 55 (Pape, l-986), and

in Canada, IÍver cirrhosis fatatíties are one of the four leading
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causes of death in the same age group (statistics canada' 1987) '

DuaI ad,diction has been f ound t'o be such a strikingly cornmon

female pattern that Nichols (1-985) proposed t'hat alcohol and

other chemical dependencies among women are ínterchangeable'

Reviewsofthelíteraturehaveshownthatmostalcoholism

research has been done on men (Beckman, L915; Lindbeck ' L972;

Schuckit'tg72).Asof1980only3outof374studieson

arcoholism focused on women (Moore, L980) . curree (L967) observed

that'earlyst'udiestend'edeithertoignorewomenentirelyor

simp}ytoassumethatalcoholismistheSame,regardlessofthe

sex of the individual. Research-based theories were developed

primarily from d.ata about male alcohotrics (Roman, 1-988) ' During

the past decade, both public awareness and research on chemically

dependent \^romen have increased d'ramatically (Naegle' L988a) I and

theories are developing wíth regard to womenf s dependency on

chemicals. As with the general population' some of these

explanations are biological' some psychological, and still others

sociological.

There is now general

there is a genetic factor

evidence more conclusive

agreement that

in alcoholism

among male

for both men and vlomen

(Ho1d,en, 1-985) , wíth the

than female offsPring
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(Monteiro & Schuckit, 1-988,' Schuckit, L984) '

Goodwin, schulsing€r, and Knop Q97"7) found that, although

the 4z rate of alcoholísm for the adopted daughters of alcoholic

fathers was higher than that for t.he general population, they

could not replicate the high LB% rat'e for the sons of alcoholícs

found in their earlier study (L973) '

Fortin and Evans' (L983) investigation of 50 alcoholic women

found that 662 had biological fathers who were alcoholíc, and 33%

had alcoholic mothers. Their study did not examine whet'her the

subject.s had been reared by biologic or nonbiologic parents, and

no control group was utilized. on the other hand', work by Bohman'

sigvardsson, and cloninger (l-981) using a larger sample and

controLs, suggests t.hat alcoholism among adopted' daughters is

linked to alcoholism in t.he biologíc mother but Ís variable with

the alcoholic father.

several studies do confirm an íncreased incídence of

atcoholism in all first degree relatives of female alcoholics'

with inconsistencies regarding paternal or maternal genetic

Iinkage (Donovan , L986; Schuckit, Pitts & Reich, L969; V'tinokur',

Reich, Rimmer & Pitts, 19?0) . In a sunmary of research data from

numerous studj-es, Youcha (1-986) found that 2Q to 50% of the

daughters of alcoholic parents became alcoholíc themselves ' There

appeared to be more parent.at alcoholism especially in fathers,
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for alcoholic women than for nonalcoholic women ' However, =o*á

scientists have speculated that because the genetic evidence is

more conclusive among mal-e than female offspring, psychologícal

and. Sociocultural factors rnay play a more important role in t'he

development of female than male alcoholisrn (Goodwin, schulsinger

& Knop, 1,977) .

Psvchological PersPective

Most of the research with females has focused on pre-

existj-ng psycnopathology and psychological conflicts (Roman'

1-988) . Part.icufar personality characterist.ics may be manifested

by females who become dependent, and it is often assumed that the

characteristics are part of the etiology. Psychological

dimensions which have been studied are depression, personality

characteristics, gender factors, and stressful life events'

The relationship between depression and alcoholism in women

appears repeatedly in the .J-iterature. 
Women who develop chemícal

d.ependency have higher famítiaI and personal incidences of

affective disorder as opposed t.o their male counterparts among

whom personality disorders are more common (MacAndrew, L986;
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Meyer, l-986,' Schuckit' 1986). It has been well documented,

however, that women in general are more likely to seek medical

help for affective psychopathology than males (Cooperstock, 1971-;

Gomberg, 1986) .

The theoretical base that links depression and alcoholism in

women originat.es from observed similarities in families where

both these disorders are found. High rates of depression have

been documented among the female relatives of alcoholics,

especially female alcoholics ' Conversely, hígh rates of

alcoholism have been observed among the male relatives of

depressed !{omen (Winokur et â1., 1-9?0) ' Schuckit's (1986)

research, showíng inconsistent genetic patterns, suggests that

the famíIial similarities between al-cohol-ism and depression are

not due to genet.ic links. Similar]y, using an adoption study,

Goodwinet.aI.(Ig77),documented'at'rendforanincreasedrisk

for depressive dísorders among daughters of alcoholics, but only

if they had also been raísed by an alcoholic adoptive parent. The

adopted-out daughters of alcoholics who were raised by a non-

alcohoLic family did. not show the increased risk for depression'

Environmental conditions such as a dysfunctional family, are

therefore suggest,ed as mediat.ing factors in the transmission of

both disord.ers in womenr and may contribute to the overlap
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between women's depression and chemical dependency (Merikangâsr

Leckman, Prusoff, Pau1s, & Weissman' 1983) '

Some descript.ive social histories of alcoholic women revea]

that the onset of alcohol abuse is of.ten preceded or accompanied

by depressíve symptomatology and low self-esteem (HaIikas,

Herzog, Mirassou, & Lyttle, l-980; Petty & Nasrallah, 198r) ' Other

investigators have examined depression and Iow self-esteem

observed Ín females that follows alcoholism and is thought to be

a consequence of the illness (Dackis, GoId, Pottash, & sweeney,

L986; OveralI, ReiIly, KelIy, & Hollister' 1985) ' These

retrospective studies indicate that issues of temporal Sequence

have not been resolved and that prospective studies are required

to determine which comes fÍrst, depression or alcoholism'

Furthermore, aII of these studies used d'ifferent meaSures of

depression which makes it dífficult to compare findings '

Turnbull and Gomberg (1-988) emphasize that depressíon seems

to be a critical element in female alcoholism' Their

retrospective study of 301- alcoholic women found that neari-y

every area of an arcoholic woman's life is affected by symptoms

of depression and that the more depressed the \¡Ioman, the greater

the consequences of her alcoholism. They found a significanL
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correlation between high levels of depression and more serious

alcoholism consequences such as work problems, arrests, marital

breakdown, accid.ents, and physical illness ' These results depend

on retrospective data which need to þe verified in longitudinal

studies. The large sample size and use of a non-alcoholic control

group suggests that the findings can be generalized to other

alcoholic women in treatment

It is not surprising, consÍdering the data on depression,

that 'attempted and successful suicides are higher among

chemicalty dependent \^Iomen t,han other women' and higher than

those for alcoholic men (Curlee, L969; Rimmer' Pitts' Reich' &

Winokur, 197L).

There has been a consistent finding of anti-social

personality characteristics in studies of female alcoholics

(Roman, l-988) . A comparative study by Herzog and wilson (1979) of

4.7 female alcoholics and 48 non-alcoholics reveal-ed significant

differences on a scale described as anti-social behaviours, wítn

the alcoholíc women scoring much higher than the non-alcoholic

women on this measure.

In one of the few longitudinal studies of alcoholic women,
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Jones(19?1-)raisesthequestionofímpulsívítyandimpu}se

control problems. ongoing st.udies of female alcoholics show an

early hÍstory of difficulties in impulse control. Compared with

non-alcoholic women, alcoholic women have run away from home more

often and dropped out of schooL earl-íer (Gomberg, L986) '

Causation is difficult to establish because of problems in

dífferentiating cause from effect. Roman (L988) stresses that the

personality characteristics have not been proven as causes of

chemical dependency because most studies have not measured these

characteristics usíng comparison groups of non-alcoholic women'

In many instances, therefore, t'he findings may reflect the

consequences of dependence on alcohol, rather than its preceding

fact.ors. To date, there has not been found one single personarity

type of femal-e addict (Taylor & St'' Pierre, 1-986) '

Gender factors

Another often studied dimension of the female alcoholic

personalíty is that. of sex-roIe identification or gender-role

confrict. As an expranation for femare chemicar dependency,

gender-role identification and problems generated by socially-

assigned gender roles have received attention.

There is a long-held notion that female alcoholics have a

confused sexual self-concept or even tend toward masculinity
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(Gomberg, !981) . Scida and Vannicel-Ii (L979) found that the

great,er the gend.er-rofe conflict, the greater the tendency toward

alcohol abuse. rn contrast, Anderson (l-980) compared 30 alcoholic

women with their non-alcoholic sisters on measures of qender-role

identification, and found no significant differences between

alcoholics and their sisters.

Likewise, stud.ies by Beckman (1-9?8), Kroft and Leichner

(1987) and Schwab-Bakman, Appe]t and Rist (198L) have failed to

show the predícted conflicts between masculiníty and femininity'

and generally offered no evidence of gender-role problems ' To

,date, there is no good evidence to suggest that chemical

dependency among women is rel-ated to gender-role confusíon or

gender-roIe conflict. women with and women without alcoholism

t.end to have simitar views of t'he roles of women (Anderson' L984;

Mclachlan, Wald'erman, Birchmore, & Marsdent 1'979) '

Stressful life events

stressful life events have been reported by some researchers

to precipit.ate the development of female chemical dependence

(Beckman I Lg|5; Gomberg, L9?6) . Gombergt s more recent (L986)

research with female alcoholics in treatment and a group of

cont.rol subjects suggests that there are signifícant differences

between the two groups in the experience of stress and in the
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repertoire of responses for coping with stress. The alcoholic

women were more impulsive, angryr unpredíctabIe, and socially

ísolated when reactíng to stress, and were said to be Poor copers

wÍth mínimal defense mechanisms. However, Gomberg questions

whether a stressful event is what precípitates a woman into

seeking treatment. for her iIlness, rather than stress causing her

alcohol abuser pêr se. This help-seeking may become more visible

under stress, but does not reflect a new problem with alcoholism

as induced bY stress.

A1]an and Cooke's (1985) extensive review of the

relationship between stressful events and the development of

female alcoholism is pessimistic about t'he quality of data in the

studies published because of methodological problems ' Evidence

had been collected by asking alcoholic patients to recal-I

particular events in their past that they considered may have

caused their heavy drinking. The ínvestigators noted the finding

that a high degree of stressful- events in al-coholic women's Lives

were reflect.ions of their retrospective post-treatment reports,

and their tendency to aCtribute t'heir drinking to causes that

would elicit sympathy, perhaps related to the stigma of the

disease. Allan and Cooke concluded that alcohol abuse may

increase stressful events, rather than vice versa, a confounding

problem in much of t.he titerature on stressful events and their
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outcomes. To date, there has not been a study reported wnicn

prospect.ively tracks women for chemical abuse following a

part.icular stressful- life event (Roman, 1988) '

Sexual Problems

one category of stress which has received recent attention

as potentially antecedent to female chemical depend'ence is sexual

problems. Alcoholism is assocíated with high rates of sexual'

gynecologica},andreproductiveproblemsinwomen.Sexualabuse

has been l-inked to chemical dependence in the victim (Beckman'

LgTg,.Cohen&Densen-Gerber,Ig82;Covington&Kohen,I984).

cohen and Densen-Gerber found that sexual abuse had occurred for

35% of female clients in alcohotism Lreatment in the united

St.ates and. Australia. Covington and Kohen studied matched pairs

of alcoholic and non-alcoholic females and found that 742 of the

dependent females had experíenced sexual abuse, whíIe 50å of the

non-dependent females had been sexually abused' Furthermore'

other report.s indicate that 2gz t.o 54% of chemically dependent

women in treatment have been rape víctims at some time in their

IÍves (Murphy, Co1eman, Hoon, 6' Scott, L980) '

A significant number of gynecologic problems have been found

in alcoholic women. wirsnack (1984) reported' that' 78% of

alcoholic women studied experíenced such disorders compared t'o
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35% of controls. As well | 252 of the alcohol-ic women reported

infertility problems compared to Aeo of controls '

In one of the few nursing studies on the extent of chemical

dependency in !.7omen with glznecologic. problems, Busch, McBride'

and Benaventrura (l-986) surveyed a group of 75 !{omen diagnosed

with infertility or pelvic pain using the Michigan Alcoholism

Screening Test (MAST). A high incidence of curren| or potential

chemical dependence was found in the sample, with 3le" abusing

wíne and/or marijuana. Though this sample size was small- and

self-selected, there are some implications for nursing practice

from this st.udy. Nurses working with clients who have infertil-ity

and pelvic pain problems should be aware of the potentially high

risk for chernical dependency for this population'

price, DiMarzio and Eckert. (l-987) found that a significantly

greater number of women alcoholics suffer from severe pre-

menst,ruaL syndrome than a control group of non-alcoholic vtomen '

And in Estept s (L98?) study, more alcoholic women in treatment

had undergone abortions or experíenced rniscarriages than women in

the control group-

sexual problems appear t.o be linked to chemical- dependencyt

but the mechanisms of these associations are not clear ' Sexual

problems may be both a cause and a consequence of alcoholism in

women(Roman'1.988).Sexualprob}emsoftenmotivatewoment'oseek



medical treatment, and coincidentally,

dependency (Naegle, I988a) . ALternately,

yet unknown linkages between sexual-

dependencY.

Sociologist,s have studied the role of childhood events and

the environment in the genesis of chemical dependency among

women. chemically dependent. women frequently come from

dysfunctional families. corrigan (1980) and wilsnack (1982) cite

,f arnily illness, f amily disruption by parental death or

separation, parental disharmony, modeling of parental chemical

abuse, and high rates of physícal and sexual assault as

characteristic of early family histories of women who become

dependent.

Perhaps because the family's attent'ion ís focused on the

alcoholic parent, the female child learns to put other people's

needs first in order to achieve approval. She displays

codependent behaviours in order to coper or survive (Ackerman,

1-989).Codepend'entbehavioursmayíncludedenial''

overachievement, withdrawal, difficulty trusting, the need to

control, and disregard of personal needs. The only thing that

makes the codependent female child feel worthwhile is helping

h,

treatment for chemical

t-harc mâv exist Otheru¡¡v! v

problems and chemical
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other people (Kiehne, L988) . This may have part'icular relevance

for the study of nurses who d.evelop chemical dependency in the

course of their roles as helping professíonals.

Females growing up in alcoholic families may experience

problems in relationshíps outside the nuclear family as they

become adults. They frequently marry an alcoholic spouse

(corrigan, L980; cotton,1,979; WiIsnack, wilsnack, & Klassen,

1984), or have multiple marriages (Estep, l-98?) . In his review of

L2 studies of female alcohoLics, schuckit (L972) found that

between one-third and two-thirds of the subjects had broken

rnarriages. However, extant data do not provide clear evidence

about the nature of the relationship between female chemical

depend.ency and marital breakdown (Pao]ino, McGrady, & Diamond'

1-978) . Further studies are required'

Gender factors

Researchers have explored the possible associations between

chemical abuse and women's employment (Gomberg, L971; Wilsnack'

wilsnack, & Klassen, r984). When a working woman becomes

chemically dependent, many blame her job' It has been

hypothesized by Some that the unique circumstances which v7omen

face when employed lead to the development. of chemical dependency

(Gomberg & Lísansky, L984; Volicer, Cahill, c Smith, 1981-) . To
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date, there is Iittle support for this view. Although "*ptoy"a

women in general report experiencing role overload (Dritschel &

Pettinati, 1989), other studies seem to suggest that employment

may have a protective function aga.i-nst dependency (Fortin &

Evans, L983,. Verbrugge, 1-983). Eor example, in the Eort'in and

Evans study of variables associated with the onseL of chemica]

dependency in a sample of 50 alcoholic women, employed women took

signifícantly longer than unemployed women to develop the

illness. The researchers suggested that ernproyment provided

something of value to employed subjects, which they did not want

to lose.

In a large national survey of American woment s drínking

behaviour, wilsnack and cheloha (1987) found that the demands of

multiple rofes were not significantly correlated with chemícal

abuse. Indeed, they found the converse appeared to be supported'

Rol-e deprivatíon such as Ioss of maritaL, childrearing and

employment roles was associated with an increased risk for

chemical dependency. These investigators concluded that multiple

roIes, especially involving employment, are more IikeIy to

increase woment s self-esteem, self-fulfiIlment, SuPPortive

networks, and ínvolvement in strucLured act,ivit.y, perhaps thereby

reducing their need to abuse alcohol '
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Barnett'(1.989)studied23Bwhitel¡fomennevermarried'

married wíth or wit.hout children, divorced, working and non-

working. she found. that rather than the work role being the

culprit. in role overload, it was the family role that gives women

the most Stress. The women with more roles had greater self-

esteem, and Barnett concluded that having more roles offers women

the opportunity to be challenged, to feel competent, and to have

their work acknowledged.

Wilsnack and Cheloha (f98?) as weII as others (Fillrnore'

L984,'wilsnackrWitsnack'&Klassen'1984)'havefoundan

ímportant link between woment s employment and normative/social

d.rinking.Inotherword.s,therehasbeenanapparentincreaseín

the rate of women, s social drinking associated with employment',

but not an accompanying increase in alcohol abuse ' ThiS trend

might be explained by norms assocíated with employment roles as

welL as greater exposure to work-rerated drinking opportunities

(Rornan, L988).

Furthermore, wilsnack and cheloha's survey found t'hat

women's drinking behaviours were strongly associated with the

d.rinking habits of signifícant others, including friends' This

finding further provides a degree of explanation for the increase

in women's social drinking associated with employment (Romant

, 1-988). Women with husbands or partners whom they described as
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heavy drinkers were also more likely to display symPtoms of

chemical dependence in themselves (Wilsnack & cheloha, 1987) '

More women are drinking alcohol and in greater amounts than

they did fifty years ago. However, despite public concern about

escalating chemical dependency problems among women, neit'her

American (WiIsnack, Wilsnack, c KIassen, l-984) nor Canadian data

(smart & ogborne, 1986) supports an increase. of special note

however, is that in both countries, adolescent and young adult'

females are displaying increasingty high level-s of alcohol

consumption, Iead.ing researchers to predict a grad'uaI increase in

the alcoholism raLes of women in fut,ure years (Hollobon, 1986,'

Whitehead & Lane, 1-987. )

Roman (l-9gg) explains that. young women consístently display

higher rat,es of consumption than those in the cohorts ahead of

them because they have int,egrated drinking into their Iifestyle'

whereas older women were socialized at a time when routine female

drinking met with less approval. The alcohol and advertisíng

industries have been attempt.ing t,o encourage young women to

integrate alcohol consumption into their Iifestyle even further

by gearing specific campaigns toward them (Atkin, Hocking &

Block, 1984) Some researchers now predict an overall convergence

in the d.rinking behaviour of young females and males (Downs'

L987) .
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Age al-so determines patterns of chemical abuse and th;

womant s drug of choíce. A1cohoI is the most frequently used

chemícal in both women under forty and over forty. However, those

under forty more often d.escribe abusing a variety of chemicals j-n

additíon to alcohol (Harríson c BeliIIe, r987) .

^ 
t r- Ìînrrnlr women/ s rates of alcohol uSe are increasing,

JaI l-I¡V qYrr

alcoholism stil-I occurs less often in women than in men (Barry,

1-988) . A partial explanation for this find'ing may be the strong

cultural befief in most cultures that greater stigma is

associated with excessive d.rinking among women than among men

,(Barry, 1-988; Donovan, t986; Roman, 1988) . Drinkíng women are

thought to be sexually loose. It may be that the socialization of

women in emphasizing the pot'ential Stigma of drunkenness, may

Serve a preventive function for woment s alcOhol abuse and

possible alcoholism. Makelat s (1-984) research found, however'

that the more ind.ustrialized a country, the more egalitarian the

norms between the genders related to acceptabilíty of drinking

behaviour. Therefore, aS gender rol-es become more equalized, it

is possible that t.he currenL d.if ference in rates may become less.

Although society may disapprove of

the same cannoL be said of psychotropic

women overusing a1cohol,

prescription drug use bY
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women (Celentano & McQueen, 1984). Women are far more likely than

men to become addict.ed to psychotropic drugs and to use them with

alcohol t,o sel-f-med.icate (Ogur I L986) . Eor example, it is

estimated that 652 of female alcoholics are also cross-addicted

to diazepam (Gomberg' 1-986) .

Some believe that dual addiction in vlomen is exacerbated by

the tendency for North American physicíans to over-prescribe

mood-altering drugs to women generally, thereby sanctioning drug

usage (Corrigan, 1-980; Gomberg, t97 6; NichoIs, 1-985) . AlarmingLY,

three-quarters of Canadian psychotropic prescriptions are written

,for women (Eccles, L989) . In her recent canadian study, Thurston

(i-9g9) found that. the rate of chemical dependency among battered

women is high, with one in four women in abuse shelters having a

prescription for psychotropic drugs. Thurst,on related that many

physícians miss the signs of family viol-ence, and write

prescriptÍons rather than exploring the causes of their patientst

complaints.

Traditíonally, women have not abused illega1 street drugs to

the Same extent as men (Ferrence & Whitehead, 1-980) . It is

therefore noteworthy that trends índicate that women's rates of

cocaine addiction are growing faster than that of men's (Ecclest

1-989,' JohnsLon, O/MaIley, & Bachman, I985) .
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Recently, the relationship between chemical dependency and

bulimia in women has received increased attention' several

studies have documented the co-occurrence of bulímia and chemical

dependency in young adult femaLes (Brisman & Siege1, L984" Bulik'

Lg87,. Flood, l-989). Bul-imia is seen as a form of food addiction'

and frequently a bulimic woman will report a cross-over in the

two addíctions, transferring the focus of the addíction from food

to a chemi-cal.

The review of the female chemical dependency literature from

the biological, psychological, and sociological perspectíves

revealed that the reasons behínd a woman becomíng dependent are

legion. Female characLeristics and' risk factors differ from those

of their male counterparts (Beckman & Amaro, 1-986) ' It shoufd be

noted that the literat,ure sampled cont.ained many contradictory

find'ingsandoftenseemed.sketchyaSabodyofwork.A

considerable number of the studies reviewed focused on women who

had undergone some form of treatment. these samples may not be

representative of women alcoholics who have never received

treatment.. There was also a gap between clinical studies of

alcoholic women and the general population of women' Wilsnackt

Wilsnack, and Klassen (1984) have cal-Ied' for more Surveys of

womenr s drínking behavíors. As well, only retrospective data on

pretreatment experiences were available for review' Longitudinal
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studies measuring ufomen's d.rinking patterns over a several year

period are required. And in spite of t'he f act that women

frequently abuse prescribed drugs (Gomberg I L986) , mosL of the

studies focused only on alcoholism. Roman (1988) is critical of

the absence of replication of female st.udies, and exprained that

this creates confusion by the mixture of findings in the female

Iit.erature.

However, given the evidence for the involvement of genetict

psychologic and envíronmental risk factors, the development' of

chemical dependency ín women would be best understood within

eontext of a muttivariate framework. some insight into

characteristics of the chemically dependent female nurse was

derived from understanding this illness among women alcoholics as

a group.

The abuse of chemicals in nursing may be better understood

íf it is examined. in the context of a larger problem which

affects other health care professions ' The Iiterature relat'ed to

risk factors and characteristics of health professionals other

than nurses who have become dependent uPon chemicars was

reviewed. The bulk of the literature on dependent health

professionals dealt with the male physician '

the

the
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chemical dependency amongi health professionals was mentioned

in the literature as early as 1953 (Isbell & White), but it has

received increased attention only over the past d'ecade. This

notice stems from two professiona.I responsibilities the

responsibility of a profession to set standards for professional

practice, and to care for those members suffering from an illness

(Bissell & Haberman, 1-984) . It is generally accepted that health

professionals are not protected by their knowledge or experience

from the risks of chemícal dependency (BisseII & Haberman' 1984) '

ïn fact, it has been suggested that health professlonals are at a

much higher risk for developing the illness than other members of

the population with simí1ar demographic backgrounds (C1ark'

Gibbons, Daugherty, & silverman, l-987) . In particular' nurses'

physicians, pharrnacists, and d.entists have been identífied as

professionals at risk for dependency, since they are involved in

prescribing,d'ispensing,andadminÍsteringchemicals.

There are no incidence studies of chemical dependency in any

health care professional grouP (BisseII, 1-985) ' Therefore' when

discussing the extent of t,he illness among these groups, ít is

generally acknowledged that we are dealing with estimates that

are based upon what. is known about the incidence of chemical

d.ependency in the general populat ion', disciplinary actions by

Iicensing boards, and legal records (Talbott & Benson, L980) '
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Farley and Talbott (f983) cite the incidence of chemical

dependency among physícians as LAZ. Risher-Simkin (1987)

summarized research which suggests that 1'2 to LAZ of all

pract.icing North Amerícan physicÍans are or will become

dependent. /\mong Manitoba's 2t OO0 physicians, ít has been

estimated that L0% are now dependent or have the potential for

the illness. Since Lg1g, !70 Manitoba doctors have received

assistance for chemical dependency problems frbm the Manitoba

Med.ical Association, s Physicians at Risk Program (Paul' 1989) '

Pharmacist,s(Normark,EckelrPfifferling&Cocolas'1985)

gstimate that l-0 to 2OZ of their colleagues are chemically

dependent, and dentists (Peters, 1987) estimate that more than

L0å of dentists are dePendent.

Estimat.es of t,he incidence of chemical dependency among

healt,h professionaLs are t.herefore diverse, and it has not been

demonstrated that any one health care professíon has more of a

dependency problem than another (Bisse]I, Haberman C williams'

1_989) . There are almost no epidemiologic data, and Talbott and

Gallegos (l-989) thus ernphasize that health professionals may be

at no greater risk than is the general population' Without

epidemiologic data, one can only speculate as t'o the nature and

scope of the problem among health professionals.
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The exact extent of chemical dependency among heal-th

professionals is unknown for severaf other reasons. Public image

comes into pfay. Health professionals are perceived as infallible

t.o this kind of ,'imperfection" (Anonymous, L985) . Caregivers tend

to feel they must carry oflr no matter what, and have d.ifficulty

asking for help for themselves (Sandroff, 1-989). In spit'e of

advances, this med.ical disease still carríes wíth it a stigma- A

canadian health economist recently suggested that chemically

dependent ind.ividuals should be the last to receive hospital care

as they bring the ill-ness on themsel-ves (Winnipeg Free Press'

.19g9) . There is also the fear of legal liability if chemical

dependency is acknowledged by the professíonaI or the health

facility Ín which she or he may be practicingr (Barr & Lerner'

l-9g4) . Roy (1987) furthermore suggests that heatth professionals

are more adept than other professionals at hiding theír

dependency from colleagues. It ís no wonder then, that chemical

dependency among health professionals still remains cloaked ín

secrecy.

A variety of characteristícs of health professionals and

t,heir work environment appear to coalesce to enhance their risk

for chemical dependency. Studies suggest t,hat, members of the

health professions who have a history of parental alcoholism may

be at. risk for chemical depend.ency. PiIat and Jones (l-984-l-985)
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found a high prevalence of parental drinking problems amongi the

health professionals who participated in their famity alcoholism

treatment course. Peterst (1987) review of several studies found

that a high percentage of health professionals are adult children

of a chemically dependent parentt ot parents. And 833 of 1'705

physicians treated ín t.he Georgia Irnpaired Physícians Program

reported a f amily history of chemical- dependence (Tal-bott &

Gallegos, l-989) . This is in contrast to the L4Z Ôf the general

population who report a positive history for parental alcoholism

(Midanik , L983) . Many children of al-coholics appear to select a

heal-th profession as a career. Bissell and Haberman (1"984) found

that health professionals have a greater incid'ence of being

reared in atcoholíc familíes than students who ent'er other

fields. A survey of pharmacy students in one American state found

252 of respond.ents citing a family history of chemical abuse

(McCauliffe, Santangelo, Gi'ngras, Rohman' Sobol' & Magnuson'

l-987). A recent study of 86 recovering pharmacists reported that

58t had a family history of dependency (Bissel-1, Haberman &

WilIiams, l- 98 9 ) .

One explanation for such fíndings may be that many

individuals who choose to become health professionals do so

because they have learned how to take care of others as a

function of their role in their alcohol-centered dysfunctional
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family of origin. Codependent behaviours such as caretaker and

high-achiever are used by children of alcoholics, perhaps in

order to cope with the family deficiencies. These children often

have the rore of responsibility for 
.the 

family. They disregard

their own personal- needs, which may Iead to d'if f iculties in

asking others for help (Kiehne, L988) . As adults' they may

transfer these coping behavíours int'o a health care career

(Black,LgTg;Wegscheider,1981)'bringingbothassetsand

vulnerabilities developed earlier in their lives -

Three major factors which are often cited in the literature

as contributing to the risk for developing chemical dependency in

health professionals are attitude' accessibility' and self-

medication. The attitude and belief in the use of chemicals to

relieve discomfort is referred to as "pharmaceutical optimism"

(Buxton, Jessup, & Landry, l-985). Many health professionals hold

the notion that chemicals are an acceptable means of altering

negative feeling states and this appears to diminish negative

sanctions agaínst. their use. Many also believe that their

knowledge about. drugs permits them to use drugs without the same

risk of becoming dependent as in the general population (BisseII'

Haberman, & wí11íams, l-989). The health professional then self-

medicates for psychological and physícal pain (Martin & Talbott,

l_986) , rather than seeking help from other sources.
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Availability of chemicals further supports the health

professional who may be predisposed to becoming dependent ' Hea1th

professionals are reported to be addicted to narcotics with over

twice the frequency of the general population (Smith, l-988) ' At

special risk are those who have easy and quick access to druqs'

as this increases the likel-ihood of abuse (Hedge, L982) '

McCauliffe et âI., (1-987) found that access to chemicals had a

substantial effect on chemical abuse by pharmacy students ' The

lowest rates of chemical abuse l^Iere f or those students with

diff icult. access to drugs. Although access and avail-abiJ-ity of

chemicals has been emphasized in the literature as key

explanatory concept.s, Kleber (L984) poínts out that access alone

is insufficient reason for becoming dependent, or there would be

increased numbers of chemically dependent health professionals '

It has also been noted that the chemicat of choice and route

of administration used by members of a partícular health

profession are influenced by the mores of a professional culture,

and t.he availability of certain drugs. For example, parental

abuse of narcotics is commonly found in recovering health

professionals except pharmacists (BisselL, Haberman, & Williams,

j-989) . These researchers attribute this pattern to the fact that

even though pharmacists may prepare or sell syringes, they never

actually use them. In other words, syringes are relatively alien
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to pharmacistsr âs compared to other health professionals '

The most common explanation as perceived by health

professionals themselves for abusing chemicals rel-ates to stress'

both personal and occupational (Koran & Litt, 1988,' Stout-Wiegan

& Trent , 1981-; Talbott & wright, !987) . Traditionally, chemically

dependent health professíonals have been vÍewed as "different"

than street addicts. Both. the health professional and street

addict have in common access to chemícals, but the health

professional was perceived to be self-medicat'ing for the relief

of sLress, overwork, and fatiguer âs opposed to seeking euphoria

,(Martin & Talbott, l-986) . Self-medication as a coping behaviour

to perceived discomfort such as stress has been found to be

associated with chemical dependency ín genetically predisposed

health professionals (Smith, Talbott, e Morrisson, 1-985) '

In contrast to those health professionals who self-medicate

related to perceived stress, Kleber (1984) and McAuliffe (1984)

both reported on a new breed of chemically dependent health

professional who has become caught up in the recreational drug

abuse epidemic ín North America. The sub ject's \^Iere no dif f erent

in their reasons for abusing chemicals than addicts in the

general population recreationally in order to obtain a "high" '

The subjects described their chemical dependency as a result of a

conscious curiosity about how the chemicalst effects would make
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t.hem feel and perform. These subjecLs were typically younger than

reported in other heatth professional studies, having grown up in

the drug sub-culture of the sixties and SevenLies ' Many were

dependent before entering a health pr.ofession or became dependent

during theír Period of training.

In their (f987) survey of pharmacist,s and pharmacy students,

McAuliffe et aI. report that 36% of the students were currently

abusing drugs for recreational purposes, which signifícantly

exceeded the practitioners' recreational drug abuse. The students

reported a wider range of drugs abused, especially marijuana,

.cocaine, other st.imulants, and tranquilizers, than did the

practitíoners. Among the student sample, there was no significant

variation by gender for drug abuse. McAuliffe (1984) warns that

health professionals are not immune to the North American drug

abuse epid.emic, and predicts that they wiIl be increasingly

involved in recreaLj-onal drug abuse behaviour.

In medicíne, there have been attempts to ídentify specialty

areas which may create an increased risk for a physician to

develop chemical dependency. Talbottr Gallegos, WiIson, &

porter, s (198?) retrospective study of l-000 impaired physicians

found that anaesthesiology and family practice both had

significantly increased prevalence of chemically dependent

physicians. Upon further analysis, GaIIegos, Brohrne, Veit, and
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Ta]bott (1988) reported that family physícians often practice in

solor or in rural areas with few cont'rols, thereby increasing the

Iikelihood of chemical- abuse ' The anaesthetísts in their sampl-e

frequently cit.ed. that one of the reasons they were attracted to

thís specialty was for easy narcotic access '

Johnson and connelly (1981-) report'ed that over 50? of their

sample of chemically dependent. physieians were in family

practice, obstetrics, surg'ery, or internal rnedicine. Goby,

Brad.Iey and Bespalec (1979) stated' that anaesthetists and

obstetricians were overrepresented in t.heir sampre, but that the

,distribution of medical specialties was similar to the breakdown

of. American physicians by specialties. Their data is consist'ent

with BisselL and Jones $976), who found a consistent incidence

of dependency throughout all medical specialties ' Medical

specialt.y has thus not been shown to be causally associated with

chemical dependence, but Talbott et âI., (l-98?) believe there may

be some association.

A lack of knowledge regarding both the disease process of

chemical dependency and the occupat'ional risk for health

professionals has also been cited as a factor in the development

of chemical dependence (Smith, Talbott, & Morrisson, 1985;

Talbott & GaIlegos, 1-989). HistoricalIy, healt'h professionals

have generally been taught to care for the physical resul-ts of
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alcoholism, and. Iitt.Ie at.tention is paid to risk f actors '

prevention,orearlysymptomatologyofalcoholismandother

chemical dependencies. This results in a false perception of the

disease and how it. may affect thel. Bissel1, Haberman' and

Williams suggest that attention to the human side' and the

process of becoming dependent are lacking in health

professionals' education (1989) '

A characterízation of the chernicarry dependent' American

physician has been compiled using retrospective data obtained

from the recognized leader in treatment and research of health

professionals, the Medical Associatíon of Georgiat s Impaired

physician, s Program. The sample populatíon consisted of l-' 705

physicians who were assessed for chemical dependency in the l-3

year period starting in Lg75 and ending in l-988 ' Alt'houqh the

sample is not representatíve of all American physicians, ít may

be representative of chemically dependent' doctors who seek

treatment. The physícian-patients were younger and l^Iere more

likely to be male and white than the general population of

American physicians. Females and minorities were significantly

under-rePresented in the samPle'

The mean age of the impaired physicians was 44 '4 years,'

94.72 were male ; 96.2% were white; more than 839ó reported a

family history of chemical dependence,'and consistent with the
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disease concept of chemical dependency, 93.2e" had no psychiatric

irrness. rn other words, chemicar dependency was the primary

problem; it !{as noL related to a psychiatric illness' Alt'hough

70.1-% of t.he sample cited alcohol as. t'he most frequently abused

chemical, only 25.82 abused aLcohol exclusively ' In the

population, 75% reported that they abused two or more chemicals,

with narcotics being cited as a drug of choice by 47 '72 of the

sample.

Fromthedata,itappearsthatthedrugofchoicealso

appearstodepend.somewhaLonaccess.Aswell,40zsaidthatthey

administered. their drug of choice int'ravenously or

intramuscularly. In the samplet 82.42 reported marital discord as

a result of their chemical dependence, and 49.!e" had experienced

at least one legal and/or licensing problem as a result' Of their

illness (Ta1bott & Gallegos, I989) '

several changes in the characteristics of the treatment

populat,ion were observed over t.he 13 years. The mean age of the

physicians decreased significantly from 55 years of age in l-975

to 39 years of age ín 1-987, and the number of female physicians

has increased over the years. The number of doctors reporting

poly-d.rug abuse has increased signifícantly since L975, and there

has been an associated increase in the incidence of intravenous

drug abuse. During the early years, the majority of the sample
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abused alcohol exclusively. Cocaine was not reported as abused by

any of t.hese doctors until 1980, but by 1988, one in three of the

sample reported cocaine abuse. The cocaine abuse is highly

correlated wíth a9e, with young phys.icíans more líkely to cite

cocai-ne as their chemical of choice than are their older

colleagues (Talbot.t e Gal1egos, 1989) - The data regarding cocaine

abuseamongyoungerdoctorsSeemst'obeconsistentwith

McAu1iffe's (1984) prediction that heaLth professionals would be

increasingly participating ín the American recreational drug

abuse ePidemic.

. The Talbott and Garlegos study, with it,s extremely large

sample, provided a comprehensíve picture of the recovering

chemícal}y dependent American physician, as well as documenting

trends within this population. However, ít l.ias a treatment

sample, aLtending a unique program, and therefore t.he results

likely cannot be generalized to doctors who are actively

chemicallY dePendent.

Thoughphysiciansingeneraltaketheirownlíveswit'h

greater frequency and generally at an earlier age than do members

of the general populatíon (Pfifferling, L986), it has been found

that chemical dependency is a strong correlate of physician

suicide (Bissell & Jones, L976; Keeve, ]984; Ross ' 1"9'lI\ '
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High achievement appears often as a characteristic in the

health professionaL populat.íon, and. in many studies, the majority

of subjects reported being in their upper class standing at

graduation (Bissell & Jones, L9'76; Clark, EckenfeÌs, Daugherty, &

Fawcett , L98'7; Hedge , ISBZ) -

The literature on female physicians who are chemically

d.ependent is scarce. In their research with exclusively

chemically dependent female physicians, Bissê11 and Skorina

(L987) and Martin and Talbott (l-9S6) report some of the

following: many are adult children of an alcoholic parent or

parents, and Some report having been sexually abused whiLe

growíng up. High class standing at graduation from medicaL

school, marítaI ínstability, low self-esteem and attempted

suicide were common characterist.ics within both samples. Most

subjects reported poly-addiction to alcohol and other chemical-s.

A small number of women in Martin and Talbott's sample

reported eating disord.ers, and both f amily pract'ice and

anaesthesiotogy were over-represented as speciatty areaS. Both

BisseII and Skorina (L987) and Tatham (1984) found more than the

expected number of female psychiatrists in their alI female

samples. Martin and Talbott (l-986) were not able to find any

association between stressful events and the development of the

illness in t.heir samPle.
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In summary, although much has been written, the

characteristics and risk factors of chemically dependent health

professionals have not yet been clearly defined' It appears that

varj-ous genetíc, personal and environmental influences may

interact to promote the development of this illness in some

health professionals (Talbott & Wright, l-987) '

Chemicallv DePendent Nurses

As with the other health professions, the exact extent of

chemical depend.ency among Manitoba nurses is not known' There are

,g,g68 practicing registered nurses in Manitoba (J. Tkachuk,

personal communication, Feb. , !990), and according to the

American Nurses AssociaLj-on's most recent estimate, 6 to 83 of

their nurses may be presently chemically dependent or are at risk

for becoming so (American Nurses Assoc., 1-98?) ' Other estimates

are higher. curtin (l-98?) and Kirkwood (1985) both state that L0

to 2OZ of all practícing nurses are chemically dependent. others

suggest that t.he dependency frequency of nurses and physicians is

simílar, at about 1-0å (Bj-ssell & Haberman, l-984) .

In her dissertaLion, Fredrick (1988) uses disciplínary

actions taken by the Míssouri State Board of Nursing as a vívid

illustration of the magnitude of the problem. In 198L, 69 cases

of chemical dependency were reported to this state board' In 1984
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there were 103 cases report.ed, and ín the first four months of

l-986 there were L25 new cases before the Missouri body. One

wonders if there really is an increasing problem or whether the

profession ís simply recognizing and add.ressing a situation that

has been there all along.

In Manit.oba between Lg73 and. 1-986, 5 (39%) of 13

disciplínary cases heard by the Manitoba Associat'ion of

Registered Nurses v{ere related to chemical abuse problems

(Steven I L988) . This association's peer assistance program,

Nurses At Risk (Nan¡ has had over 90 referrals since 1986 (S.

Mitchell, personal communication, Aug. , I989) . None of these

figures, however, establishes the incidence or prevalence of

chemical dependency withín t.he population of nurses. There are no

epidemíologic dat.a on the extent of chemical dependency among

nurses, and no study done so far supports t,he belief that nurses

have a great,er incidence of drug abuse than the general

population (Haack, 1-989) .

Chemical dependency amongst nurSeS has been an ignored'

guarded, and at tímes even a censored secret ilIness. Churcht s

(L985) hist,orical review of the professional nursing Iiterature

examined alcohol problems in relat.ion to the nursing profession

during this centrury, and indicated that there has been a

conspiracy of silence. Chernical- dependency among nurses was
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largely ignored in the literature until- t'he late L9?0/ s, and even

then, the articles were few and far between. Although articles on

the topic are now appearing in the literature with more

frequency, data regarding chemically dependent nurses are still

limited (Haack & Hughes, L9S9) . Research on the subject has been

sparse.

There are several reasons for this dearth of information. It'

is d.if f icult to conduct research on a medical problem that is

still stigmat.ized by society and for which denial is a

characteristic defense (Naegle, !988c) . This difficulty may be

.compounded in nurses who fear professional reprisal and therefore

may be even more reluctant to disclose their own illness or even

to deal with chemical abuse by colleagues (Green, 1'984; Naegle,

L988) . Furthermore, nursing is g7z female (statistics canada,

1-988), and women have not traditionally been considered as

subjects for chemical depend.ency research (Moore' 1980) '

During the past decade, particularly in the Unit'ed States,

increased attention has been focused on the problem of chemícally

dependent nurses. the philosophical basis for this inLerest

arises from a concern that a profession demonstrates for the

well-beÍng of its members as well as the responsibility a

profession has to society to self-regulate the practice of its

members to assure quality pract.ice (American Nurses Assocíation,
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L984). The acknowledgement. by the American Nurses Association

that nurses' chemical depend'ency was indeed a problem to be

solved (American Nurses Assoc., L982) sparked an increase in

research and publications on the topic (Green, l-989) .

Most, articles dealing wíth chemically dependent nurses are

descriptive or anecdotal in nature and were located in the

general nursing journals. These articles tend to attract

attention and are often used as guides to thinking and behaving

by those concerned. with the issue. These publications focus on a

wide range of Lopics such as: (1) general overview (Caroselli-

,Karinja & Zboray, L986) ' Q) characteristics and identification

of the dependent nurse (Green, L984), (3) nurse management

concerns (Kabb, L984; Naegle, L985), (4) ethical and legal issues

(Creighton, 198B) , (5) the profession' s response to the problem

(curtin, 1987), (6) intervention and treatment approaches

(Jefferson & Ensor, L982; Kotyk, McKnight & wortzman, 1988) ' (7)

recovery (C1ark, 1-988) ' and (8) personal accounts from recovering

nurses (Anonymous' l-985) - Recently, art'icles on chemícal

depend.ency and nursing students have begun appearing in the

literature (O'Quinn-Larson & Pickard, 1989)' Some of the ideas

presented in t.he aforementioned articles have been substantiated

by research, whereas ot.hers are based merely on speculation'
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The literature was limited in the number of reported studies

rel-ated to alt aspects of the problem. Haack (1989) laments the

fact that studies are being reported at professional- gatherings,

but are not being pubtished. Research generalty falls into these

major categories: (1) general overview (BíttIe I L98'7) , (2) the

process of becoming dependent. (Hutchinson, 1986), (3) treatment

(Crowley I Lg84) | (4) recovery (Jaffee, L982) ' 
(5) nursest belÍefs

about chemical dependency (Sullivan & Hale I Lg8'1) ' 
(6) Iicensure

and disciplinary actions (Murphy & connell-' l-987), (7) education

regarding the illness (Hoffman & Heinemann, L987) ' 
(8) chemically

,dependent nursíng st,udents (Haack, 1985) and (9) characteristÍcs

and risk factors of the dependent nurse. The following section

reviewed those studies which have examined the risk factors and

characteristics related to chemically dependent nurses. Only

t.hose references directty pertinent to this study have been

cited

poplar, s (L969) descríptive survey of chemically dependent

nurses ís the earliest reported study in the health professional

literature dealing exclusively wíth a sample (N = 90' 2 males) of

nurses. Her survey took place over a five year time frame ending

in Lg6j. The method consisted of administration of a self-report
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questionnaire to aIl nurses admitted to the United States

Inst.itute of MentaI Health CÌinicat Research Centre for treatment

of chemical dependency. Poplar found' that the average age of the

Caucasían subjects was 4L.7, and the conmon reasons given for

abusing chemicals were physical and emotional pain relief and to

escape work-reLated. Stress. The subjects related growing up in a

stabl-e family envíronment. Their addíction began in adulthood.

Opiates were the drugs of choice, with meperíd'ine as the

preferred chemical. Drugs were seldom mainlined' In addition, it

r^ras found that drugs were obtained through physicians, forged

,prescriptions t or theft from the hospital '

This stud.y took place at a specialized natíonal in-patient

clinical research centre, so the sample may not be representative

of all- chemically dependent nurses. The findings are therefore

Iimited to the sample in the study. Poplar's results, perhaps

because they are the first, are still quoted in the general

nursing literature on this topíc. Assumptions are often made

based on this early study. considering societ.al changes since

t.hat time, they may be dated. Poplar's study does provide useful

baseline data.

In another study, nurses admitted to the Natíonal Institute

of Mental Health Clinical Research Centre vlere studied by Levine,

preston, and Lipscomb (l-9?4) . Twelve nurses were interviewed for
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t.he purpose of examining historícal antecedents of t.heir chemical

abuse. St.ructured interviews explored personal- and family

history, educational and employment history, health, finances,

sexual activities, and a history of chemical abuse. The mean age

of the all white female subjects was 40 years. The averagle Iength

of chemical abuse was five years, with alcohol abuse preceding

the abuse of other drugs

The single most outstanding f inding of this study r¡Ias the

health histories of these nurses. Their histories were

characterized by a preoccupation with somatic complaints'

,extensive use of the health care system, and chronic medical

problems. The researchers found. that t,he subjects perceived that

these . events preceded their chemical abuse. Findings of this

st.udy are not generalizable beyond the population studied'

BisseII and Jones (198L) conducted structured face-to-face

interviews with a large national American sample (l¡ = 1-00) of

'recovering nurses during the early L970',s. Subjects living in the

community were obtained. through announcements at Alcoholics

Anonymous (4.4. ) meetings, by word of mouLh, and by using

snowball samPling.

In this descriptive study, the average age of the nurses was

44.6 years and over one-half had at l-east one alcoholic parent.

They were high achievers, with t.he majority ranked in the upper
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third of their nursing program at graduation, and many had

achieved ad.vanced degrees. Only three nurses had act j-on taken

against their nursing licence. One-third had attempted suicide '

Most reported little knowled.ge of addiction and an inabíIity to

recogni-ze their disease. chemical abuse was perceived by the

nurses to be related to work-related stress and easy access to

drugs. It is noteworthy that the int,erviews were conducted by

assistants who were themselves recovered alcoholics, 1íke1y

resulting in rich data.

l,imit.ations of the study hlere related to the sampling

design, that is, there was no control group or random selection

of subjects. The self-selected sample was al-I female, âfI white,

the majoríty lived. in urban centres and t'hey were aII A.A.

members. It is not known, therefore, whether the characteristics

of rural or male or non-A.4. or minority group chemically

dependent nurses would be similar. Such sampling limitations are

conmon among studies of chemical dependence in nurses. It is

difficult, to locate subjects due to the sensitivity of the topic.

Jaffee Q982) interviewed 16 recovering alcoholic nurse

patient,s who were referred to St. Víncentt s Hospital in New York

City. The purpose of the study was to describe t.he problems of

alcoholic nurses. SubjecLs ranged in age from 30 to 45 years. Sex

and race composit.ion of the sample v,Ias not provided. The majoríty
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had at 1east one alcoholic parent. Six had at.tained a master's

degree. The majority claimed not to have enough knowledgre to

identify the process of becoming chemically dependent. The

anecdotal nature of the report provid.ed an intense description of

the nurses' feelings about recovery from chemical dependency.

Despite t.he detailed personal accounLs, the study findings must

be int.erpreted caut,iously. The f indings are applicable only to

the population studied.

Over a two year period, Estes (1986) assessed 22 recovering

chemically dependent nurses upon admission t,o a support group.

,Through the use of a self-report questionnaírer she found the

typical characteristics of t.he chemically dependent' nurse to be

female, in the mid-30's, most likely divorced' girew up in a

family with a history of alcoholism, experienced some sexual or

physical abuse, presently employed in critical care or oncology,

reported chemical abuse began due to family conflict, and

meperídine as the chemical of choice. Most had never been

confronted by employers about their chemical abuse' even though

they had been abusing for extended periods.

A varietv of other American studies, most of them conducted

for masLers theses or doctoral dissertations, also contain

descriptive and anecdotal data on charact.eristics and risk

factors (Bitt1e, L981 ; Brennan, l-983,' Crosby, l-985,' Doy]e, L985;
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Kel1y, l-985; McMahon, L986; Norris, Pierson, & Waugama' 1-988,'

Stephenson, 198?; Talmadge-Reed, 1'982) . These self-selected

samples ranged in size from 10 to 50 subjects, and the data were

gathered using face-to-face interviews or sel-f-report

guestionnaires. Except for one, each study was carried out within

a linited geographical area, usually one urban location, and all

the sub jects were involved in a sing¡Ie specif ic t'reatment or

Support group at varying stages of recovery. Few of these studies

included males or those from other cultural groups, not even

Bl-ack Americans.

. The samples thus are not likely representative of the

Iarger, as yet unidentified population of actively chemically

dependent nurses, and the results cannot be generalízed to them.

Generalizing across t,hese st.udies is aLso difficult because each

used. a different set of sampling assumpt'ions' and most are

reported as ciescriptive anecdotes rather than quantitative

stat,ements. Comparison samples of non-dependent nurses were not

included, and thus some of the characteristics and risk factors

found may well be present in the larger population of presumably

healt,hy nurses.

Martin and. Talbott (f986) assert' that quantitative

descriptive studies of single treatment populations are important

as groundwork for the eventual development of a natíonal profile
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of the chernically dependent health professional. Haack and Hughes

(1989) meanwhile, are crítícaI that none of t.he precedj-ng studies

have been replicated, nor have there been attempts to col-Iect

data that is comparable in terms of instruments used, makíng it

impossible to draw substantial conclusions.

Sullivan (198?a) conducted the first quantitative

d.escriptíve study of the characteristics and rísk factors of

chemically dependent nurses using a mailed Survey with a large

nationaL convenience sample (N = L39, L7 males) of recovering

nurses. The anonymous questionnaire was developed by the

.researcher and. content, validity was established. The subjects

\^/ere primarily female between 26 and 40 years of age. Males were

overrepresenued in the sample when compared with the percentage

of males in the nursing profession (LzZ in the sample and 3% in

the profession) .

Subjects were shown to have: a family history of both

chemical dependence and depression,' taken on parental roles in

chíldhood; experienced sexual abuse and dysfunction; been

academicatly and professionally successful,' been divorced,' and

been frequent users of medical services. Recovery was associated

with frequent contact with A.A.

This study yielded a wealt.h of information, and some of the

findings are congruent wÍth research on female alcoholism, in
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particular depression (Schuckit l-986,' Turnbult & Gomberg, L988),

sexual- dysfunction (WiIsnack, Wilsnack, e Klassen, L984), sexual

abuse (covington & Kohen, 1-984), and divorce (Gomberg, L986) .

This was an explorative study, and conclusions and

generalizations are limited. The sample was a convenient'

purposive one. Subjects who responded to the Survey may differ

from those unwilling to participate. Once again' access to the

target population limit.s the sampling desígn. Sullivan was unable

to count the number of questionnaires actually distribuLed, and

thus could not determine the resPonse rate. The mailed

.questionnaire also meant that the investigator could not gain an

apprecíation of each subject as a person'

utilizing the same tool-, sullivan (l-987b) surveyed' a random

national- sample (N : 384 | 1-9 mal-es) of presumed-to-be

nond.ependent nurses, and utilizLng the initial study data,

conducted the first comparison study. She was able to id'entífy

some characterístics which significantly differentiated dependent

nurses from their colleagues. The dependent sample significant'Iy

more often reported an alcoholic parent or an alcoholic spouse' a

personal and. family history of depression, assuming parental

roles as child.ren, and health and sexual probJ-ems. There were no

significant. dífferences in age or academic achievement - Males

were significantly overrepresented in the dependent population.
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one unexpected finding was that 188 of the presumed-to-be-

nondependent control group responded positively to questions that

could indicate a problem with chemicals. A limitation of t'his

study is that the two samples may differ in representativeness

because of the random versus convenÍence samplíng procedures.

In a subsequent anal-ysís using the data from the preceding

two samples, Sullivan (1988a) explored the relationship bet'ween

chemical depend.ency and sexual trauma and sexual problems among

femal-e nurses. The majority of the dependent sample reported both

sexual trauma and other sexual problems, while less than 25Po of

.the nondependent sample reported sexual concerns .of 
any kind'

Differences between the groups were found for both

historical events and current experiences. Dependent subjects

were more often victims of abuse (incest and/or non-familiaL

molestation) than the nondependent subjects. Dependent subjects

revealed ongoing sexual problems. They were more like]y to have a

negative body image stemming from illness or surgery

(hysterectomy, obesity) and to report sexual dysfunction (usually

a 1ack of int.erest in sex) . Past sexual- trauma and present sexual

problems were strongly correlated wíth chemical dependency in

female nurses. The higher incidence of sexual trauma and sexual

problems reported by the dependent sample is consistent with

st.udies of chemical dependency in other populations (Cohen &
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Densen-Gerber, 1,982,' Covington & Kohen , I984) . Sull-ivan al-so

noted a higher incidence of homosexual preference in both the

male and female dependent sample as compared to t'he nondependent

nurses (1988b)

Because of the differences in t.he findíngs between the

sullivan studies (L988a, 1987a, 1987b) and the Poplar (1969)

study, almost two decad.es apart, one must wonder if they reflect

changes in society, in terms of openness about' asking. subjects

questions, and subjects' willingness to share matters that were

previously considered private. For example, whereas Pop1ar

.reported stable, close family of origín, sullivan found

contradictory data about the family.

Murphy and Connell

records of disciPlinarY

the preceding two Years

dependent nurse was compared to data compiled by the state Board

of Nursing on registered nurses in general in that state' There

\¡rere several signif icant. f indings related to t.he dependent nurse:

the majorit.y were under 4O years of age and either single or

d.ivorced , 462 l^Iere graduates of associate degree programs | .622

had graduated within the previous ten years, and 322 had been in

practice l-ess than five years. The investigators suggest' that

some of theír findings have implications both for nursing

(L98?) retrospectively looked at L00

cases which had been investigated during

in Arizona. The dat.a on the chemically
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education and for the orientation and support of new graduat'es.

It has been suggested that, the caregíving role of the child

of the al-coholic teads to a career choÍce such as nursing (Dean &

Edwards, 1989) . As with the other health professionals, nurses

are over-represented in the adult children of alcoholics

populat,ion in Nort,h America (woritit.z, 1984) . Bissel-l- and

Haberman (1-984) reported that more nurses than college hlomen or

social workers say t.hey have an alcohotic pareñt (492t 393 and

383 respectivety). And as reported elsewhere, sullivan (1987b)

f ound a signif icant.ly higher prevalence of parent.al al-coholism

among chemically dependent nurses than in nondependent nurses'

However, in a stud.y of L79 undergraduate nursíng students,

Haack and Harford (1988) did not find data to support their

hvnofhesis that nursing Students would report a greater

prevalence of a posit.ive family history for alcoholism' In their

study, nursing students reported a posítive family history for

family alcoholism (1-3%) that is comparable to that found by

Barnes, Benson, and Wilsnack ç'979) in the population of

undergraduate college women in general, (1 4.72) . Their study did

f ind, however, that nursíng stud'ents who are daught'ers of

alcoholic fathers reported higher levels of alcohol consumption

than nursing students with a negative famíly hístory for

al-coholÍsm. Haack and Harford. suggested that this finding places
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these nursing students at a higher risk for chemical dependency

problems than their Peers.

In contrast to Haack and Harfordt s finding, Dean and

Edwardst (1989) st,udy of 223 baccaLaureate nursing students found

that 33.1% \ÁIere adult children of alcoholícs, which is

significantly higher than the L4.12 reported by Barnes' Benson,

and Wilsnack (L979) for undergraduate college women. Dean and

Edwards report.ed significant differences between the adult

children of alcoholics nursing students and. those nursing

stud.ents with a negative family history for alcohoLism. The adult

.child.ren of alcoholics had a higher .percentage 
of first born or

last, born t,han the adult children of non-alcoholics. The adult

chil-dren of atcohol j-c students also ind.icated they may al-ter

their alcohol consumption patterns when under stressr âs compared

to the non-alcoholic chitdren

In the literature, nursest attj-tudes towards drugs and easy

access to them are often implicated as key contributing risk

factors for chemical dependency (Crosby, l-988). Nurses are

constantly in contact wit.h d.rugs and, aS with ot'her healt'h

professionaLs, hây have that "pharmaceutical optimismtr or a faith

in drugs to relieve discomfort. They also believe that they wiII

not become dependent because of their medication knowledge

(BísseIt & Jones, 1-981-). Some studies (Hutchinson, 1986; Poplar,
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l-969) have suggested that chemically dependent nurses began using

drugs t.herapeutically to reLieve both physical and emotional-

discomfort, and that this self-medicat.ion behaviour has developed

j-nto a dependence on chemicals. Hutchinson stated "Paradoxically,

what begins as a form of self-med.ication resulLs in self-harm"

(L986r p. f 98) . Nurses in the Levine, Preston and Lipscomb (1-974)

study had difficulty acknowledging t.hat self-medication with

psychotropic medications and drug abuse are the same phenomenon.

They regarded such rnedications as legitimate and therapeutic, and

more acceptable to use than aIcohol. Furthermorer recovering

,nurses in Stammert s (f987) study described the laxity in

supervision of controlled drugs aS an important factor ín

contributing to their d.ependence. Stammer suggests that

inadequate monitoring systems provide opport'unities for

pred.isposed nurses to divert drugs for theír own use.

The 1j-terature mentions specialty areas of nursing that are

more stressful, and altow greater access to controlled drugs, for

instance, critical care and anaesthesiology (Cronin-Stubbs &

Schaffner, 1985; Norris, L986) . However, Haack (1-989) emphasizes

that since there are no data on the incidence of chemical

dependency in nursing, there is no way to identify which

specialty areas hoId. an íncreased risk for nurses to become

decendent..
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Furthermore, chemically dependent nurses often move 
"tot-,nA

from area to area So that there is not a clear pattern of

cl-inical specialty (9. SuIIivan, personal communication, Ju1y,

1989) . In one study, 50 out of 300 nurses said they had changed

their worksíte in order to have easier access to drugs (Sullivan,

BisseII, e Leffler, in press). It is not yet known whether

certain characterist.ics of a part.icular cIÍnical specialty

increase the potentiat for nurses to first become dependent, or

whether nurses are attract.ed to certain specíalties after their

il-Iness develops.

The popular nursing literature atso suggests that chemically

dependent nurses prefer working evening and night. shifts, and

week-ends (Kolesar' 1980) . However, McMahon (l-986) r found that

t.he majority of recovering nurses in his sample only worked the

day shift. Other studies have not reported on t.his variable.

The stress in nursing is well-document,ed in the líterature

(Donnelly, L 980 ) . Masl-ach and Jackson (t982) have identif ied

envíronmental stress an integral part of the work of most nurses.

Stress, although not singled out as being t.he cause of chemical

dependency in nurses, is often assumed to be a rísk factor

(Cross, !985) . The relationship between occupational stress and

chemical dependency was explored in Haackt s (l-985) study of

undergraduate nursing students. Students who reported symptorns of
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stress aLSo reported an increased abuse of alcohol ' However,

because of its retrospective nature, this study cannot reveal

whether the abuse of alcohol led to feelings of stressr oE

whether alcohol was used aS a consequence to stresS.

Two other studies of recovering nurses (Estees, L986;

Stammer, ]g87) | report that stress Stemming from family problemst

and not work-related stress' was an important factor' This

finding is consistent with data reported by wilsnack and cheloha

(1g8?) on female alcoholism. Talmadge-Reed's (l-982) subjects were

however, divided almost equally on their perception of the

,sources of stress being either personal or work-related' HaIf

described underst,affing and severely ilt patients as sources of

stress, with the remainder cíting the source as personal stress '

Only two subjects in the Norris, Píerson, and Waugama (1988)

sample of chemícaIly dependent nurse-anaesthetists reported

occupational StreSS. And t.hey expressed that SLress came from

dif f icuf tíes in int.erpersonal relat.ionships or administrative

duties within the work setting, and not from patient care'

Furt.hermore, McMahon's (l-986) study, which compared t'he

characteristics of chemically dependent and nondependent nurses,

found that the perceived. stress level for the dependent nurses

was Lower than reported by the nondependent group. It would Seem/

then, t.hat. stress ís neither a unique feature of nursing, nor of
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chemically dependent nurses.

Three recent stud.ies not.e f indings which question the

assumption Lhat chemically dependent nurses began drug use

therapeuticalJ-y. Norris, Pierson, and Waugama (1-988) reported

that 7leo of t.heir sample reported first abusing chemicals for

recreational purposes, or for "kicks", and 57Z purchased

marijuana, cocaine, LSD' and quaaludes from street dealers '

BittIe, s (1-987) subjects disclosed. that t.heir ill-ness often began

when they were nursing students. And in the largest sample (N =

300) of dependent nurses thus far studied, Sullivan, Bissell, and

Leffler (in press) found. that recreatj-onal drug abuse began at a

young âgêr often prior to and continued through nursing school'

Depend.enCy, if not initiatly present, occurred a few years into

their careers. There were significant. differences between younger

and older subjects. Those under age 35 and especially males in

this age group were more apt to report a dependency on narcotic

drugs, while those over age 35 reported alcohol dependence more

frequently. Eleven percent of the sample reported cocaine

addiction.

The finding that. the younger nurses were more likely to be

narcotic dependent has not been reported in prevíous studies of

nurses. These investigators suggest that the new generation of

nurses may be abusing chemicals for "kicks", rather than for
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therapeutíc self-medicatíon reasons, and that nurses' choice of

chemicals is changing in line with t.he societal choice of drugs.

These results may be reflective of the recreational drug abuse

epidemic in North America, and appear consistent with Kleber's

(L984) and McAulif fe's f-g}4) finding of a new breed of

chemically dependent health professíonaI. Researchers warn that

the abuse of i11ega1 street drugs may put both the abusing nurse

and her or his patients in a different kind of jeopardy than in

previous times (SuIIivan, BisseII, & Leffler, in press) .

Ed.ucat.ion has been viewed as the key to early identification

,of the chemically dependent nurse, and nurses lack the

information which would enable them to understand, recognize, and

intervene in developing dependency problems. Although it has been

more than three decades since al-coholism has been recognized as a

disease, many nurseS still perceive this illness as a moral

shortcoming (SuIIivan & Hal,e, L98?) . Studies of recovering nurses

reported t,hat this is one reason that dependent. nurses have been

reluctant to seek help f rom their colleagues (BisseII & ,Jones 
'

L98L,' Bitt1e, L987; Brennan, L983) .

Murphy (i-989) reports t.hat most nursing curricul-a provide

almost no education on the process of becoming chemically

dependent,, current and. popular d.rugs of abuse (other than

alcohol), nor information about chemical dependence as it
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pertains to nurses. Rather, the focus of teaching is on the

resulting physiological problems of alcohol-dependent clients.

The content most oft.en viewed chemicat dependency as a symptom of

an underlying problem, and not aS a primary disease process, in

and of itself.

Hoffman and Heinemann's (198?) national American survey of

nursing school curricula found that the amount of time Spent

teaching this subject ranged from one to five hours, regardless

of t.he type of program. The ínvestigators expressed concern that

this time is extremely disproportionate to the incidence of the

.iIlness, and that education about chemical dependency is not

valued in nursing education. Recovering nurses have cited that

their own and their colleagues/ lack of knowledge about the

disease process of chemícal dependency was a contributing factor

to t.heir illness (Bissell & Jones, 1-98L; Brennan, L983; Stammer'

r_987) .

Multiple serious job performance problems is a

characteristic frequently reported by recovering nurses (Brennan'

L983; McMahon, l-986; Norris, Pierson, & waugama, r988; Stammer,

1,987) . In spite of this, the majority of these subjects were not

reported to their state nursing boards, and. few had disciptinary

action taken against their nursing licences. Even t'hough

dependent nurses frequently obtained their drugs at the worksitet
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reprimand by employers was infrequent. For example, in one study

of recovering nurses, 50% of the sample said that their immediat'e

supervisors r^rere aware of t.heir problem, but did not intervene

(Jaffe I L982) .

Two studies (Sull-ivan, BisseII ' & Leffler' in press;

Sullivan, 1987a) have found that narcotic abusers vfere more

likely to be disciplined. The investigators suggest that record

keeping and controls on narcotics leave a paper trail that may

facilitate discovery of drug diversion, whereas because of their

different legal status, alcohol .and non-narcotic drug abuse and

.the job performance problems they cause receive little attention

in the work set,ting. In one study, 752 of the recovering nurses

reported that their colleagues knew that they were performing

und.er t,he infl-uence of chemicals, yet did nothing to prevenL them

from continuing with patient care (Norris, Píerson, & Waugama,

1_988) .

The recovery and relapse characteristics of chemically

dependent nurses have been explored in some studies ' In Brennant s

(Lgg3) study, t6 of the 50 nurses (322¡ in the sample experienced

one or more relapses after joining Alcoholics Anonymous ' The

reason given by all 1-6 nurses for their relapse was their own

Iack of acceptance t.hat they were in fact dependent upon

chemicals. In anot.her stud.y, Talmadge-Reed (L982) reported that I
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(31å) of 26 nurses in the sample experienced a relapse, with most

relapsing only once. In almost every case, relapse was linked to

a transitory or precipitating event Ieaving inpatient

treatmen|, IeavÍng a hal-f-way resident'ial- treatment home' stress

at home, and being prescribed analgesic medication.

Sul]-ivan,s(1987a)studyalsofoundastrikinglysimilar

raLe of relapse. Forty-seven nurses (33%) in the sampl-e of 1-39

had relapsed. Furthermore, Sullivan identified four variables

which were significantly different when nurses who relapsed were

compared with non-relapsing nurses. Relapse was most common amongf

.nurses who: were threatened with or who had lost their job; had

received disciplinary action against, their nursíng licence,' had

more than one treatment for dependency,' or who. were

infrequent/irregular attenders at 4.4., N.A. or nurseS' support

^r^11ñc)j!vuI,u.

In reviewing the literature on the characteristics of

chemically dependent nurses, one is struck by the assumption that

all dependent nurses are American nurses. This may be related to

the l-ack of data from countries other than the United States.

Caution must therefore be exercised in generalizing this body of

findings to other areas of the world.

There have been two Canadian studies on this subject - Gaskin

(1989) reports that she collected a Iimited number of demographic
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variables from a sample (N = 100) of female nurses referred to

Ontariot s peer assistance program, Project TurnabouL, from 1983

to 1986. The nurses reporced a high incÍdence of narcotic abuse

(23%), and of abusing drugs in response to unpleasant bodily

sensations such as Pain.

Pagliaro's (198?) sample (N = 1-0) consisted of the

population of Alberta female nurses who appeared before that

province's professional discipline committee over a two year

period for chemical dependency problems. Descriptive data were

obtained through a mailed questionnaire which does not appear to

.expl-ore al-1 aspects of t.he problem, and the sample size makes it

impossible t.o generalize beyond the sample itself. The duration

of Chemical abuse ranged from six months to over Len years, and

those nurses who self-administered injectable drugs used the

intramuscular route. These findings may be useful baseLine data.

pagliaro is continuing to gather data (personal communication,

June i, L989) . The foregoing is the extent of Canadian research

on the topic.

In an attempt to identify risk factors which predispose to

the development of chemical dependency in nurses, Clark (1988)

used content analysis to examine 1-3? pieces of literature which

in any way mentioned chemical dependence in nurses. This body of

l-iterature included case studies, self-reports by dependent
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nurses, research articles, and writing by experts in the fie1d,

and covered the period from 1898 to 1984. She identified 302

cit,ations describing risk factors and placed them in seven

categories: stress (67) , problems of daily 1íving (53) ' enabling

behaviour by others (53), attitudes toward chemicals (53), Iack

of education regarding chemical- dependency (35) , l-ack of controls

or easy access (31-), and questionable physician practices (f0) .

It should be emphasized that since Clark's analysis covered

lit.erature that was not all researched based, some of her dat.a

may be based. on assumptions made by others writing on this topic.

Summarv

From this comprehensive review of the nursing literature, it

is clear that the study of t.he characterístics and risk factors

of chemically dependent nurses is sti1l in the early stages,

especially in Canada where t,here is a dearth of studies.

Genetic, personal, and environmental characterist.ics have

all been implicated in the development of this illness among

nurses. The etiologic comptexit.y of chemical dependency will most

likely make ít impossible that one profile will fit the

characteristics of atl- dependent nurses. Investigators, however,

have identified some common charact.eristics and perhaps potential

risk f act.ors which contribute to a beginning underst.anding of
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chemically dependent American nurses. A data base is emergíng,

but there has not been a coherent effort to buíId upon the work

already begun by others. The varj-ous studies are not ready to be

integrated into one theory of dependency. In order to improve

generalizability and to develop a general profile of the

chemically depend.ent nurse, this population needs to be studied

in a more systematic waY.

Sullivan, s systematic research (1988a, 1988b, L981a, 1-987b)

has made progress in delineating characteristics and possible

risk factors (Haack & Hughes, L989), and this effort needs to be

.continued. Experts in the field are encouraging nurse researchers

to replicate studies with different, larger, and more diverse

samples of recovering nurses (Haack & Hughes, 1989) . This advice

is almost identical to that given by Roman (l-988) regarding the

research still needed with chemically dependent women.

Furthermore, Amerícan research ought to be replicated in Canada

in order to determine whet.her the characteristics of chemically

dependent nurses are unique to one country or part' of an

international Profil-e .

The variety of factors identified in the lit.erature as being

associated wíth the development of chemically dependent nurses

does not support. a síng1e, unit.ary explanation. Rather, they

indicate that. t.here are numerous factors and cn*aracteristics of a
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nurse which may lead to chemical dependency. The remainder of

this chapter wiII present the conceptual framework as suggested

by the literature reviewed.

ConcePtual Framework

A review of the lit.erature included a perusal of conceptual

models from all three perspect,ives of chemical dependency,

biological, psychological, and sociological. At the present time,

the dj-sease model ís the prevailing paradigm, and research is

pointing increasingly to the validity of the disease concept as

,an organizing and descrj-ptive framework in the study of chemical

dependency (Chaudron & Wifkinson' 1"988; Naeg1e, L988b) ' The basic

concept that chemical dependency is a primary disease process in

and of itself and not a symptom of another problem provid'ed the

very broad context for this studY.

Some in the field argiue that the disease concept of chemical

dependency is too restrictive and does not. take ínto account the

many personal and environmental variables that may contribute to

the illness (A}exander, ].987,. Wilson, 1-988) . This argument is

based on a mísunderstanding of the basic assumptions of the

disease concept of illness generally. An essentíal tenet of the

disease concept is that. the expression of any ilLness depends

upon the interaction between the person' the agent, and the
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externaL environment (LeavelI & Clark, LgTg; Mendelson & Mello,

L9B5) . Vail-lant's (L9BB) genetic loading theory provided the

foundation of the disease conceptualizatíon for this study. His

theory posits that there is a definite predisposing genetic

vulnerability to alcoholism, but that environmental factors may

influence the actual development of t.he disease.

Recognition of chemical depend.ency as a multivariate disease

means that certaín characteristics such as genetic vufnerability

may place a person at increased risk for t.he disease, but are not

necessarily causal in nature. The literature reviewed document's

.that, genetic endowmenL is important, but that the Process of

becoming dependent also occurs in a social world and' may also be

influenced by personal characteristics. In other wordsr Do one is

predestined to becoming chemically dependent, but the presence of

particutar interacting and cumulatíve physiological,

psychological and sociological- conditions predisposes an

individual to chemical depend.ency and enhances the probability of

the disease (Naegle, 1988b,' Zucker & Gomberg, 1-986) '

Rather than specify a single etiology, it ís recognized that

there are a variety of biopsychosocial factors that increase

one's vulnerability to developing chemicat dependency. This risk

factor notion is one often used to understand susceptibility to

other types of diseases, and has been widely used by



epidemiologists in the early stages

development (Kraus, Borhani, & Franti,

1985).

The application of the risk factor concept to chemical

dependency proposes that with increased exposure to the factors

which are known to promote chemical abuse, there is a

corresponding increased risk of becomíng chemically dependent

(Newcomb, Maddahian, Skager, & Bentlerr l- 987 ) . This concept

provided an important conceptual tool for understanding the

multiple characteristics associated with chemical dependency in

.nurses, and as Newcomb, Maddahian and Bentler (1-986) emphasíze,

all-ows the researcher to draw on diverse results to determine the

risk for becoming dePendent.

Few conceptual models have been developed in the study of

chemical dependency (Naegle, !988b), and most of the ones

revj-ewed were unidimensional in scope, emphasizíng just one of

the three theoretícal peçspectives. Most were not broad enough to

consider the multiple influencing factors that have been

associated. with an increased risk for chemical dependency. Murphy

(1989) has identified a "conceptual crisis" in the field of

chemical dependency. conceptually, the review of the chemical

dependency Iiterat,ure supports a multivariate modeI, where

several rísk factors may lead to chemical dependency. Zucker and

r_0 I
of research and theorY

1-980,' Mendelson & MeIlo'
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Gomberg (1-986) emphasize that the critical issue in choosing .

conceptual framework in the stud'y of chemical dependency is its

ability to specify and. integrate the various influences ' Hughes

proposes that any model of chemical dependency used by nursing

,rmust accommodate the reality t.hat health or illness is the

outcome of multiple individual characteristics that interact with

a host of interdependent factors wíthin the larger environment"

(1-989, P. 9) .

Donovan's biopsychosociat model (l-986) was chosen to provide

the organizational framework for examining the characteristics

.and risk fact.ors of chemically dependent Manítoba nurses. This

contemporary etiological model of alcoholism is concept'ua]Iy

attract.ive in that it reflects and unifies both the

multifactorial disease and risk factor concepts under discussion.

ït recognizes the heterogenèous causes of the disease by

combining empirical evidence from alf theoretical perspectives of

alcoholism. It. therefore simultaneously integrates and uses in a

predictive fashion, a blend of pliysiological, psychologic, and

sociologic risk factors. The development of alcoholism is complex

but relatively lawful, and appears to be ínfluenced by the

presence or absence of certain characteristics and risk

indicators in the ind.ividual nurse and her or his environment -

Geneticalty determíned physiologic events interact' wíth an
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indivídual/ s personal characteristics and environmental fa.tot"

to produce the disease (Donovan, 1986) . It is thus not random

selection nor fate that determines chemical dependency, but

rather a pattern or sequence of antecedent risk factors which

increase the probability t.hat the nurse wiIl become iff. Genetíc,

psychologic, and. environmental risk factors are conceived as

interacting to predispose individuals to the development of the

disease

The areas ident,ified as beíng primary risk factors are

genetic and sociocuLtural patterns. These risks have been

,definitively established., and are like1y interactive rather than

independent. For example, those in the same family share not only

genes but cuLture, ethnicity, famity tife, and possibly gender

risks.

Donovant s model then not.es environmental and personality

fact.ors as mediating conditions t.hey may increase or decrease

the risk ín the genetically vulnerabl-e. Family system

interactional patterns that support or decrease the development

and maintenance of the disease is an example of such a variable.

Two psychotogic defícíts, antisocial and borderl-ine personalj-ty

characteristics have been found to have some association wíth

alcoholísm, so Donovan considers that they may be either primary

risk factors, mediat.ing conditionsr or factors which combine with
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genetic endol^Iment to produce a greater risk of alcoholism.

Donovant s model provides for the dynamic, flexib1e, and

varying importance of each characteristic in contributing to

chemical d.ependence. The combínation of the different factors as

they interact to produce the illness is shown by the arroþIs

moving from left to right in Figure 1. Donovan suggests that the

expression of the ill-ness evoLves from chemical abuse to

dependence. However, Iinear causality may not always be the case.

The dímensions and directions of the model need not be rigidly

constant to be valid. what acts as causal at one point may serve

.as ef fect, outcome, or med.iator at another. Circul-ar causat j-on

may operate in some situations. Cause and effect may alternate

their roles. For example, social isolation may lead to chemical

dependency, and Iater, result from it. At other points, isolation

may Serve as a mediator, adding to the risk present genetically'

Specific índividuals and groups may show a varíety of

combinations of risk factors, which have differing rol-es in the

development of the disease (Donovan, 1-986). The model- provides

for varyíng patterns of disease development and stresses the

quantitative value of the varying factors.

Donovant s model thus aIlows the researcher to represent'

schematically mu1t.iple inf luencing condit.ions. It. can be expanded

as ot.her primary r j-sk f acLors or mediating conditions are
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verified (Donovan | L986) . By examj-ning these dimensions,

conclusions wíII be drawn aS to the possible association between

recovering dependent nurses' characteristícs and chemical

dependency. It provided a helpful framework withín which to study

the occurrence of chemical dependency in nurses ' Donovan

confirmed that it is an appropriate model for thís investigatorf s

study (APPendix I).
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CIIAPTER III

METHOD

The Survey research method was selected to generate

inf ormat.ion about t.he characterísti-cs of recovering chemically

d.ependent Manitoba nurses. The research design, subjects and

their protection, the procêd.ure, and the instrument used in this

replication study are presented in this chapter'

Research Desiqn

A descriptíve and exploratory research design was adopted,

using the survey research method., to collect quantitative data

from chemically depend.ent Manitoba nurses who were in the

recovery stages of their illness. This research approach \^Ias

util-ized for several reasons. Information about chemical

dependency among Manitoba nurses was nonexistent. A descriptive

design using the survey method was t.herefore deemed the most

appropriate approach for obtainíng a broad data base that would

provide insights, qenerate hypotheses for further study, and

suggest t.he direct.ion that future research should take.

The dynamics of the problem require confidentiality of data

to protect the respondents, Lherefore data vlere collected using a

self-report questionnaire distríbuted through the mail system.

II4
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This method of self-report by maiL provides a greater guarantee

of anonymit,y to ¿he individual and provides greater potential for

obtaining sensit.ive information about. this population than could

reasonably be expected by a face-to-face interview survey (Wood'

j-9g5) . Mailed. quest.ionnaires are not ideal and have limitations,

but they are one of the few ways to study the characteríst'ics of

chemical abusers (Smart & Ogborne, 1-986) '

A review of the literature shows a wide range of response

rat.es for mailed Surveys. Four percent is considered a

relatively high rate for political surveys (Babbie, 1-979) - One

.mail survey of 225Q on the prevalence of alcoholism among

American nurses had a response rate of 53% (Wood, 1985) ' Babbie

(Ig7g) proposes that a rate of 50å is adequate for analysis and

report.ing. Because of the Lack of information about chemical

dependency among Manit.oba nurses, it was decíded that the data

would be analyzed and reported, no matter what the response rate '

In Sullivant s study, the response raËe qould not be determined

because it was not known how many questionnaires were actually

distributed (1-987a).

The Sample

The population of interest was aII chemically dependent

Manitoba nurses, whose numbers are not known. Howeverr due tO
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the dynamics of this ilLness, it is not possible to obtain a

sample of active}y chemically dependent nurses. They are often

in d.eniaL and do not participate in studies. Access to the

population of chemically dependent nurses is difficult, even

during recovery. Most often, perhaps due to the stígma of

chemícal dependency and professional risks, they are sensit'ive t'o

having their identities known. Contact was therefore est.ablished

with the Manitoba Associatíon of Registered Nurses' (MARN) peer

assistance program, Nurses at Risk (NAR) to request mailing

access to nurses referred to their program. In her study'

SuIlivan (L987a) distributed surveys to 24 state recovery

progrrams, which then were responsible for circulating the forms

to eligible nurses.

The convenient purposive sample consisted of registered

nurses in Manitoba who had been referred or self-referred to NAR

sínce 1-986, who had received Some form of treatment, and who were

recovering for a minimum of six months. A minimum of six months

of freedom from chemicals was considered long enough to attain a

measure of emot,ional st,ability needed to complete the

questionnaire. Participation was voluntary '

Although NAR has had over 90 referrals since l-986, not all

of these nurses were eligible to participate in the

investigation. Some of the referred nurses díd not enter a
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treatment program and therefore were not recovering. others had

not, been recovering for the requi-red six months, and st.i11 others

were Lícensed Practical Nurses (l,PNt s) who were outs j-de the scope

of this study. The population which met the study criteria and

for whom addresses hlere found consisted of 3L nurses.

The research sample of 22 self-defined chemically dependent

nurses was self-selected ín t.hat each nurse voluntarily

particípated in the survey. The subjects were all female, and

resided in both urban and. rural- Manitoba, with the greater

proportion living in the capital City of Winnipeg. The sample

ranged in age from 26 to over 50 years.

This small provincíal sample of recovering nurses is

different than Sullívant s large national American sample of 1-39

nurses (1-987a).

Procedure

The study I^Ias írnplemented in the f ollowing manner. The

researcher r¡¡as in contact with members of t,he Executive Committee

of Nurses at Risk throughout 1-989 in order to prepare for and

organize this investigation. The co-chairpersons agreed to act as

int.ermedíaries for this researcher. As intermediaries, they

agreed to provid,e a cover letter for the survey, reassuring that

confident.iality had not. been broken (Appendix D), and to address

and mail both the survey packages and.reminder letters (Appendix
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E).

The investigat.or personally prepared the Survey packages'

each containing a cover l-etter from the researcher (Appendix C),

the cover letter from Nurses at Risk, the questionnaire (Appendix

A) , a bookmark (Appendix F) , and a Self-add.ressed stamped return

envelope. The ínvestigatorts cover letter explained t.he purpose

of the st.udyr Criteria, the procedure to maj-nt,ain

confidentiality, and request.ed the participation of the nurse.

It r^ras further explained that complet.ion and return of the

questionnaire implied. consent to participate in the study. The

bookmark was included aS an inducement to respond. The

opportunity to receive a summary of the findings was an

addit.Íonal incentive for participat.ion. The investigator sealed

and. stamped t.he survey packages, but did not use a return address

on the envelope. This htas done to assure that questionnai-res

which could not be delivered would not, be returned to anyone,

thus revealing identities. The packages were then handed over to

t.he two intermediaries for addressing and maíIing. A page

outlining the crit.eria for inclusion in the study was included

for the intermediaríes.

The inítial plan was revised whereby secretarial assistance

was obtained for the address search and mailinq. This was

carried out in such a manner t.hat the subjects' connection with
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Nurses at Risk was not known to the secretary seeking addresses

from MARNTs membership liSting. The secretary was not told why

she was seekíng addresses, nor what the sealed envelopes

contained. The reason for this procedural change $Ias the

difficulty in accomplishing the address search using the

overl-oad.ed volunteer resources of NAR itself . There were 3l-

quest.ionnaires mailed to the selected sample in mid-JanuârY,

100ô

The distribution of the questionnaire by the NAR

intermediaries and. a Secretrary ensured that the nurses'

.identities remained anonymous to the investigator. Participants

mailed the completed questionnaire to the researcher in the self-

addressed stamped envelope so t.hat their responses were known

only t.o the researcher. The f ollow-up reminder l-etter to all

subjects was sent by the secretary two weeks after the initial

mailing. In the SullÍvan study (1-987a), the state recovery

program personnel either mailed or hand-distributed the

quest,ionnai-res. Remind.er l-et.ters were not utÍlÍzed.

Although the purpose of the present investigation was to

describe the characteristics of recovering nurseS, not to

validate them, t.he degree to which the results are trustwort.hy is

an essential feature of any research. Despite the assumptíon

that chemically dependent individuals distort self-reports,
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methodologicat research has found littIe response bias in surveys

of chemical abuse in which respondents remain anonymous (Polich,

j-982). When response bias is found, it almost always involves

under-reporting (Johnston, l-985) .

Instrument

The instrument that was used to collect data (Appendix A) is

an adaptation of a self-report questionnaire known as t'he

SuIIivan Questionnaire of Chemical Dependency in Nursing

(Appendix B). The Sullivan tool- was developed and copyrighted in

l-986 by Dr. Eleanor Sullivan Sul-Iivan utilized the

questionnaire for data collection in two st.udies (Sul-Iivan'

t987a, l-98?b) . Other American questionnaires were also reviewedt

but Dr. Su1livant s \¡IaS assessed to be the most appropriate f or

obtaining Lhe informat, j-on which this study was seeking. It

corresponded to the research questions and it would elicit data

that was consistent with the multifactorial framework of the

study.

SuIIivan based her questionnaire on characteristics

id.entified in the Iiterature as associated with chemical

dependency in nursing. It was designed to provide nominal

response variables and. it requests information on the following

nine categories: demography, academics, employment hístory,
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medícal hist.ory, family background' (past and present) , nursing,

chemical-related behaviours, and recovery experiences ' Experts

in the study of chemical dependency in health professionals

contributed. to refinement of the tool (Sullivan, 1987a) ' No

retiabílity and val-idit.y scores are available. The tool obtained

the informat.ion which Sullivan was seeking and therefore content

validity I^Ias assumed. As it. is a tool used f or gathering

descriptive data, it \Äras not appropriate for thís investigator to

test the reliability of sullivan's Questionnaire.

For the purpose of the present study, the investigator

.adapted Sultivan/ s questions for the Canadian context, removed

ítems which $rere not deemed necessary, and replaced these with

it.ems identified in the lit.erat.ure and by Sullivan (Appendix H)

as requírÍng further exploration. The original data-collection

categories were not modified. The ínvestígaLor obt'ained

permission both to utitize Sull-ivan's tool (Appendix G) , and to

revise as necessary (APPendix H).

The adapted questíonnaj-re consists of 80 questions and

requires approximat.ely 40 mínutes to complete. The majority of

questions are closed-ended multiple-choice items wíth coded

responses to be círc}ed. Use Of the resp6nse "Other"

for some items allowed space for responses which might not fit

the category offered. Questions #77, #78, and #80 were open-
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end.ed and asked for respondentsf comments-

The tool h/as retyped in an easier to read format (Babbie'

lg]g), and professionally typeset onto 1-0 pages, back-to-back,

and printed in pale green in an attempt to íncrease the response

rate (Warwick & Lininger, l-975) . The front of the survey was

designed as a cover Page.

Protection of Human Subiects

In this study, human rights vrere prot,ected in the following

manner. Participants in the study were voluntary. Anonymity of

,the subject.s was protect.ed through the use of NAR intermediaries

and by not requesting names on the questÍonnaires. Covering

letters informed subjects of the purpose of the study, and

explained that confidentiality had not been broken' The

completíon and return of the questionnaire by subjects

constituted informed consent. Subjects had been recoveríng for

at 1east síx months from their illness, giving them a measure of

emotional stabí1ity, in order to avoid a potential negative

impact of the survey part.icipation on them. Approval to carry

out the study was obtained from the University of Manitoba School

of Nursing Ethics Committee, and both the Executive and Board of

MARN.
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Method of Anal-vsis

The data on the characteristics of the recovering nurses was

analyzed using descript.íve statistics. These included frequency

distrÍbutions (numbers and percentages), measures of central

t.endency, and ranges. contingency tables were used to explore

associations between certaín characteristics and both the process

of chemical dependency and recovery. Fisher'S exact test' a

nonparametric statistical test for use with a small sample size'

was used to measure associations between certain characteristics

of the recovering nurses and their chemical dependency and

.recovery. Probability was set at .05. The 95% confidence ínterval

for proport.ion test was utilized t'o determine whether the

characteristics of the recovering nurses were unique or similar

to previous findings. open-ended questions were analyzed for

coÍìmon themes.

Summarv

Questíonnaires were mailed to 31- recovering chemically

d.ependent nurses in Manitoba. The study sample was based on

self-selection. Statistical analysis included the use of

descriptive statistics, contingency tables, Fishert s exact test,

and the 95% confidence interval for proportíon test. Analysis of

the d.ata assisted in establishing systematic information
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concerning characteristics of recovering chemically dependent

nurses in l,lanitoba. The following two chapters Present resuLts

and discussion of these findings '
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RESULTS

The PurPose of this chaPter is to

study. It will include a description

demographic characteristics, and t'he

The results have been

research question. The

1-. What are the

Manitoba nurses?

2.Whatfactorsareassociatedwithchemicaldependencein

Manitoba nurses?

3.Whatfactorsareassociatedwiththerecoveryof

chemically dependent Manitoba nurses?

4. Are the Characteristics of recovering chemicatty

dependent Manitoba nurses unique or simil-ar to a

national/international Profile?

Questionnaires were mailed to 31- recoveríng chemically

d'ependentnurseswhohadbeenreferredorself-referredtothe

Manitoba Association of Registered Nurses' (MARN) Nurses at Risk

(NAR) program. There was a return rate of lLZ'

The sample consisted of 22 registered nurses, all female

caucasians. Although Regist.ered Psychíatric Nurses (RPN's) were

characteristics

st.ruct^ured to

questions \^Iere

present the results of the

of the samPle in terms of

results of dat.a analYsis '

provide answers to each

as follows:

personal, famiIiaI, and professional

of recovering chemically dependent

L¿3



included in the target population, none responded to the

Four of the nurses resided in rural areas of Manj-toba'

remainder l-ived in urban centres '

RESEARCH QUESTTON ONE

Aqe

The ages of the respondents ranged from 26 to over 50 years'

As shown in Table Lt the 36 Èo 40 age group contained the largest

number of j-nformants at 6 (27.3%) . Seventeen informants ('77 '32)

$¡ere 36 years of age and/or older. No informants were less than

26 years of age.

The finding of a middle and older adult population is

consistent with the age distríbution of Manitoba nurses, where

6, 442 (64 .62) are 35 years and older (.f . Tkachuk, personal

communication, Feb., 1990). The sample, however, is somewhat

older than that found by sutlivan (1-98?a) . She reported that' 659þ

of that sample were between the ages of 26 and 40. As weII, a

portion of Sullivant s sample (percentage not cited) were under

age 26. She did not report that there were a large number of

nurses over age 40.

!1AÄITOB¡I NURSES

126

survey.

and the



TABLE ].

DISTRIBUTION OF RESPONDENTS ACCORDING TO AGE GROUP

Age GrouP

under 2L

22 to 25

26 Lo 30

31- to 35

36 to 40

4L to 45

46 to 50

over 50

Number

TOTAL

L2't

1

tI

6

3

J

Percent

Marital- status

RespondenLs were asked what their

time of completing the questionnaire.

ll tr,

t8.2

27 .3

L3.6

r.3. 6

22.7

22 L00.0

marital

OnlY

st.atus was at the

I (38. L?) of the



Sampleindicatedthat'theyweremarriedorlivingwit'h

thoughmarried.Thirteen(61..9%)statedthatthey

involvedinamaritalorcommon-Iawrelationship.

provides a complete d'istribution' The fínding that

one-ha].fthesamplearemarriedorlivinginacommon-Iaw

re].ationship is similar to other studies (McMahon , L986;

Sutlivan, 1-987a).

DTSTRTBUTTON OF

Marital Stat.us
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someone as

were not

Table 2

less than

Married or

SingIe

Divorced

Separated

Widowed

TABLE 2

RESPONDENTS ACCORDING

common-Iaw

Number

TOTAL

TO MARITAL STATUS

Note one did not resPond

I

6

?

J

Percent

21"

?R 1

28 .6

14.3

r-4.3

A1

1_00.0
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Marital- hístorv

Informants were also asked for information about previous

marriages. Seven of the nurses (33.3%) report'ed a history of

having been divorced or separated, some more than once ' This

find.ing, although subst.antial, is much lower than the d'ivorce and

separation rate (59%) Sullivan not,ed (1-987a) .

EthniÇ backqround

A variety of ethnic backgrounds were cíted, but the majority

were linked to t.he British IsIes. Five nurses (23 '89õ) stated

that one or both parents were of Irish descent. English and

Scottish backgrounds !{ere disclosed by 4 nurses (19%) each'

Other background's were reported, but only by one or two nurses

each.

In Manitoba, índíviduals who rePort an Englísh background

make up the largest portíon of the province's population '

However, the proportion of individuals with a scottish or lrish

origin is not hígh, compared to other ethnic origins (Statist'ics

Canada, l-986).

The finding that several nurses were of Irish descent has'

however, some similarity to Brennan's results (L983) ' She found

that 50å of her New Jersey sample had one or both parents who

were of Irish descent., and that none of the other ethnic groups



accounted for such a significant proportion'

Birth order
More than one-third of the respondents

they !{ere the oldest child in their family

identical to SuIIivan's sample 11987a) '

eca@

Initial nursinq Proqram

ResPondents were asked to

þrogram. Four of the subjects

practical nursing program (LPN) was their first program, and two

subjects initially graduated with a baccaLaureate nursing degree

(eN¡ . The remainder of the sampte , 16 nurses (72.72) initially

graduated from d.iploma programs for registered nurses (RN) ' No

respondents graduated from a registered' psychiatric nursing

program (RPN). The fÍnding that most subjects began their

nursing careers as diploma graduates is identical to other

studies (McMahon, t986; Sullivan, t987a) '

(36.4å) stated that
of origin. Thís is

1_30

indicate their f irst nursl-ng

reported that the Iícensed

Twelve of the nurses (54.5%)

nursing Program Prior to t91L' The

graduated from their first

next largest grouP, 6 (27.32)
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graduated aft.er L980 to the present, and the smallest group, 4

(18. L%) graduated between 1971, 1-980. Table 3 provides a

complete distríbution of this characteristic. This findíng is

consistent with the age group distribution of the sample.

TABLE 3

DTSTRIBUÎION OF RESPONDENTS

ACCORDING TO YEAR GRADUATED FROM NURSING

Year

1-960 or before

1961 1965

t_966 L970

197L 1975

1,976 r.980

198r_ 1-985

1-986 or later

Number

TOTAL

q

5

2

1_

5

1

Percent

z

¿

L

2.7

2.7

9.1

4.5

¿. t

4.5

22 r-00.0



Informants were also asked. to indicate any education taken

beyond their first nursing program. Sixteen of the nurses

(72.i2) have taken further education. Four nurses obtained RN

diplomas subsequent to their LPN program, one a BN degree, two

obtained a master, s d.egree in a discipline other than nursingi,

and seven nurses have obtained a specialty certification. The

find.ing that a large proportion of the sample have advanced

academic preparation is consistent with other research (BisselI &

Jones, L98L; Brennan, L983; Jaffee I L982) .

Academic achievement

Of particular noÈe is the high Level of academic achievement

reported by the respondents. In Èheir first nursing program, 7

nurses (35%) reported that they had graduated in the top ten

percent of their class, whíle 4 others (203) reported being in

the upper twenÈy-five percent of their class. Additionally, 13

nurses 172.22) reported having achieved average grades of B or

higher in all their post-secondary studies. Nine nurses (40 - 9%)

have received special academic awards in recognition of their

achievements in high school, nursing, or other post-secondary

work. Above average academic achievement has al-so been reported

by Bissell and Jones (1-981-) and SuIIivan (L987a) .

L32
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Enplovment Eistorv

Current emplovment

The majority of the sample | !8 (81.8å) are presently

employed in nursing, and have been for at least 5 years - Fifteen

of the nurses (68.22') have been employed ín nursing for more than

ten years, and several of these for more than t'wenty years.

The finding that the majority of the sample have been

practicing nursing for over five years is similàr to that found

by Sullivan (1987a) .

, Shift work

Informants were asked to respond to the shift they primarily

worked throughout their nursing careers, days, eveningls, nights,

or rotating shífts. Most of the nurses (9; 4Q.92) worked

rotating shifts. Seven (31.8å) worked days only, and 6 (27 .32)

worked mostly the night shift. None of the respondents stated.

that they worked the majority of the time on the evening shift.

The finding that most nurses had worked rotating shift.s is

different than McMahon's (1986) results. The majority in that'

sanple worked only the day shift. Other st.udies have not reported

on this variable.
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Emplovment status

Informants were asked to tist their current nursing

positions or job titles. The 1-8 nurses who are currently

employed in nursing work in a variety of positions. There v^Iere 9

(50S) who stated that they worked as general duty staff nurses.

Table 4 presents a complete distribution.

TABLE 4

Position /Job Tit1e

DISTRIBUTION OF PGSPONDENTS

ACCORDING TO CURRENT EMPLOYMENT STATUS

General outy/Staff Nurse

Head Nurse

Director of Nursíng

Community Nurse

Community Nurse SuPervisor

Nurse EducaÈor

Other nursing position

Number

TOTAL

Y

l-

l_

2

2

Note 4 nurses not employed in nursing.

Percent

q

q

11
I]

11
!I

11-

q

U

L8

I

5

1_00
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Health

Health Problems

Recent health problems were reported by L7 of the recoveringi

nurses(7-1.32).Thesenurseshavebeenhospitali-zed,assessedin

emergency departmentsr or cared for in outpatient settings over

the past five years. This finding is similar to that reported by

SuLlivan (1987a) .

The most common health problems reported by the recovering

nurses were related to chemical abuse and wit'hdrawal ' These were

followed by gynecologíc, psychiatric, and orthopedic health

problems, with the same number of nurses reporting each of these'

Depressive illness

Thirteen nurses (59'1?)

from and/or received treatment

almost identical to Sullivan's

Suicide

suicide attempt.s were reported by 8 of the recovering nurses

(36.4å). Some of the nurses had made more than one attempt''

Several other nurses wrote that they hadntt made an active

attempt, but had seriously considered' taking their own lives '

Thís data is congruent with previous studies (BisseII & Jonest

reported that theY have suffered

for a dePressive illness. This ís

(1987a) finding.



L98L; Brennan, 1-983,' McMahon, 1-986).

Eatinq disorders

Ten of the nurses (45.5?) ind'icated that they currently

experience or have in the past experienced an eating disorder'

The eating disorders cited ranged from addictive overeating (5) 
'

to bulirnia (4), and anorexia nervosa (1) .

The finding of eating disorders, especially bulimia, in the

sample is similar to research done with the chemically dependent

female population (Brisman a Siegel, 1984; Bulik, 198''Ì ; Flood'

,1989) , and with female physicíans (Martin & Talbott' 1986) .

Sexual

Respondent.s were asked to indicat.e events which have been

stressful- to their sexual identity and/or functioning. Fifteen

of the nurses (68 .2e") reported traumatic sexual events ' The

naturè of the sexual difficulties varied, and several nurses have

experienced more than one traumatic event. Of particular note is

that 9 of these 1-5 nurses (60%) reported incidents of chíIdhood

sexual mol-estation. Table 5 outlines the nature of these events.

The high incidence of sexual difficulties supports

Sullivant s (l-987a) finding, as weII as other research done with

chemically dependent females (Wilsnack, 1-984) . The proportion of

L36
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nurses reporting homosexual preference Q; 13 ' 3*) is slightly

higher than the 1-0å estimated within the general population

(Higgins & Hawkins, 1-984) , but it is consistent witn sullivan's

group. However, the incid.ence of chíldhood sexual molestation in

this samPle is much higher'

Sexual Event

Childhood. Sexual Molestation
Abortion
Unplanned Pregnancy

lIlness/SurgerY
Incest
Rape

Miscarriage
Sexual DYsfunction
Aware of Homosexual Preference

Other

TABLE 5

TRAUMATIC SEXUAL EVENTS

FrequencY RePorted

Note - More than one event was

9

4

4

4

3

5

2

2

2

t_

Dôrôêñ1-

60.0
26.7

26.7

26.7

20 .0

20 .0

13.3

r_3.3

1_3 .3

6.6

reported by several subjects.



Familv Eistorv

Family histories revealed that L7 nurses (77 '3Po) reported

that. at least one family member is currently dependent on

chemicals. Ten of these (58 ' 83) were parents of the nurses ' Six

of the nurses (35-3?) indicated a chemically dependent fat'her'

and. four nurses (23.5%) stat'ed that their mothers were dependent'

As weII, two other nurses indicated that their fathers had díed

from alcoholism. NO mothers were reported to have died from the

il]ness. several nurses cited more than one family member was

chemically dependent. Table 6 out'lines chemically dependent

family members

The finding of a high incidence of chemical dependency among

family members in the recovering nurse poputation is consistent

with similar reports in the titerature (Brennan, l-983,' McMahon,

1986; SuIIivan, 1"98?a; Talmad'ge-Reed', L982) ' One difference was

noted in the incidence of parental chemical dependency. This

sample reporced over double the incidence of parental dependency

than Sullivan found 11-987a) .

r"3B



Family Members

TABLE 6

CHEMICALLY DEPENDENT FAI4ILY MEMBERS

Father

Mother

Sibling

Grandparent

Spouse/Common-Iaw

child

Extended familY member

Frequency RePorted

Note subjects could name more than one family memþer.

6

4

1A

4

1_39

The nurses !.¡ere request.ed to recalI how the drinking of

alcohol in the family home was regarded during t'heir youth.

Fifteen (68.22) said that there was average social drinking, 5

(22.72) cited heavy drinking was commonplace, and 2 (9 -IZ) said

that alcohol was not atlowed in the home. The incidence of both

averagie and heavy drinking is simil-ar to that found by Sullivan
(1-987a).

Þareonl-

{Þr {

23.5

82 .4

23.5

29 .4

r-1.8

4L.2



The majority of recovering nurses, 18 (8r.8%) reported a

depressive illness in at least one family member' Eleven (6f'l-?)

reportedmaternaldepression,butonlyonerespondent(5.6%)

cited that a father had experienced a depressíon' None of the

nurses' parents had died from suicide. The incidence of family

and maternal depression is higher than Su11Ívan reported (1987a) 
'

but the high incidence of mat'ernal depression ís consistent with

studies which suggest there is a Iink between atcoholism and

depression in close femaLe relatives (Merikangas et â1 ' ' 1-983) '

Parent-a1 absence

Themajorityofthenurses].8(81-.8å)responded

had lived with both parents during the childhood years '

identical to McMahon (1986) .

140

Parental roles
Thirteen respondents (59.1-å) reported that they had assumed

parental roLes ín their childhood, related to some family

dysfunctíon. commonly the nurses related the family problems to

be parental chemical abuse, famíIy abuse, and chronic maternal

illness (physicat and emotional) ' In a few cases' the fathers

had deserted t.he families. The high incidence of taking on

parental roles during chitdhood is congruenL with SuIlivan

(1987a).

that theY

This is
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Present Familv
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The nurses who are married or living in a conìmon-law

relationshíp were asked if their partners u¡ere dependent upon

chenricals. Five respondents (62.5e") índícated that theír partners

were also dependent. However, two of these partners are aISo

recovering. This incidence of spousal chemical dependency is

somewhat higher than that found by sullivan (1987a) .

nh i 'l rlron

Ten recovering nurses (47.6%) have children, with the number

of children ranging from one t'o five. The mean number of

child.ren is 2.6 with a standard devíat.ion of 1.3. The proportion

of recovering nurses with children is almost identical to that

reported by SulIivan (1-987a) .

The recovering nurses were asked if their chemical

dependency had ever interfered wíth marital or other significant

relationships. The majority, 15 (68.22) stated that there had

been interference in their relationships because of chemicals.

These nurses most oft.en mentioned that their chemical dependency



had caused a relationship to break apart'

breakdown, or fighting'

The nurses were asked if their chemical dependency had ever

interfered with their nursing responsibilities ' Almost all of

the nurses, 2! (95.53) declared that there had been interference

with their nursing performance. several nurses reported numerous

effect,s on their nursing performance. Table ? outlines specifiC

effects on performance. similar high proportions of nurses

citing interference with nursing performance have been reported

by sullivan, BisseII and Leffler (in press), and sullivan

(1987a).

1"42_

a total communícation

Ninenurses(40.9å)indicatedthattheirchemicaldependency

resurted in threats to their nursing jobs or that they had

actually }ost nursing jobs. This finding, while low, is similar

to that reported by Sullivan (1-987a) '

Impact on iob



Effect

SPECIFIC EFFECTS OF CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY

ON NURSING PERFORMANCE

Unwe1] while at work

Absenteeism/ lateness

Decreased attention
to patients' conditions

IrritabilitY with others

Utilized stock and/or
patientst medication

Preoccupied/craving for
drugs/aIcohoI

Poor relationshiPs with
colleagues

Others comPlained about work
and/or attendance

Omissions/acts which could be
considered negligent

Others

TABLE 7

Frequency RePort.ed

18

t_J

L2

L2

I

I4J

Þôrr.ênt.

Note subjects could identify more than one effect.

85

7I

q1 1

Jö.I

33.3

33 .3

JJ.J

1_9.0

19.0



The recovering nurses were asked if there had ever been any

disciplinary action taken against theír Iicence to pract'ice

nursing. The majorit.y, l-9 (S6.43) stated that no disciptinary

action had ever been taken against their licence ' The remaj-ning

three nurses (1-3.6å) reported receiving some disciplínary act'ion'

and this was evenly d.ivided among the conditional, suspended, and

revoked licence categories. Twenty-one (95'5å) reported that

they currently have a full-status nursing licence from MARN' The

proportion of the sample who cited disciplinary action was higher

than the 3eo reported by BisseII and Jones (198l-), but much lower

than the 362 found by sullivan, Bissell, and Leffler (in press) '

and t.he 372 reported by Sullivan (1987a) '

The nurses were asked. t.o recall in which settíngs they were

employed when they fírst began to abuse chemicals ' The nurses

worked in a variety of settings. Nursing administratíon and

nursing education were most frequently identified, each wíth 3

responses (14.3%). The remainder of the settings had only one or

two respondents each. None of the nurses had' been workíng in

emergency or mental health settings when they began abusíng

chemicafs. Table 8 provides a complete distribution of these

t44_



sett.ings. The f inding that

were hospital staff nurses is

The nurses were asked to best describe how working in the

aforementioned setting was related to their abuse of chemicals.

Options were: (1) it did not affect my abuse of chemícals; (2) it

was related to my starting to abuse chemícals; (3) I already

abused and sought out this setting for easy access; or (4) other.

Thirteen nurses (59.1-%) st.ated that the setting had no effect on

their abuse of chemicals. Nine nurses (40.9å) did say that the

setting they previously mentioned r^¡as rel-ated to their starting

chemical abuse. Not one of the respondents sought out the

setting for easy access to chemicals. This cont,rasts with

Su11ivan, BisselI, and Leffler (ín press) r who reported that 503

of their sample sought out a work setting for easier access.

not al-I chemicallY

similar to McMahon

L45

dependent nurses

/1qRÁ\
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TABLE 8

DISTR]BUTION OF RESPONDENTS ACCORDING TO SETTING

WORKED IN WHEN BEGA.NI CHEMTCAL ABUSE

Setting

Administration

Nursing Education

GerontologY

Intensive Care

Pediatrics

CommunitY Health

O . R. /Recovery

Surgery

Obstetrics

Oncology

Medicine

Other

Number

t46

2

2

Percent

TOTAL

r-3

IJ. þ

q1

o1

Y.L

4.5

4.5

4.5

Atr,

4.5

IJ. O

zz 1_00.0
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The nine nurses who stated that the sett'ing and their

chemical abuse r^rere relat.ed were also requested to elaborate on

this relationship. one of the three nurses who worked in

administration stated there was a rel.ationship, but chose not to

elaborate. Two of the three nurse educators elaborated on t'he

stress of clinical teaching, especially when the nurse was notr an

expert in that area. They aiso mentj-oned the competition between

nursing facultY

One nurse who worked in intensive care related the shift

work to chemical abuser âs did a nurse who worked in dialysis '

An obstetrical nurse related the exhaustion of working twelve

hour shifts to chemical abuse. Att three nurses mentioned the

relationshíp of problems sleeping to chemical abuse.

An operating room nurse linked' the stress in that setting to

beginníng chemical abuse. An oncology nurse related beginning

chemical abuse to the stressful transition from nursing student

to staff nurse, and a nurse who worked in the military related

beginning chemical abuse to the military lifestyle where alcohol

use was encouraged.

None of the nurses who worked in gerontologY, pediatrics,

community health, surgery or medicine stated that these settings

v¡ere related to beginning chemical abuse '



The respondents were asked to choose what they considered to

be the maj-n reason they started abusing chemicals ' A varíety of

responses were chosen, as noted in Table 9. The reason most

oft.en chosen vras that chemicals were taken to reduce "emotional

pain,,. Four nurses (19å) chose that category. This was followed

by three nurses (1-4.3%) who chose "to reduce physical pain", and

the Same proportion indicated that "I started abusing ,chemicals

at a young age and was unaware of the dangers. " Few nurses began

abusing chemicals solely for recreational purposes or for sleep

problems created by shift work, and no one stated that they

abused chemicals only for increasing their energy l-eveI.

Even thOugh the nurses hlere tO choose only one reason, 5

(23.82) indicated more than one reason. Four out of these 5

(g0å) chose the identical combination rrto reduce emotional pain

and to reIax".

Some of these find.ings differ from Sullivan (1-987a) ' In her

study, the majority of respondent.s cited "to relax'r as the reason

for starting chemical abuse. In both studies, few first abused

chemícals strictly for sleep or recreational purposes.
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Cause

DISTRIBUTION OF

PRIMARY CAUSE

Emotional Pain

Physical Pain

Young and Unaware

Recreational Abuse

Shífts and Not SleePing

To Re1ax

Increase Energy

Multiple

TOTAL

TABLE 9

RESPONDENTS

OF CHEMTCAL

Number

ACCORDING TO

DEPENDENCY

Note one did not resPond.

Aqe beqan chemicaÌ abuse

The respondents were requested to províde their age when

they initially began abusing chemícals. The ages varied from age

ten to forty-five. A number of subjects report,ed that they began

chemical abuse at a very young age. The mean age was 24.0.

Table L0 provides a distribution of respondents according to ages

chemical abuse began. The mean age is simíIar to that reported

by SuIl-ivan, Bissell, and Leffler (in press) .

4

J

J

¿

¿

z

t49

Percent

T9

L4

L4

9

Y

9

23

1002L

0

J

?

-

q

5



TABLE 1-O

DISTRIBUTION OF RESPONDENTS

ACCORDING TO AGE CHEMICAL ABUSE BEGAN

Age Began Chemical Abuse

10

1L

13

IO

L7

19

20

23

25

26

28

3L

35

40

45

TOTAL

Number

L

1_

L

2

2

1_

L

2

L

L

1_

2

2

t_

L

I5U

Þôrrrênl-

Not,e - two did not respond. Mean 24.0.

5.0
5.0

r_0 .0

1_0 .0
RN

Rô

r.0.0

5.0
Êrl

J.U

1-0.0

10.0

5.0
qô

20 r.00.0



The recovering nurses were asked whether t'hey had abused

chemicals, other than alcohol, recreationatly (for fun and

socializing), both prior to and during their nursing education

programs . six nurses (28 .6e.) stated that they had abused

chemicals recreationally prior tO their nursing programs ' An

equal. proporCion abused chemicals recreat'ionally during their

nursing education programs. The nurses who abused recreationally

prior to nursing school were not always the same nurses that

abused recreationally during school. The finding of a moderate

i-ncidence of recreational chemical abuse before and during

nursing education programs support's sul1ívan, BisseII' and

Leffler (in press) and McAuliffe (1984) '

The respondents were asked if they had been taught about the

disease process of chemical dependency in theír nursing education

programs. Ten nurses (47 .6%) stated that' they had received

inf ormation on the topic, while 11 (52 .4e") responded to the

negative. other studies have found even greater proportions of

nurses who had not been taught. about the disease process

(Brennan, 1983; StePhenson, L987) '
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The individuals who had received information were further

requested to elaborate on the ad.equacy of the content taught '

Eíght of these ten nurses (80å) believed that the content was not

adequately covered. They mentioned the following concerns:

content only covered. end-stage alcoholism and not early signs;

taught that chemical depend.ency is just a symptom of another

psychiatric problem; taught in psychiatric nursing theory and

never alluded to by other teachers,' little mention of chemicals

other than alcohol,' risks f or heatth prof essionals never

mentioned; and received only one or two hours in three years of

nursing education. These findings are consistent to that

reported bY Brennan (l-983) .

Professional stress

The recoveríng nurses were asked to describe their

perception of the stress level in nursing. Twel-ve nurses (57'1%)

stated that nursing was "exLremely Stressful", while 7 (33'3%)

thought the level to be "fairly stressful". Only 2 (9 '52)

thought the stress level was average, and none considered nursing

to be a low stress profession. These findings are almost

identical to SuIIivan's (L987a) -

The nurses were further requested to rank Some potentíaI

stressors in nursing in the order of importance to them'



- Éâ
LJ¿..

Excessive workroad was named by 14 nurses (63.6%) as the greatest

causeofstressinnursing.Thisfíndingisconsistentwith

Sullivan's (r98?a) . Table 1l- provides a description of how the

nurses perceived professíonal stressors '

TABLE 1]-

DISTRIBUTTON OF RESPONDENTS

GREATEST CAUSE OF STRESS

Greatest Cause of Stress

Excessive WorkLoad L4

RotaÈing Shifts 3

RelationshiPs with
Supervisors and/or PhYsicians 2

Dealing with Illness/Death

Rotating Assignments /Units

Other Stressors

ACCORDING TO

IN NURSING

Number

TOTAL

Percent

63.6

r.3.6

y.r

22

1_3.6

1_00.0



Thenurseswereaskediftheybelievedthatthestressof

nursing contributed t,o their problems with chemicals ' over half

the respondents (13; 59.1.?) said that it had, while 9 (40.93)

said the stress of nursing did not contribute to their chemical

dependency.Thisfindingisid.enticalLothatreportedby

Sullivan (1-987a).

The L3 nurses who responded affirmatively to this question

were further requested, to state theír career st'age at the time

they experienced this stress. The majority Q; 53 ' 8%) were

either in a nursing education program or their first nursing job'

Six(46.22)saidthatthestressoccurred'inalaterjob.The

find'ingthatmostofthenursesexperienceduntowardstressearly

in their careers is simirar to Murphy and connell (1-987) .

t51

The chemicals which the recovering nurses abused are shown

in Table :I2. AICohoI was most commonly abused, with L8 nurses

(81.8?) indicating its abuse. This was followed by anti-anxiety

d.rugs, with 11 nurses (50%) indicating their abuse' The finding

that arcohol was most commonry abused supports other simirar

research (Brennan, L983,'Stephenson' 1"98?; SulIivan' BisseIl' c

Leffler, in Press,' SuIIivan, L987a) '

Thenurseswereaskedtoindicateallcategoriesof
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chemiials which they had abused, and from this it l^ras determineá

that polydrug abuse $ras a common characterístic. Fifteen nurses

{68 .2e.) had abused two or more chemicals. Polydrug abuse has

been reported in other studies (Brennan, L983; Sullivan, Bissell

& Leffler, in press,' Sullivan, L987a; Talmadge-Reed, 1982) ' As

welI, 7 nurses (3L.83) indicated. that they had abused illegal'

recreational or street drugs such as cannabis, cocaine, heroin,

magic mushrooms, and speed. sul-livan (1987a) found a similar

proportion who abused iIIegaI drugs '

r'-+."ç.¡;.aji*:;t.j¡xit+.1¡.j:¡:.- :i''¡æ.rif,.t xr.-.;q-':.-:::r. =u¿.¡üi}i¡#iii.^:,.::i;:¡t

Chemica]

.A.lcohoI

Anti-AnxietY drugs

Narcotics
Sedatives /HYPnotics
Stimulants
Cannabis

Cocaine

Anaesthetic Gases

Other Chemicals

TABLE 12

CHEMICALS ABUSED

Frequency RePorted

Note subjects could, name aII categories abused.

Iö

11

I
x

tr

2

2

Percent

8r-.8

50 .0

36 .4

36 .4

22.7

22.7

22.7
o1

9.L
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Chemical of choice

The nurses were also requested' to choose the chemíca] which

they most, preferred for abuse. The majority Q2; 54.52) indicated

that alcohol was the preferred chemical. This \das followed by 5

(22.72) who stated t.hey preferred abusing narcot'Íc drugs ' Two

nurses were unable to choose a preferred chemícal, and indicated

they preferred abusing polydrugs. The distribution of the

nurses' chemical of choice is presented in Table L3 ' Alcohol and

narcotics as the primary drugs of choice have been reported in

ot.her similar studies (Su1livan, Bissell, & Leffler' in press;

Sul-Iivan, ]-987a¡ Stephenson, 1-987) '

Chemical of Choice

TABLE ]-3

DISTRIBUTION OF RESPONDENTS

ACCORDING TO CHEMICAL OF CHOICE

AIcohoI
Narcotics
Sedatives /HyPnotics
Anti-AnxietY drugs

Polydrugs

TOTAL

Number

L2
q

2

L

2

Percent

22

54 .5

22.7
q1

4.5
v.r

L00.0



fne nurses were requested to índicate the routes which they

had commonly used for self-administration of chemicals. AIt of

the subjects utilized the oral route. This was followed by

smoking d.rugs (6; 27.32); the intramuscular route (5; 22'74); and

inhalation (5; 22.'l%) . OnIy two nurses (9 ' 1%) used the

intravenous route (maínLining). The finding that more nurses

used the intramuscular route than the intravenous route is

consistent $tith .Pag1iaro (1987) -

--*.,,,,i{;.',

The 20 nurses who had abused prescription drugs were

requested to indicate how/where they had obt,ained such drugs.

HaIf of these nurses (10; 50.0%) related that they had asked a

physician f or a prescription. This source I^IaS f ollowed by taking

prescription drugs from the work sett.ing and/or diverting

patients' medications (8; 40.03). The finding that most of t'he

nurses had obtained prescription drugs from physicians ís

different to other nursing studies that found the nurses most

often took them from work and/or diverted drugs (Crosby, 1985''

McMahon L986,. Sullivan, :_98?a) . The source of prescription drugs

is presented in Tab1e 14.
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Source

Asked physician for Rx

Took from work and/or
diverted from patients

Took from friends/re1atíves

Feigned an illness

Street scene

Il1egâI Rx

TABLE L4

SOURCE OF PRESCRIPTTON DRUGS

Frequency RePorted

Note subjects could name all sources.

10

Description gf Recoverv

Period of chemical- abuse

ö

2

tu9

The recovering nurses l^¡ere asked how Iong they had been

abusing chemicals prior to obtainíng help for their ilIness. The

results ind.icate that the nurses dbused chemicals for a period

just under one year up t.o twenty years. The mean number of years

of chemical abuse was 9.5. McMahon (f986) reported a similar

finding.

Þôr/"ênf

s0 .0

40 .0

30 .0

1tr n

th tl
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Reasons for obtaíninq helP

Respondent,s r^rere asked what. fact,ors contributed t'o obtaining

help for their illness. Most respondents named more than one

reason. Nine nurses (40.99) indicated that seeking help had been

an independent decision. only 6 subjects (27.3e") stated they had

been urged by an employer to seek help. The factors contributing

to the nurses obtaining help are presented in Table L5 ' The

proportion of nurses who sought help on their own was sími]ar to

that found in Sullivan's study (L987a) .

Other helP-seekinq behaviour

The recovering nurses Ì,{ere asked if they had ever sought

help for emotional problems prior to the realization that they

r^rere chemically dependent. Ten nurses (47.62) stated that they

had visited a psychiatrist or psychologist, and had been treated

for symptoms of a depressive illness. several had been

prescribed anti-depressant medications. Many of the nurses

stated that they had been able to hide their chemical abuse

behavior, or that it was never assessed by the therapist to be a

problem. The hígh proportion of nurses who sought help for

emotional problems prior to being treated for chemical dependency

is consistent with t,hat found in Sullivan's (f 987a) study.



Factor

TABLE

FACTORS CONTRIBUTING

WITH CHEMICAL

Sought heIP on own

Deteriorating PhYsical and/or
Emotíonal Health

Employer Urged Me

Threatened with Loss of Job

Colleagues/
Friends Confronted Me

Significant Other
Threat.ened to Leave

Suicide At,temPt and/or
Overdose

Other reasons

L5

TO OBTAINING HELP

DEPENDENCY

Frequency RePorted

Note - more than one factor was reported by several subjects '

9

6

4
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Percent

The number of months drug-free

with a mean of 52-7 months. This is

BisseII, and Leffler (in Press) .

?

L

40.9

40.9

27 .3

tó.¿

13.6

l_3.6

^l

L8.2

varied from 6 to L92 months,

almost identical- to Sullivan,



The majority of t,he recovering nurses (20; 90.9å) índÍcate

they have received professional treatment for chemical

d'ependency.Thenumberofoccasionst'henursesreceived

professional care for their illness varied from one to ten' wj-th

a mean of L.9. The majority (13t 72.2%) have undergone only one

treatment for their illness. The finding that most of the nurses

have received professional help and only undergone one treatment

is consistent with Sul-livan (1987a) '

The respondents report,ed receiving a variety of types of

professional treatment. The nurses were asked' to ídentify all

types of Lreatment, and several have received more than one type'

slightly more nurses (9,' 45.03) have undergone inpatient

treatment. Fewer nurses have been treated aS outpatient's (8;

40.0%) and residential half-way (8; 40.0%) ' Private therapy was

reported least often (7; 35.0%) . The proportion of nurses who

received inpatient treatment is similar to that found by sullivan

(L987a).

IOI



The majority of nurses Q7; 81-S) said that they regularly

participateinchemicaldependencyrecoverygroups.The

remainder participate infrequent.ly. Regular participat'ion in

recoverygroupssupportsSullivan,s(1987a)fínding.

Tvpes of recoverv grouPs

The nurses were asked to indicate alI types of recovery

groups in which they have been participating. The majority (L8;

gl-. gå) stated .AA groups. Fewer nurses Q2; 55.0%) stated that

Lhey have been participating in a Nurses At Risk (NAR) support

group. Participation in Narcotics Anonymous (NA) and Adult

Children of Alcoholics (ACOA) vras reported Least often' These

findings are consist,ent with t,hat of sullivan (1-987a) ' The type

of recovery group participation is noted in Table f6 '

t62

RelaPse

The incidence of relapse (at least one episode of chemical

abuse) in this group of recovering nurses was 45'5% (n = 1-0)'

Twelve nurses (54.5%) have remained' free from mood-altering

chemicals since beginning recovery. The mean nunber of relapses

was t.7 with a standard deviation of 1.1. A common precipitating

event which the nurses reLated. to relapse I^Ias "socializlng with
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Type of GrouP

TABLE ].6

TYPE OF RECOVERY GROUP PARTICIPATTON

AA

NAR SuPPort GrouP

Narcotics Anonymous

Adult Children of Alcoholics

,Other GrouPs

FrequencY RePorted

Note subjects rePorted all grouPs

;:r;i l--: :: .

tö

L2
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friends and began abusíng chemicals recreationally" ' Four nurses

ind.icated that at the time of the survey t'hey were actively

struggling between abstinence and relapse'

The finding that the majority of recovering nurses have not

relapsed is consistent with Sullivan's (f987a) findings '

T

?

Percent

8r.8

5s .0

L8.2

tl I



The recovering nurses were requested to share one piece of

advice with a hypothetical chemically dependent colleague' The

nurses overwhe.l-mingly shared their belief that "there ís help and

hope", and ttget heIP noI^I".

The respondents were asked what they would like the

profession of nursíng to know about chemical dependence.

sub jects replied with a wid.e variety of comments. The ma jority

stressed. the need for educatíng nursing students, practicing

nurses, and administrators about the illness. Many felt that

education would help Èhe profession begin to treat chemj-caI

dependence

wrote that

symptoms of

the illness

,u:

aS an illness, and not aS a moral sín. The nurses

earlier.

Many shared ad.vice to other nurses regarding t.he importance

Of "taking Care of our own needS, not just patients' needs", and

setting limits on what nurses can reasonably do in one shift.

Several subjects warned that chemical dependence is more

common among nurses than the profession would like to believe,

their colleagues, lack of informatíon about early

chemÍcaI depend.ence, and the attitude that those with

are morally weak, impeded them from getting help
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and that it, s very easy for nurses to become dependent on

chemicals.

The advice given to the profession is strikingly similar to

that report,ed. in other studies (Bissell & Jones' l-981-" Brennan'

L983,' Stamtner, 1988) .

r}.11

Age

Informants, age r^¡as compared with all 0ther study variables

using Fishert s exact test 1p<.05) . The age categories are as

follows: 35 and und'er, 36 to 45, and 46 and over'

subjects in the 36 to 45 age category significantly more

often report,ed having a mother or father who abused chemicals

than subjects in either of the other age categories (p : ' 0433) '

As weII, t.he same group of subjects reported a positive family

history of chemical dependency significantly more often than the

other age categories (P = .041-8) .

RESEARCH QUESTION TWO

IN !,IAÈTITOBA NT]RSES
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A dif ference between sub ject,t s age and how drinking !{as

regarded in the farnily during childhood was afso noted' AIt of

the nurses age 35 and under reported average social drinking,

while two nurses in the 46 and over category were the only

subjects who reported that drinking alcohol was not ever allowed'

The nurses in the 36 to 45 category significantly more often

reported that heavy drinking was commonplace, compared to nurses

in the other two categories (p = .01-L3) '

As noted in Table L7, all- subjects in the 35 and under age

category have experienced a depressive illness, compared to

subjects in the other age categories. Thís difference was not

found to be statistically significant (P = 0.11-8) .

TABLE L7

THEASSoCIATIoNBETWEENRECoVERINGNURSES,AGE

AND THE EXPERIENCE OF DEPRESSION

35 and under

36 to 45

46 and over

p>.05

5

4

4

0

q

4

TotaI

9

ö
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A difference between respondentst age and job loss or threat

to a job because of chemical dependency was noted. Those nurses

in the 46 and. over age category significant'ly more often were

threatened or lost a nursing job becàuse of chemical dependency

than nurses in either of the other categoríes (p = .04L7) ' The

significant findings in chemical dependence based on age in thís

study are different from Sul-Iivan (1987a), who reported no

differences in chemical d.ependency were found based on age.

The youngest age category of subjects stated that they

abused chemicals other than alcohol recreationally prior to their

nursing education programs, more often than did nurses in the

other age categories (P

recreational chemical abuse was the start of their dependency on

chemicals (p = .0476). This finding is similar to McAuliffe

(1984).

The 35 and under respondents more often abused narcotics

t.han did sub jects in the other age categories, but this

difference was not found to be statistically significant (P =

0.106). A similar association was also noted between the youngest

subjects and cocaine and cannabis abuse, but again' the

relationship was not statistically significant (p = 0.144) ' This

age category of nurses signíficantly more often reported using

inhalation as a method. of self-administering their chernicals than
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díd subjects in the other age cat'egories (P = .04?8) ' The

finding that the younger nurses more often reported narcotic

dependency is consistent with Sullivan, Bissell, and Leffler (in

press) . The association between the. subjects' age and narcotic

abuse is Presented in Table 18.

TABLE 18

THE ASSOCIATION BETT/{EEN RECOVERING NURSES' AGE

AND NARCOTIC ABUSE

Age

35 and under

36 to 45

46 and over

TOTAL

p>.05

AlcohoL was found to be the most preferred chemical by the

middle and. older age categories of nurses, compared to the

youngest, cagegoryr but, this dif f erence r¡Ias not f ound to be

signif icant (p = . L21-) . The f inding that alcohol was the

,preferred chemical of those nurses age 36 and over is similar to

Sullivan, Bissell, and. Leffler (in press) . The association

Yes

4

z

¿

No

L

I

h

TotaI

L4 22

q

I



between the nurses' age

presented in Table L9 -

ì:lir.t'i::: . i:i;,"t','i
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and alcohol as the preferred chemical is

TABLE 19

THE ASsocIATIoN BETWEEN RECoVERING NURSES, AGE

A}TD ALCOHOL AS PREFERRED CHEMICAL

Age

35 and under

36 to 45

46 and over

m^ñ7\ T
J. \.,, J. fl!

p>.05

Familv Hi-storv

Family hiStOries were compared to determine associations

among family chemical dependency, role reversal, and sexual

Yes

L

problems.

No

association was found between any family member's chemical

d.ependency and the informantt s tikelihood that she had assumed

parental roles in childhood (p : 0.593) . Nor \^Ias the nurse more

likely to have experienced sexual trauma as a chíld Or Sexual

L2 L0

4

4

¿

Fisher's exact test was utilized 1p< ' 05) ' No

TotaI

9

I

22
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problems as an adult if a parent or other family member t""

dependent upon chemícals (p = 0.429) . Both of these findíngs are

the same as Sullivant s (L987a) .

No association was found between the experience of incest as

a child and the likelihood of reporting a homosexual preference

as an adult (p = 0.371_) . Thís finding confricts with sullivan

(198?a), who reported a significant association between those two

events, and recommended. it be further studied.

No associatíon was found between any famity member's

chemical dependency and the subject.'s Iikelíhood that she had'

formed a marital or common-}aw relationship with Someone who was

also dependent (p = 0.426) . In fact, the opposite was noted'

Those with a family history of chemical dependency most often

reported that they had not formed a relationship with a

chemically depend.ent individual. This finding conflicts with

research which has found that females who grevl up in chemically

dependenÈ familj-es frequently marry a depend'ent spouse (Wilsnack'

Wilsnack, & Klassen, L984) .

Academic Achievement

Academic achievement was compared to chemical abuse and job

performance, using Fishert s exact test. Those who reported high

academic achievement were significantly less Iikely to have begun
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chemical abuse at a young d9êt or to have sought help for their

illness due t,O job threats, than t'hose with lower levels of

academic achievement (P

Sullivan (1987a)

No association l¡ias found between academic achíevement and

beginning chemical abuse recreatíonally (p = L.00) ' This differs

from suLlivan's finding that there was a sígnificant associatíon

between lower academic achievement and beginning chemical abuse

recreationallY (1987a) .

ïnterference with nursing performance d'ue to chemical

depend.ency was compared to threats to job and/or job loss,

discíplinary action, and, other consequences ' Fisher/ s exact tesf

was again utilized 1p<.05). Of the 2I respond'ent's who reported

that chemical dependency had int'erfered with their nursing

performance'themajorityalsoreported.thattheyhadneverbeen

threatened with job loss and/or lost a job due to this problem'

Thus, ûO Signif icant association f¡¡as f ound between these two

variables (p = .409) . Thi.s d.if fers f rom sullivan (1987a) , who

reported a significant association between interference with

nursing performance and. job threats and/or loss of job'
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Similarly, no association hlas found between nurses tf'å

reported that chemical dependency had interfered with Èheir

nursing performance, and disciplinary action against their

licence to practice (p : L'00) ' This is similar to sullivan'

BisseII, and Leffler (in prêss) I but d'íffers from Sullivan

(1987a), who found. a significant association between these two

factors.

Additional comparisons of impaired nursing performance and

consequences experienced by the nurse were t'ested' Taking

chemicals from the work setting (stock and/or diversion), was

compared to threats to job and/or job loss - No association was

found. between these two variables (p = 0 ' 63?) ' Likewise' flo

association r,fas f ound between taking chemicals f rom the work

setting and disciplinary action against a nurse's licence (p =

L.00). These findings díffer from sullivan (L98?a), who found a

significant association between taking drugs from the work

setting and both threats to job and/or job loss, and licence

disciplinary act j-on -

Those who reported acts of negligent patient care were

compared with reports of threats to job and/or job loss. There

!{as no association found between these two factors (p = 0'253)'

and similarly, no association was found' between negligent care

and disciplinary action (p = '0?9?)' These findings differ
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some\"rhat f rom Sullivan (198?a) who reported a signif icant

association between negligent acts and job loss, but no

association bet,ween negligence and licensure discipline '

prescription forgery as a means. to obtaining chemicals was

compared with job loss and disciplinary action. No associations

were found among any of these variables (P>.05)' Thís is símilar

to Sullivan's (l-987a) findings.

The types of chemicals abused were compared with both job

loss and Lj-Cence disciplínary action. No assocíatíons were found

between any chemical abused and job loss or disciplinary action

1p>.05). This findíng conflicts wíth other research that found a

significant association between narcotic abuse and licence action

(Sul1ivan, Bissel1, & Lefflern in press) '

The incidence of relapse (at least' one

abuse) in this group of recovering nurses

Thus, 12 nurses have remained abstinent from

began recovery

RESEARCH QUESTION THREE

episode of chemical

was 45.5% (n = L0).

chemicals since theY
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Nurses who relapsed vtere compared with nurses who did not,

in order to det.ermine if any variables l^Iere signif icantly

d.ífferent for the relapsed group. No significant differences in

familial, professionalt ot chemical. dependency variables were

found using Fisher's exact test 1p>.05). Thís fÍnding contrasts

with sullivan (1-98?a) , who reported that relapse f¡Ias more

frequent among nurses who: \^rere threatened and/or Iost jobs'

abused narcotics, had received disciplinary act'ion against their

licence, had received more than one treatment' for chemical

dependency, and were infrequent attenders at recovery groups '

. Informants, age was compared. with recovery variables using

Fisher, s exact test. subjects in the 36 to 45 and 46 and over

age categories significantly more often participated regularly in

aII types of chemical dependency recovery groups than did

subjects in the 35 and' under category (p = '011-5) '

Respondents in the youngest. age category significantly more

often reported. part,icipating in NarcoÈics Anonymous (NA) than did

sub jects in the other two age categories (p = ' 0335) ' It r¡Ias

also found that subjects in the 46 and over age category

participated in a Nurses at Risk support group significantly more

often than either the midd.te or youngest age categories (p =

.0360). These findings are d,ifferent than sullivan (L987a), who

reported no significant differences in recovery based on age'



In order to determine whether the characteristics of

recovering chemically d.ependent Manitoba nurses are uniquer oE

simj-Iar to previous findings, the 95% confidence interval for

proportion test was utilized. with aII variables. Tab1e 20

summarizes the statistical findings '

RESEARCH QUESTTON FOUR

.Summarv

The purpose of this chapter was to present the results of

the st.ud.y accord.ing to the research questions which were asked'

A discussion of these f indings is present'ed in t'he f inal chapter '

L75
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COMPARISON OF THE

CHEMICALLY DEPENDENT

Characteristic

,::}'*.rJJiíä¡ffirF,t}:d+¡¿Ëuii.¡a¡*;,,

DemoqraPhic
No males
First born in familY
36 years of age and

older
Descendants of the

British Isles
Irish background
Not Present'IY married

common-1aw
Been divorced or

' separated

TABLE 20
CHARACTERISTICS OF

MANITOBA NURSES TO

Source of
Comparison

Academic
Advanced PreParat'ion
Academic achievement

Emplovment
CurrentlY emPloYed

ín nursíng
Employed in nursing

more than 5 Years
Worked rotatÍng shifts

I{o: I J-lr

Tõt t health Problems
History of dePressive

illness
Suicide attempts
Eating dÍsorders

LexuaI
Sexua1 trauma
Sexual molestation

as a child
Homosexual Preference

SulLivan (1987a)
Sullivan
Sullivan

N/A

Brennan (1983)
or Sullivan

SuIlivan

RECOVERING
OTHER FINDTNGS

Statistícal
Findings in
Manitoba Nurges

,,,,

Different
No difference
Different (o1der)

Brennan
Sullivan

Sullivan

SulIivan

McMahon (L986)

Sullivan
SuIlivan

Brennan
N/A

No difference
No difference

Different (Iess)

No difference
No difference

No difference

No difference

nì €faranl-

No difference
No difference

No difference

Sullivan
Sullivan

SuIlivan

No difference
Dif f erent (more)

No difference



COMPARISON OF THE

CHEMICALLY DEPENDENT

Characteristic

Familv Historv
ChemicallY dePendent

family member
Parental dePendence

on chemicals
Average social drinking

in familY of origin
Depression in familY

of origin
Maternal dePression
Lived with both Parents

. growing uP
Assumed Parental roles

in childhood

Present Familv
Significant other

dependent on chemicaLs
Have children

TABLE 20
CHAR.A,CTERISTTCS
MANITOBA NURSES

Source of
Conparison

OF
TO

Sullivan

SuIlivan

SuIlivan

Sullivan

Sullivan
McMahon

Sullivan

RECOVERING
OTHER FINDINGS

Chemical DePendencv
Interfered with N/A

significant relationshiPs
Interfered with Sullivan

nursing Performance
Threats to job and/or Sullivan

l-ost job
Disciplinary action Sullivan

against nursing licence

Statistical
Findings in
Manitoba Nurses

t77

No difference

Dif ferent (more)

No difference

Different (more)

Dif ferent (more)
No difference

No difference

Setting worked had no
effect on becoming

Sullivan

Sullivan

Did not seek out
settings for
easy access to drugs

N/À
dependent

Dif ferent (more)

ÀTn Äi fforanr.a

Sul 1 ivan/Bi s se I 1 /l,ef f ler
(in press) Ðifferent

No difference

No difference

Different (less)



COMPARISON OF THE

CHEMTCALLY DEPENDENT

Cbaracteristic

Chemical DePendencY (cont'd)
Emotionar pain primary sullivan Different (more)

cause of dePendencY
,rTo relax,, as a cause Sullivan Different (Iess)

of dePendencY
l,tean agã of 24 when Sutlivan/Bisse1l /LeffLer

began abusing No difference
Recréational abuse Sullivan/Bissell/l,effler

No differenceprior to nursing

TABLE 20
CHÀRACTERISTICS
MANITOBA NURSES

Source of
Comparison

ñTAAFâñ
}/! vY¡ s¡tÙ

Recreational abuse
during nursing Program

Not taught about disease Brennan
process of chemical
dependencY

Perceive stress level Sullivan
in nursing to be
extremelY high

Greatest stress is Sullivan
excessive workload

Nursing stress Sullivan
cont.ributed to Problem
with chemicals

OF RECOVERING
TO OTHER FTNDINGS

Statistícal
Fíndíngs in
Manitoba Nurses

,,?

AIcohoI ís Preferred Sul-livan No

SuIlivan/Bissell /t,ef f ler

chemical
Narcotics are second

drugs of choice
Polydrug abuse
Have abused street

drugs
Physician was main Sullivan

source of PrescriPtion
drugs

Took stock drugs Sullivan
and/or diverted

No difference
Different (Iess)

No dífference'

No difference

No difference

Sutlivan No difference

Sullivan No difference
Sullivan No difference

difference

Different (more)

Different (less)



Characteristic

. COMPARISON OF THE

CHEM]CALLY DEPENDENT

Recoverv
Mean of 9.5 Years of

chemical abuse
Made indePendent

TABLE 20
CHARACTERISTICS
MANITOBA NURSES

decision to obtain heIP
Sought helP for Sullivan

emotional Problems Prior
Mean of 52.7 months sullivan/eissell /l'efflex

of abst.inence
Received Professional

treatment
Received onIY one

treatment
Inpatient chemical

dependencY t'reatment
Regular ParticiPation

in recovery grouPs
Attend nursest suPPort

group
Have not relaPsed

Source of
Comparison

OF
TO

McMahon

SuIlivan

RECOVERING
OTHER FINDINGS

Statistical
Findings in
Manit,oba Nurses

Different: P<.05

95å confidence interval
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NO

Sullivan No

Su1lívan No

Sullivan No

SuLlivan No

Sullivan No

Sullivan No

No difference

No difference

No difference

Not Different: P>.05

for proPortion tesf

difference
difference

difference

difference
Äi €€arannogÀ! !v4

Äi ffaronr.a

difference



This final chaPter is

the research Problem; an

summary and discussion of

nursing professíon,' studY

further research.

CEAPTER V

sItM!,{nRY, DrscussroN .AND RECOMMENDATTONS

The Research Problem

Chenical dependency is a health problem that can have a

profound effect, on the workplace, especially when it occurs in

the health care professions. The literature notes that nurses

are a high risk population, wit.h estimates of the incidence of

the d.isease among nurses rangíng from 6 - 8% (ANA, 1-987)' to L0

2OZ (Curtin, L987). However, no matter what the incidence, the

consequences are significant.

over the past decade, the nursing profession has begun

efforts to assist it,s chemically dependent members. The majority

of American state nurses' associations and three Canadian

associations, incJ.ud.ing Manitoba, have established peer

assistance programs. StilI, Iittle is known about nurses who

become dependent. upon chemicals, especially outside of the United

presented as follows: a sunmary of

overview of the research method; a

the findings; implications for the

conclusíons,' and reconmendat'ions for

r.8 0
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states. In Manit,oba, there !{ere no empiríca] data whatsoever.

There have been multiple suggestions as to the origin, risk

factors and characteristics of susceptible nurses '

characteristics of the profession itself have also been

implicated as contributing to t'he potential for chemical

dependency. Assumptions are plentiful. However, the research

effort wit,h chemically depend'ent nurses has been mínimal' and

there has not been a concerted effort to identify common

characLeristics and risk factors '

It is believed. that education, prevention and treatment

strategies for chemical dependency ín the nursing profession

hinges on first understanding the demographic characteristics and

risk factors that contribute to the illness. The purpose,

therefore, of this study, was to provide information about the

characteristics of recovering chemicarry dependent Manitoba

nurses, and. to identify variables associated with both chemj'cal

dependencY and recovery.

The Method

The personal, familial and professional characteristics of

recovering chemically dependent nurses in the province of

Manitoba were assessed through the use of a rnailed survey ' The

population for this stud.y was 31- chemícally dependent nurses who
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had been referred to the provincial peer assistance program,

Nurses At Risk. Approval for the investígation was obtained from

the university of Manitoba school of Nursíng Ethics committee'

and both the Executíve and Board of the l¿anitoba Association of

Registered Nurses (MARN) .

An adapted version of the sullivan survey of chemical

Dependency ín Nursing was mailed in January, 1-990, to the 3L

nurses, and two weeks later, a remind'er letter was sent to all of

these nurses. The investigator was not involved with the

addressing and mailing of the questionnaíre. There l^Iere 22

questionnaires f-l-Z) returned'

r\aa¡ri ^r,ive StatiSticS, Fishert s exact test, and the 958
lJgÞu! !È/u¿ v ç

confidence interval for proportion test were utilized to assess

the charact,eristics and associations ' Probability was set at

^q,

Summary and Díscussion of t'he Findings

The recovering nurses are a heterogeneous group. However,

the data indicate that the recovering chemically dependent' nurse

in Manitoba is more like1y to be femare than male, caucasian,

over age 35, and not presently in a mariLal or common-Iaw

relationshiP.
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The absence of men ín the sample vras surprísíng, especially

since males have a higher incidence of chemical dependency within

the general population (Goodwin, tglg), and because similar

studies have found an over-rePresent'atíon of males among

recovering nurses (sullivan, Bissell, & Leffler, in press;

sullivan, !987a; Talmadge-Reed, tg82) . The lack of males in the

sample is however, consistent with the incidence of men in the

Manitoba nursing population. It could also be that no men

received a questionnaire from Nurses At RiSk, Or none returned

the questionnaire.

. It is not known why the sample would be older than that

report,ed by sullivan (1987a) . The age of the sarnple is consistent'

with the age dístribution of Manitoba nurses, but older than

canad.ian nurses generally, where 572 are IesS than 40 years of

age (statistics canada, 1988). There may be some unique features

of Manitoba which contribute toward' an older nursing population'

It is a conservative province, with very little inward migrati-on

from other provinces, and. young people often leave the province'

Trad'itionally, nursing programs in Manitoba have educated more

nurses than were required., and new graduates often leave the

province for jobs elsewhere.

The association between subjects in

category and family history of chemical

the 3 6 t,o 45 age

dependencY, Parental
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chemical dependence, and heavy drinking ín t'he family duríng

childhood vras an interesting finding. These subjects belong to

the post-World. War II baby boom generation, meaning Lhat their

families most like1y were subject to the stressors associated

with the depression and r¡rar yearsr âs weII as post-war changes.

perhaps families belonging to this cohort are at increased risk

for chemical dependency related to these fact.ors. It is known

t,hat World War II initiated changes in r^Ioment s drinkíng habits

(Mendelson & Mello' L985) .

The finding that the oldest subjects (46 and over) more

often were threatened with'a job loss or actually lost a job

because of their í1Iness is notabler especially because the

oldest nurses more often cited that their preferred chemical was

a1coho1. Ot,her studies have report.ed that alcohol dependency

usually Ieads to fewer professional repercussions for nurses

because it is legaI and more difficult to document than narcotic

abuse (Su11ivan, Bissell, C Leffler, in press) . One would have

expected that, similar to Sullivan et âI., the youngest nurses

(under 36) would have reported more problems with jobs because of

their higher abuse of narcotics. It may bê, however, that the

older nurses lost jobs because their employers didn't have the

Nurses At Risk program for referral earlier in these nursest

careers. The program has only been in existence since L986. As
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well, until recently, chemical dependency was perceived aS a

moral problem rather than an illness which can be treated- Thus'

the older nurses may have lost jobs as punishment' rather than

receiving helP

The f ind.ing that the mid,d.le and older age categoríes of

subjects preferred aIcohol, and t,hat the youngest' nurses more

often participated in recreational drug abuse \^Ias expected. The

choice of chemicals throughout society has changed, and the new

generat j-on of nurses are likely no d'if ferent in their chemical

abuse behaviour than their cohorts. As we1l, the consistency of

the finding of the abuse of narcotics by the younger nurses bot'h

in this study and in Sullívan, Bissell, and Leffler (in Press) '

is important.. Perhaps recreational drug abuse puts a nurse aE

increased risk for narcotic abuse.

As expected, the majority of the nurses are not presently in

a relationship, either marital or common-Iaw. The majority also

stated t,hat there had been interference in significant

relationships because of chemicals. Similarly, a substantial

proportion of the nurses have been divorced or separated'

Although the proportion of nurses in this study who have been

divorced or separated is Iower than reported by sullivan (1987a) 
'

it is consistent with studies of chernically dependent females

(Wilsnack, Wilsnack, & KIassen, L984) . Perhaps the rate of
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divorce and separat,ion is lower Ín this sample than in Sullivan's

because this sample ís slightly older, and divorce rates

generally were lower in the Past' '

past srudies would also suggest that chemically dependent

females often have a chemically dependent Spouse (Wilsnack'

vfilsnack, & Klassen, L984) . This finding was similar in the

present study. Among the married or common-Iaw subjects, the

majority have a chemícally dependenL partner, or a partner who is

also in recovery. The high íncidence of familial chemical

dependency, and the aforementioned st.udy, also suggest that there

v¡ou}d be an association bet'ween family chemical dependency and

the likelihood of forming a relationship with a dependent

partner. It vIaS theref ore notable that no association vIaS f ound

between these two events in the present study. Those nurses with

a family history of depend.ency most often reported that' they had

not ent,ered a relationship with a chemically dependent

individuar. This fínding does not lend support to the

sociocultural explanation that those with a family history of

arcoholism are at higher risk for chemical dependency problems,

includ.ing forming relationships with depend'ent partners' because

of behaviors learned within a dysfunctional family system. Thus,

for the nurses in Ehis sample, fòrming a relationship with a

chemically dependent partner appears t'o be relat'ed to a factor



other than a familY historY of the

chemicallY dePendent nurses have

between family chemical dependency

with a dePendent Partner.

Nurses with an Irish background were slightly over-

represented. in t.he study. It is accepted that certain ethnic and

cultural customs appear co put individuals at' risk for developing

chemical dependency (Donovan, L986) . As well, those belonging to

an ethnic group share genes. The lrish culture has been found to

have a high rate of alcoholism (vaillant, !983) ' It may be that

the nurses in this study with an Irish heritage \^Iere placed at

increased risk for developing chernical dependency'

The find.ing that over one-third of the nurses in this

sample, and Sullivan, s (198?a) , are first born children' was

interesting. A large number in both of these samples are adult

children of alcoholics, and recent research with adult children

of alcoholics in nursing, found that these nurses are more often

first born, as compared to adult children of non-alcoholics (Dean
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illness. Other studies of

not tested the association

and forming a relationshiP

& Edwards, L989) .

The subjects v¡ere academic

educational PreParation. It

t,hemselves and work hard are

chemical dePendencY.

high achievers and' have advanced

may be that nurses who Push

at increased risk for develoPing
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The finding that, those who reported higher academic

achievement were less likely to have begun chemical abuse at a

young àgè, or t,o have sought help for their illness due to job

threats, is an interesting one. It is probably not relevant as a

useful risk factor for this group

It is not surprising that the majority of the sample are

presently employed in nursing, since few reported job loss or

disciplínary action against their licence. Dunkin (1983) states

that 853 of recovering nurses do return to the profession. Years

of nursing practice varied from less than five to over twenty,

thus no particular length of experience for these nurses appears

to be relevant to chemical dependency-

Consid.ering past studies (Sullivan, 1987a) , and the

physiological and psychological impact that chenicals have upon

most body syst.ems (Naegle , L988a) , it is not unusual that the

majority of the nurses reported recent health problems. Fact'ors

id.entified in the literature as being associated vùith both female

and nursest chemical dependence were found in the SamPle'

including depressive itlness (Sullivan, f98?a), suicide att'empts

(BisseII & Jones, 1981), multiple sexual problems (Sullivan'

L98?a), and bulimia (Flood, L989) . It is not known why this

sample had. a much higher incidence of sexual molestation t'han

Sullivan (1987a) rePorted.
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It is notable that no association was found between írr"esi

and homosexuality, especially since it was an unexpected and

significant finding for SuIIívan (1-98?a). Both studies, however,

found similar proportions of the two events '

The familial aspects of alcoholism would suggest that

chemically dependent nurses would often have alcoholic family

members. Thís was reporced by the nurses. Over one-hal-f of the

recovering nurses cited a chemically dependent parent ' This

finding makes these nurses members of the adult children of

alcoholics population, and gives strong support to the role of

genetics and famíIy environment in t,he development of alcoholism.

ït, is not known why thís sample reports a higher incídence of

parental dependence than sullivan indicated (1987a) .

Additíona11y, it is notabte that the nurses reported a very

high incidence of familial and maternal depressive illness. This

finding supports studies which have suggested that there is some

link between alcoholism and depression in close female relatives

(schuckit, 1986). Familial depression may have been a factor in

the development of chemical d.ependency in this sample of nurses.

It cannot, however, be determined if this link is genet'icr or

else rel-ated to events which may have taken place in a

dysfunctional family environment. Perhaps both played a role '
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As expected by both the reported parentar chemicai

dependence and maternal depression, aS wetl aS studies of others

in the helping professions (Avery, L989,' Black, L98L; SulIivan,

1.98?a),therecoveringnurseswereoftenrequiredtoreverse

roles and. assume parental roles in childhood' It was notable,

however, that Su}Iivan (1987a) and the present study did not find

an association between any family membert s chemicar dependency

and the subject's likelihood of reversing roles and taking on

parental roles early in life. rn her later study (1987b)'

Sullivan did find t,hat chemicàIly dependenÈ nurses more often

experienced role reversal than nond'epend'ent nurses, but this

still had no associat.ion to parentaJ- dependence' Perhapsr âs

Some writers have Suggested (Forrest, 1-989), role reversal may be

a generalized symptom of family system dysfunctíon, rather than

being solely associated wíth chemical dependency.

It r¡¡as noteworthy to find that both in this study and in

Sullivan, s (1987a) , the majorÍty of nurses reported that average

social drinking was more common in their families during

childhood t,han heavy drinking. Their families were not modellíng

heavy drinking, and t,his finding does not lend support to the

social Iearning theory of alcoholism. It would therefore seem

that drinking behavior within a child.'s family environment only

partialty explains the subsequent developrnent of chemical
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dependency in that child.

Responses concerning the impact of chemical dependency on

the nurses, performance revealed that almost aII beLieved their

performance was negatively affected' even to the poínt of

negligence. However, few actually had a job threatened or lost a

job, and fewer stilt had disciplinary action taken against their

nursing licence. Thus, in conLrast to what SuI1ívan reported

(L98?a), there I^IaS no association found' between self-perceived

interference wíth nursing performance and job loss or

disciplinary action. It could. be that Manitoba nurses and

employers, compared to sullivan's sampler are still not as

cognizant of the chemical dependency problem in nursingr, nor of

how to assess the problem in an ilt nurse. Perhaps those

concerned deny that. a nurse has a problem with chemicals, or

perhaps all the itl nurses are being referred to Nurses At Risk

for assistance, thereby reducíng job Ioss and disciplinary

action.

As expected, ûo clear pattern r¡Ias f ound between any

particular clinical setting and the start of chemical abuse

behavior. Although SmalI, t,he figures are interesting, and

perhaps ind.icative of a consistent incidence of chemica]

depend.ency throughout all nursing environments. This finding

differs from studies which have suggested a link between critical
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care and nursest chemical dependency (McMahon , L986; Talmad'ge-

Reed, L982).

In light of Sul1ivan, Bissell and Leffler's (in press)

finding that one-half of their sample had sought out a work

setting for easier access to drugs, it was surprising that none

of the nurses in the present study had done likewise ' Perhaps'

because in this sample, the primary chemical of choice $las

a1cohol, which is easily available, the nurses had no reason to

want easier access to other chemicals '

Consistent wit.h the find,ings of Hutchinson, (L986) and

.Su11ívan (r98?a), the nurses in this sample most often began

abusing chemicals therapeutically, as a form of self-rnedication

for emotional and physical paín, or to assist with relaxation'

Recreational drug abuse did. take place, before, during and after

nursing education programs, but few cited this as their prime

reason for becomíng dePendent.

It appears aS though occupational StreSS, in particular,

excessive workloadr RâY have been one contributing factor to

problems with chemicals for over one-half of the sample' And

considering other find,ings (Haack, 1988,' Murphy 6' ConneIl, L987) '

it is also not. surprising that stress was most' often experienced

d.uring a nursing education program or in the first nursing job'

For stud.ents, the magnitude of a nursing program may be
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overwhelming. students are often overwhelmed by clinical torL,

and the demands of preparation. Technical skill-s must be learned'

extensive reading assignments are conunon' and care plans must be

written. considerable energy is spent on meeting the expectations

of others. often students lack tirne for self care ' For new

graduates in their first nursing job, the stress is similar '

Practice may differ greatly from what the novice was t'aught' to

expect, and administrators often expect an unrealistic

performance (Haack, 1988) .

From this study, it cannot be determined what occupational

conditions create the perception of excessive workload' It could

be the volume of work assigned, t,ime constraints, or perhaps

certain characteristics of Some nurses are related'' For "*"*pi"'
over one-half of this sample are ad.ult children of alcoholics '

previous studies suggest that this populatíon tends toward

overachievement (Avery I 1989) r disregard of personal needs'

put,ting ot.hers f irst, the need to control, and dif f iculty

separating seLf from work (Dean & Edwards, 1989) . Such traits may

contribute toward the perception of stress in adult children of

alcoholics.

The findings that alcohol and narcotics \^Iere the primary and

secondary chemicals of choice, that polydrug abuse \^Ias conmon'

and, that one-third of the sample had abused irlegar street drugs'
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tvere expected. Such findings are in line with similar studíes

(Brennan, L983,' Sullivan, Bísse1l C Leffler, in press,' Sullivant

L98?) . Likewise, it was not a surpríse, considering studies with

chemícally dependent females, (Eccles, L989) that one-ha1f of

those subjects who abused prescriptÍon drugs had obtained their

prescriptions from physicians. The reasons why theft of stock

med.ications and/or diversion of pat.ient medications appears to be

]ess common as a source of prescription chemicals for this sample

than in similar studies were not apparent. Perhaps it is more

difficult to steal or d.ivert medications in Manitoba than in some

,American locations. The proportion who were involved in this

activity is, however, stil-l subst'ant'iaI.

One would have expected, âs reported by Sullivan (L987a) 
'

that abuse of narcotics, stealing stock drugs and/or diverting

patient medications, would. a.Ll have been associated with both job

loss and. discíplinary action for the sample. However, this was

not the case. Again, it may be that because the chemical of

choice was a1cohol, the nurses were less inclined to steal and/or

divert, and therefore less likeIy to experience professional

repercussions. It is probably easier to discover and document

theft and/or diversion of hospíta} drugs, especially controlled

narcotics, than alcohol abuse. As Sullivan, BisseII and Leffler

explain "theft and d.iversion of narcotics leave a paper trail
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that may facilitat,e díscovery" (in pressr P. 15) - For this Same

reason, t,hose nurses who abuse street drugs such as cocainer ßâY

also not draw the same att'ention to themselves '

Recovery experiences reported suggest that most nurses in

the sample had abused chemicals for several years prior to

obtaining help, and. that many had sought help for emotional

problems prior to their chemical dependency treatment. It is

notable that a high proportion of nurses in t,his sample and ín

sullivanrs (1987a), stated they sought help on their own. It'

seems tro conflict with the conmon view that external

.confrontation is usually needed t,o break through t'he denial of

chemically dependent ind.ivid.uals. Perhaps other f actors pushed

the nurses t,o seek heIP.

The majority have not relapsed, and participate regularì-y in

recovery support groups. ReIapSe' when it occurred' was

perceived. by those nurses to be linked. to socializing and

recreational drug abuse.

It is unfortunate that thÍs study did not support Sullivant s

(L9B7a) findings regarding differences between the nurses who

relapsed and those who did not. It would have been helpful for

Nurses At, Risk and, recovering Manitoba nurses to be aware of

factors related to relapse. The tack of significant differences

between these two groups in the present study may be due to the
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smalt samP1e size.

It is not known why the youngest subjecLs (35 and under)

particÍpated less regularly ín aII recovery grouPs' nor why those

nurses 46 and over part.icipated more often in a Nurses At Risk

support group. Perhaps such groups are not meeting the needs of

younger recovering nurses.

Profile of Recovering Manitoba Nurses

In suÍìmary, the rna jority of characteristics of the

recovering Manitoba nurses are similar to those found in American

.studies. However, some characteristics are unique to t'he

Manitoba sample. these are as follows: there $¡ere no males, the

nurses are s1íghtly older, less often divorced or separated, and

worked rotating shifts. Compared with other studies, Manitoba

nurses experienced eating d.isorders, have higher incidences of

sexual molestation during childhood, parental dependence,

d.epression in fanily of origin, maternaL depression, and a

significant other who is also dependent.

Compared with Sullivant s (1987a) sample, the recovering

Manitoba nurses have experienced less disciplinary action against

their nursing licences, believe that a clinical set'ting had no

effect on becoming dependent, and did not' seek out a setting for

easy drug access. They perceived emotional pain either alone, or
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in combínation with the need to relax, t,o be the cause of t'heir

problems with drugs. More of them obt,ained prescription drugs

from physicians rather than through t,heft of sÈock drugs and/or

diversion. There r¡rere no recovery characteristícs unique to the

Manitoba samPle.

Theoretically, the findings from t'his study would support a

biopsychosocial interpretation of the etiology of chemical

dependency. The research questions were broad enough to consider

multiple biological, psychological, and sociocultural risk

factors which may have contributed toward the development of

,chemical dependency in this sample of recovering nurses ' Certain

individual, familialr socíocultural, and environmental

characterist,ics were f ound.. Although the relationship bet'ween

these characteristics cannot be proposed, nor can they be said to

be causal, their many facets support the possibility that

chemical d.ependency is a multicausal disease '

conceptually, some of the findings from this study do appear

to support Donovan, s (L986) biOpsychosocial model of alcoholism'

where several different factors may interact and lead to the

illness. For example, potential primary risk factors for this

sample of recovering Manitoba nurses may have been a positive

farnily history of dependency, and an Irish ethnic background.

Mediating cond.itions might have been a dysfunctional family
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system during childhood; a famí}y history of depression,'

experiencing multíple sexual difficulties, in particular,

molestat.ion during childhood; being a high achiever; self-

medication behavior for emotional p.lt or to induce relaxation;

and the percept,ion of having an excessive workload in a nursinqr

educatj-on program or t.he f irst. nursing job. It' is also possible

that other unmeasured factors may account for chemical dependency

ín these nurses.

As cited. previously, Donovan's model acknowledges research-

supported. factors, but also provídes for their dynamic, flexible,

and varyíng importance. specific indj-viduals and grouPs may show

a variety of combinations of contributing factors, and Donovan

explains that, with research, the model can be expanded'

particularly in the category of environmental variables '

Therefore, Figure 2 shows how the factors found' important in both

this study and Sullivant s (1987a) , could be fitted into Donovan's

model to add further specificity'



DONOVAI{'S MODEL

Adapted to include findings

and Tipliskí (l-990) .

Primarv Risk Factors \

-

A. Heredítary Factors (

l-. Positíve faruilY history

2. Male sex

3. Familial dePression

4. First born

oF ar.coEoLrsM (1986)

from Su1livan (L987a)

B. PetsonalitY Factors? t

1. Ant,isocial characteristics

2. Borderline characteristics

Note: Neither studY broad enough

Èo consider \B' factors

Medíatínq Conditíons

D. PersonalitY Factors?

C. Sociocultural Factors

1. Ethnic or cultural

1. Antísocial characteristics

2. Borderl-ine characteristics

3. Adu1t Child of Alcoholic

Characteristics

Environmental Variables

1. Family interactional

patterns eg. role reversal

2. l"laternal depression

3. MuttiPle sexual Problems

4. Self-medicate therapeutically

5. Significant other chemicallY

dependent

6. Workload Perceived t,o be

greatest cause of stress

t. !
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Implications for the Nursing Profession

Within the limitations of the sample, some of the findings

of this study are relevant to chemically dependent nurses' non-

chemically dependent nurses, nurse educators, and administrators.

Exposed obliquely in this study is the inabíIity of many

nurses to perceive chemical- dependency as a medical illness. It

is not unreasonable to expect nurses to be able to provide

accurate nursing diagnoses of behaviours indicative of nursing

practice impaired by chemical abuse. In spite of almost every

nurse ín the sample relating that their nursing care \^Ias affected

þy their illness, this was usually not acted upon by their

colleagues or ad.ministrators. When a nurse develops chemical

dependency, the most powerful means of minimizLng the

consequences is the quick, supportive response of colleagues and

ad.rninistrators. This response is d.ependent, upon the ability to

recognize early symptoms of the illness. Colleagues and

administrators who lack information to assess the illnessr ot

ignore or deny that, there is a problem are not being he j-pful.

Ear1y identification and. referral for help are imperative.

The study indicated the respondents' percePtion of an

overall lack of attent,ion being given t,o chemical dependency

education in nursing education programs and continuing education.

This perception is supported by the literature (ANA' 1987,' Jack,
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198?,. Murphy, L989). Chemical dependency is a serious health

problem generally, and more specíficalIy, among health care

professionals. Educatíonal programs should' be developed for

students, nursing graduates, and. administrators, which will

enable them to aSSeSS and inter'rene with both chemically

dependent patients and colleagues. Educational programs need to

include the characteristics of the chemically dependent nurse ' It

is posít,ive that Some schools of nursing in Winnipeg have

recently incorporated information about the chemically dependent

nurse into their Programs.

, It is clear that Stress manag:ement instruction is needed

within the curriculum of nursing education and in continuing

education. Perceived stress must be addressed preventatively'

for in Some cases, stress has contributed to the development of

chemical d.ependency. Little can be d.one about stressors such as

excessive workload, but coping strategies can be strengthened so

that st.ress can be managed constructively. short courses on

stress management could be of fered to nursing st'udent's by

faculty, and professional nursíng associations could organize

similar workshops for practising nurses. Perceived occupational

Stressors must be recognized by educators and administrators, and

where possible, nodifications made to reduce the stress factor.

Extend.ed internships or preceptorships might be one method for
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easing the role transition from student to graduate nurse'

Nursing is often criticized for not nurturíng our own

(Meissner, L986) . The profession is known to be overly crítical

of the nursing student and new grad'uate, and such individuals

often feel pressured to Prove themselves (Madden, 1989) '

students and graduate nurses alike, need t'o be taught t'he value

of self-care activities, and the hazard of taking care of others

without taking care of themselves. Nursing st'udents and new

graduates require support from experienced nurses' As weII, role

modelling by faculty and staff nurses who are practising self-

,care and coping effectively with the stresses involved in

nursing, is important for students and beginning practit'ioners '

over one-half of the nurses in the stud.y are members of the

adult child.ren of alcoholics (ACOA) population ' This is a signal

for prevention and. intervention. students and nurses who belong

to the ACOA population may be at increased risk for developing

chernical dependency. They should be encouraged to join support

groups in order to resolve issues of growing up in a

dysfunctional family. There are many ACoA support groups

available, and such groups may even be feasible within a school

of nursing. For similar reasons, it would seem that all children

identified as belonging to a family disabled by chemicals,

depressive illnessr or some other dysfunction, could benefit from
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primary prevention strategies earlier in life.

For the most, part, the sample began abusing chemj-ca1s for

t,herapeutic reasons. However, some of the younger nurses abused

chemicals recreationally, and. abused iIlegal street' drugs such as

cocaine. Nurses who habituatly self-medicate, even thera-

peutj-calIy, and nurses who abuse drugs recreationally, should be

aware that such behaviors may contribute t.o chemical dependency.

Furthermore, nurses who are abusing street drugs may not be

assessed as having a problem as quickly as those who are taking

prescription drugs from a health care setting. Thus, these

nurses and their patients may be subject to a different kind of

harm than ín the Past.

A substantial number of subjects obtained their prescription

d.rugs through theft and./or diversion from patients. This f inding

has implications for increased scrutiny of controlled-substance

records, âs weII as educating atI nurses about the signs of drug

theft and diversion. Easy access is a risk factor in the work

environment that can be modified.

Conclusions

Numerous f indings in t,his studY

that have been rePorted in recent

recovering nurse, t,hus adding further

do paralIeI the findings

American studies of the

support t,o the data base
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which is emerging. The study has generated some information

about the association between chemical dependency variables and

some Manítoba nurses. The study, however, does not' provide

knowledge about the causality of these relationships '

However limited thiS work may be, it represents a much

needed cont,ribution to the limited information on chemical

dependency in nursing in Manitoba. The problem ín Manitoba has

been to some d.egree, quantified. Further reliability would be

added if certaj-n design problems can be solved with this

difficult-to access PoPu1ation.

, Conclusions are limited by the exploratory nature of this

st,ud.y. The f indings can be applied only to the sample of this

study. Generalizations cannot be made to any other recovering

chemically dependent nurses due to the sampling procedure and the

survey design of the studY.

Recommendations for Further Research

Based on the data analysis, Iirnit,ations, and conclusions'

the following reconmendations are made for further research'

l-. The Study be replicated using a larger sample in another

Canadian province to determine whether characteristics found

in this study are unique to thís sample and province¡ oE are

part of a national/international trend.
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2. Non-chemically dependent Manitoba nurses be compared with

this sample to determine differences. Many of the

characteristics identified in this sample may also be

present in non-chemically dependent nurses - Risk factors

specific to chemically dependent nurses need to be

identified.

3. Recovering Manitoba nurses should be targeted for a more in-

depth investigation. For example, through the use of

interviews, a longitudinal st.udy could be undertaken to

id.entify variables associated. with recovery and relapse'

.4. There iS a need for the d.evelopment and evaluation of

programs designed for education, prevention, and early

identification of chemical dependency in nursing' Prevention

programsshould.focusuponreducingexposuretoriskfactors

and mod.ífying the factors that are already present.
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Sullivan Survey of Chemical- Dependency in Nursing (Adapted)



COT{FIDEI\TIAL
Sullivan Suryey of Chemical Dependency

in l{ursing



This questionnaire is designed toprovide a profile of recovering chemically dependent nurses. All
information you provide is anonymous. Please provide the information requested by circling the
number corresponding to the appropriate item, or filling in the blank. If you are unable to respond
to a question, feel free to omit it and continue on.

Demographic Characteristics

l. You¡ sex:

-!_Female
2 MaJe

2. Your age:

_lunder 21

2 22to25
3 ?Áto30
4 31ro 35

3. Your race:

ICaucasian
? Black

3 Aboriginal Canadian

:
4. What is your ethnic/cultural background?

Academic Background

5. What was yorrr fust nursing diploma/degree?

1 L.P.N.

_zR.N.

5 36to40
6 4lta45
7 46 tß50

_!_over 50

jLAsian

-lHispanic
6 other (spe¡ify)

6. When did you first ¡ecieve your first nursing diploma/degree?

!1960 orbefore 5 t976 to 1980

_21961to 1965 llt98l ro 1985

-L1966 to 1970 7 1986 or larer

4 l97l ro 1975

7. If you can recall, what was your approximate class standing in your first nursing prognm?

1 upper 107o 3 upper 50Vo

2 upperZÍ%o JLlower 50Vo

8 Your educational background. Circle all that apply:

I L.P.N.

2 R.N.

_LR.P.N.
_4_8.N.

-LBaccalaureate degree in

another discipline

jR.P.N,
_4_B.N.

_6- M.N.

-lMaster's 
in another discipline

8 Doctorate in any discipline
q Specialty certi-fication (specify)

Page I



9' If you can recall, what was your approximate gade/gade point average from all your posr-secondary work,
including nursing?

-Lbetween 
3.5 and 4.0 (A- b A) lbetween 2.0 and 2.49 (c- to c)

2berween 3.0 and 3.49 (B ro B+) 5 below 2.0
3 between 2.5 and 2.99 (C+ o B-)

l0' Have you ever recieved any academic awa¡ds from any school attended or from any professional organizaúons
(including high school, nursing school, university, scholarships, etc.)?

I yes Zno

I 1. If yes, explain briefly:

Work History

12. IIow many years (total) have you been employed as a nurse?
I never 4 610 lOyears
2 less than 1 year 5 ll o 20 years

, j2 o 5 years ¡!_more tlran 20 years

13. Are you employed in nursing at present?

I yes 2no

14. Please complete a brief employment history for rhe past 5 years:
Date Type of Agency posirion/
(yea¡) (do not name) Job Tirle Reason for Leaving

15' Have you been hospitalized or been in emergency or an ourpatient setting wrthin the last 5 years?
I yes 2no

If yes, expliain briefly as follows:
Daæ Chief Cause presenr SÞrus(year) Complainr Diagnosis (if rauma) of problem

16. Have you visited a physician for reasons other than rour.ine examinarions during the pasr 5 years?
I yes 2no
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If yes, explain briefly as follows;
Daæ Chief
(Year) Complaint

17. Would you say you have ever experienced an eating disorder?

-Ues 2 no

18. If yes, please ci¡cle what applies:

-ar¡orexia 
nervosa

- 
addictive overeating

Family Background

19. Is your mother alive?

I yes

20. If no, did she die from:
alcohol abuse _l-yes _Lno
drug abuse 1 yes 2 no

suicide _Lyes Z no

21. Is your father srill alive?

I yes

Diagnosis
Cause
(if rauma)

Present Status
of Problem

- 
bulimia (binge eating and purging)

22.If no, did he die f¡om:

alcohol abuse I yes 2 no

drug abuse les 2 no

suicide _]_y.r 2 no

23. In your opinion, is there anyone in your family who consumes excess alcohol or is taking excess amounts of
drugs þrescribed or othenviæ) ?

lyes 2no

24. If yes, circle all thar apply:

I father 5 aunVuncle/cousin
2 mother 6 spouse/signifìcant orher

- 
ofl¡er (specify)

2no

,3 brother/sister 7 child
4 grandparenr g other (specify)

2no

25. Has anyone in your family suffered from or been reated for depression?

ay"r 2 no
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26. If yes, circle all tlrar apply:

_! father

2 mother

3 brother/sister

4 grandparent

27. Have you ever suffered f¡om or been reatcd for depression?
lyes 2no

28. Have you ever anempted to uke your own life?
1 yes

If yes, how many úmes?-

29. Did you live wirh borh parenß for rle majoriry of your childhood?
lyes 2no

30. What is your birth order?

1 oldesr

2 middle

é aunVuncle/cousin

-.[ spousc/significant other
7 child
8 other (specify)

31. Were there any family problems during your childhood that caused you ro assume parental roles early in life?
lyes Zno

32. If yes, briefly explain the problem and your role:

2no

33' Do feel that there have been one or more events in your life which were particularly stressful to your sexual self
(idenrity/funcrioning) ?

1 yes

3 youngest

4 only

34. If yes, circle all that apply and approximare age at dme of evenc
I sexual molestation age_
2 incest age-
3 awa¡eness ofhomosexual preference age_
4 miscarriage age _
5 abonion(s) age-
6 unplanned pregnancy (s) age-
7 sexr:al dysfunction a$e _
8 illness/surgery thar affecred body image a3e _
9 other (specify)- age _

35. How was Íhe drinking of alcohol regarded in your family when you were growing up?
I moderatelaverage drinking on social occasions

2 heavy drinking was commonplace

3 no drinking was allowed

2no
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Your Present Family

36. lVhat is your curent area ofresidencc?
I rural 2 urban

37. Are you presently ma¡ried or living with someone as if you were married?
I yes 2no

38. Ifno, are you presently:

I single (never married) _l_ separated

_l divorced 4 widowed

39. Have you ever been widowed, divorced, or separated?

l- yes 2 ¡o

If yes, how many times each: widowed

divorced

separated

40. If you are married or living with someone, is s/he dependent on alcohol or drugs?
1 yes Zno

41. If yes, is s/he reõvering?
lyes zno

42. Do you have children?

I yes 2no
If yes, how many?- Their ages?

Nursing

43. How would you describe the sness level generally for people in the nuning profession?

_l- extremely stressful _f- average stress

2 furly sressful 4 low stress

44. Please rank the stressful aspects of nursing in order of their importance to you. Mark 1 for the highest sress
producer and so on 1o 6 æ the lowest.

-(1) 
excessive workload

_(2) dealing wirh illness and deaûr

_ (3) relarionships wirh supervisors and/orphysicians

_ (4) roraring shifrs

- 
(5) rotaring assignments/units

- 
(6) other (specify)
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45. In your nursing jobs, havc you worked the majority of the time:

-!- day shift -l night shift

-l evening shift 3l roøting shifs

Chemical Dependency

46. Do you consider that you are or ever have been dependenVaddicted o alcohol or drugs?

l- yes l- no

If yes, please answer the following questions:

4?. In yout opinion, has your drinking and/or drug abuse ever interfered with your job as a nurse?

1 yes I don'tknow

2 no 3[- not emPloYed as a nurse then

48. If yes, in what way? Circle all that apply:

_!- absenteeism or lateness

-L feltunwell while at work

3 iniøbility
4 preoccupation with drugs/alcohol

5 poor relationships with co-workers and/or supervisors

6 reduced attention tOjob and/or patients' conditions, responses, concerns

7 others complained about my work and/or attendence -
8 utilized stock/patient medication for own use

-! omissions and/or acts which could be considered negligent

_i! other (specify)

49. Did you ever lose a job or were you ever threapned with lose of a job relaæd to drug or alcohol abuse?

lyes 2no

50. What is the cu¡rent status of your nursing license?

_!- full status

2 conditional

-l- suspended

51. Has your nuning license ever been:

-!- conditional

-l suspended

52. In which of rÌ¡e following settings were you working when you FIRST began abusing alcohol and/or drugs?

Circle only one:

I Adminisradon
2 Emergency

3 Gerontology

jL Intensive Care

J Medicine

6 OB/GynecologyÂ'Iursery

7 Oncology

4 revoked

5 other (specify)

J
À

revoked

none of these

--8.2
l0
IL
l2

n

O.R. Recovery Room

Pediatrics

Psychiatry

Public Health

School of Nursing

Surgery

Other (specify)
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53. Circle the one that bcst describcs how working in this ætting was relatcd to your abusc of drugs/alcohol:
A it did nor affecr my abuse of drugs/alcohol

-!_ it was relared ro my starring to abuse drugValcohol (elaborarc)

3 I already abused drugs and sought out this setting for easier access
4 other (specify)

54. What do you consider to be the ptlnoary cause of the surt of your dependency problem? Circle only one:
I I took drugs/alcohol ar a young age and didn't undersund the danger
2 I took drugs/alcohol to help me sleep when working differenr shifrs
3 I took drugs/alcohol for physical pain
4 I tried drugs/alcohol just ro see whar ir was like
5 I used drugs/aicohol to relax/decreâse stress

6 I used drugs/alcohol to help give me energy/reduce fatigue
7 I used drugs/alcohol for emodonal pain (eg. depression)
8 I used drugs recreationally: for fun/socializing with friends

_l other (explain)

55. Do you believe that the sEess of nursing may have had any bearing on your abuse of alcohoVdrugs?
1 yes 2no

56. If yes, what was your career sÞge ar rhat rime?
I a nursing student

2 in my first nursing job

3 in a laær nursing job

57. What was your age when you first began abusing alcohol/d¡ugs

- 

years of age

58. Did you use dmgs (other rhan alcohol) recreationally (for fun/socializing) prior to nursing school?
lyes 2no

During nursing school?

lyes Zno

59. 'What chemicals have you abused? Circle all ttrar apply:
I alcohol I stimulans

-l narcotics 6 anaesthestic gases
3 sedaúves/hypnotics 7 cannibis drugs
4 tranquilizers g cocaine
9 ottrers (specify)

60. which of the above v/as your chemical of choice or mosl prefened?
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61. rilhich of tl¡e methods of self-adminisæring chemicals did you use? Circlc all ttrat apply:

I oral 4 smoke

2 l.M. 5 inhalation

3 I.V. 6 other (specify)

62. If you abused prescription drugs, where/how did you obuin them? Circle all that apply:

I took from worksite 4 relaúves or friends

2 asked a physician for Rx I feigned illness in order o obtain

3 illegal prescription 6 street scène

7 omt (specify)

63. Approximaþly how long were you abusing chemicals before obtaining help

64. Did your drinking or drug abuse inærfere with any mariul relationships?

lves 2no

If yes, please elaboraæ:

65. 'What caused you to obtain help with your chemical dependency problem? Circle all that apply:

I urging by employer to get help

2 tlreatened with loss of job

3 spousdsignificant other threatened to leave

4 friends/colleagues confronted me

5 overdose or suicide attempt put me into medical system

6 chose to get help on my own

7 deterioraring physicaVemotional heålltr

8 other (specify)

66. Did you seek help for emoúonal problems prior to realizing you had an alcohoVdrug problem?

I yes 2no

67. If yes, please explain briefly what happened:
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Recovery

68. Are you presently free of all mood-altering chemicals?
I yes Zno

If yes, how long have you been free?

69. Have you ever recieved professional reahent for chemical dependency?
I yes Zno

If yes, how many ümes?

70. If yes, whar rype of rreatmenr? Circle all rhat apply:
I in patient 4 privaæ rherapy/counselling
2 residendal/half-way 5 other (specify)
3 ouçatient

71. Which of the following recovery group (s) have you parricipared in? Circle all rhar apply:
1 A.A. 4 family involvemenr in AI Anon, Al Ateen
2 Narcorics Anonymous 5 Adult Childern of Alcoholics

72. v/ould you say yourparriciparion in the above group (s) has been:
I regular 2 infrequenr

73. Have you relapsed since you began your initial recovery?
I yes 2no

If yes, how many times? _

74' If yes, please briefly describe the ci¡cumstancesþrecipiøring event surrounding any relapse(s) and rhe lengrh of
the relapse :

3 Nu¡ses Support Group 6 other (Spe¿ify)

75' While in your nursing education program(s) v/ere you r,aughr about rhe disease process of alcoholism/addicrion?
_l yes 2 no

76. Was the above content covered adequately?

I Yes 2 no(elaborare)
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77.rilhatonepieceofadvicewouIdyougivetoanursingcol|eaguewhohasaproblcmwithchemicals?-

78. Y/hat one thing would you like o share with colleagues regarding chemical dependency in the nursing
profession?

79. How well do you think the needs of chemically dependent nurses ¿¡re being met by the exisring services in
Manitoba?

I not well met 2 somewhat met, 3 very well met

80. What else is needed?

8l. V/ere you ever referred or self-referred to Nurses atRisk?
lyes 2no

Copvright 1986. Eleanor J. Sullivan. Ph. D. . R.N. . adaored 1989. V. Tipliski
This study would not have been possible without your help. A stamped envelope has been provided for you to mail
this questionnaire back to me.

Thank you
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Sullivan Survey of

ÀPPEIÍDIX B

Chenical Dependency in Nursing (Origina1)



l.

2.

Your sex? l)

Your age?
l) under 21 2) 22 ro 25 3) 26 ro
5) 36 ro 40 6) 4t ro 45 7) 46 ro

3. l{hat rras your first
l) diploma 2)

4. l{hen did you receive your firet nureing degree?
I ) 19 60 or be fore 2) 19 6 l- 65 3 ) 19 66-70 4,

ma 1e 2)

6.

nurs ing degree ?

essoe¡íate 3)

female

7.

l) between 3.5 and 4.0 (a-
2) be tween 3.0 end 3.4g (n
3) between 2.5 and 2.gg (C+
4) be trrêen 2.0 and 2.49 ( C-

30
50

baccalaureete 4)

8. 1f you cen reca11, ¡rhat ees your epproxinate clese standing in your f írst nureirig
l) upper l0Z 2) upper 252 3) _ upper 502 4) lower 502

9. Have ]oru ever received any ecademic awards in eny school attended (íncluding high
nursing ochool, end college), euch aB honorery societ1l. honore gredee, scholarehip
ecedemic performence, etc. ! r

. .l) yes 2) no

4)
8)

5)

3l ro 35
over 50

below 2.0

mestertB

197 r-75 5)

to A)
to B+)
to B-)
to C)

19 76-80 6) 198t-83

progran ?

echool,
based on



12.

13.

14.

Datee
(yre)

15.

l)
4)

Are you

If Iêa,

Pleaee

¿__ q rs6^ùLçrçu ltulÐE¡

never 2) less than I year 3) 2 to 5 yeare
6 to l0 y"rîã- 5) ll ro 20 yeare-6) _ rår" rhan zo yearg

employed in nursing aÈ'the present tirne? l) _ yes Ð no

are you employed full or part tine? l) _ full time Zl part tine
complete an employment hietory for the past 5 yeera.

Full or
Par t T ime

For all periods of tiue in the laet 5 yeare not enployed, please give reeaonechool , heal th, pregnancy ) :
DeÈe: Reeaon:

PIease ansYer the fol loving queBtions regarding your nedical history:t6. Have you been hospital ízed (other than for alcohol/drug Èreatnånt)oroutpatientfaci1itygithinthePe8t5yeare?l)
Pleeee explain each íncídent es follorrs:

Date (uo'- lyr.) chief conplaint Diagnosis cause ( if trauma)

Type of ineÈítution/agency
( i.e,, hoepital nureing home,
Èeuporary agency, etc.)

17. Have you been
l) yeg

DeÈe of firet
visit (mo.lyr.)

seen by e
2> no

Chief Conpleinr

Job Titte(e) (tisr etl
jobe at that place of
enploynent )

phyBician for reeaona
Pleaee explain es fol

Diagnosis

oCher than
lows:

Cause ( if

Length of
eroploynent

( for example,

or been Been ín
no

Lengch of stey

routine examinatione during the paBt 5 yea

trauma )

Reason
for

leav ing

an en¡ergency roo

Preeent 8tetu8
of condition

Length of Etey
Present ateÈu¡
of condition,



Please enswer Èhe following q ues tions regarding your
19. Are both your parents alive?

l) yes 2> no

20. If tro, did either die from:

24. If y€a, rrho? (Chect all rhar
I l) taÈher 2) mother

6)

25. Have'you ever suffered from or been treated
l) yeo 2) no

26. Did you live with both parents during

I Zl. Do you live wich either or both parents now?
l) yea 2) no

28. Hha t i e your s ib l ing rank ?

l)

faùity history:

29. Were Èhere eny family

yes 2>

30. If y€ar please explain the

31. Do you feel there have been
to your aexual identicy:
l) yes 2) no

I i f e ?
l) yes 2>

apply)
3) brother, eieter 4) grandperent 5) aunt,

8) ]-"ther. Explain: 
-

no

probleme during your ch ildhood Ëhat caueed you

no

the rnajority of your childhood?

for depreesion?

problem end your role:

one or more events in your

uncle , coue in

l i fe wh ich nere

to easume parental rolee early I

perticularly stressful



2) inces t age
3)
4) miscerreige( e) age
5) abortion(s) age
6)
7 ) aexual dys funct ion age _Brief ly i¿entif y nature õTeuch:

33. How
l)
3)

14. Ilow
l)
5)

35. Ae
l)

8) illneee or surgery which affectea boay

sas drinking regarded in your fanily?
uoderat,e drinking on eocial occaeione

Briefly identify neture of such,:

no drinking ras al lowed

vould you describe your femily t e eocioeconomic eÈatue ?

loser c laee 2)
uPPer creaa

3ó. l{ere your father or mother college graduatee?
l) father wea 2) mother wae 3) bottr were

e child, shat wes your aree of reeidence?

37. t{het vae/ie your father's occupation?

38. Whet saa/ie your mother's occupaÈion?

ru ra I 2 )

lower middle claes 3)

urban 3)

41. Are you married or living ¡rith
l) yeo 2) no

42. I f ro, ere you :

I ) eingle ( never merried )

1)

imaçe or life goalB age

rura I 2)

2) heavy drinking and drunkenness wes coÍtnonplace

euburban

urban 3 )

niddle claee 4)

euburban

someone ea if you sere married aÈ the present time?

4) neither rrere

2) nidowed 3 )

upper middle clags

divorced 4) : separated



44. rf
l)

t, yes

45. I f you ere married or I iving
l) leee than 6 ruonths 2)
4>

yeBr how many tines each?
sidoye d 2) ¿ivorced

46. If you are rnarr íedl l iving nith
I l) y"e 2) no

¿,

47. If y€ar ie he/ehe:
I ) recovering Ð ac t ively us ing alcohol or drugs

,48.

no

49. Do you heve children?
l) yes Z) no

l:" you pregnant or suspect pregnancy at thie time?l) yeo 2) no

50. Tf, ï€s¡ pleaee anseer the following questione:Hou many children do you have ? _ I{hat ere theirDo eny or ar.r of your children ffi with you eÈ the
5r.

¡ri th

more

3) seperated

rf sny or atl of your children do not live nich you,l) they eEe grorn
?l rhey ere in col tege
3) I do nor have cusfody4) rhev live with ;h;ir 

. ferher, SrandparenrB, or5) _ tt"y live,ritt, i"i"na"
6)

I Ottre o ne
7 to 12
than l0

someone, is he/ ehe

, how long have
monthe 3) _years

an alcohol ic or chemical dependent ?

you been so?
I to 5 yeare

agee?
Presen

nhy not? (Chect all thet apply)

other relativea



52. Hou
l)

53. [Jou
(t
l)
2)
3)

t4)
5)
6)

would you deecribe the 8tre88 level, for people
extremely 8Èreseful 2) 

- 

faír1y streesful

td you rank the 8Èreesful aePects of nureíng in
ie the higheet stre88 producer and 6, the 1o¡rest

excessrve sorkload
dea I ing sí th i I lnes s and dee th
relationships sith ouPervisors and Physicians
roteÈing shifte
rote t ing ae e ignue nt s / uni te

54. tJhich' l)
2)
3)
4)

other. Explain:

I

55. In your nureing jobe, have you sorked the majority of Èhe tine?
l)

In your nureing jobe, what daye of the ¡reek have you worked the najority of the tine?
l) ueekdaye 2) ueekdaye, some r¡eekende 3) _ moetly seekende

Do you conaider that you are or ever have been addicted to alcohol or druge?
l) yes 2) no

56.

57.

I I f yeB r pleaee anaeer the fol losing ques t ione :

58. tJhet ie the current status of your nureing license?

59. llae your nureing licenee ever been:
l) Buopended 2) revoked 3) probated 4) none

60. llae your drinking and/or drug uBe ever interfere¿ wittr your job?
l) yes 2) no 3) donr t knos 4) not enployed et

l)
4)

in the nurs ing Profeee ion?
3) averege etreee levete

order of theír inportance?
)

full atatus 2) pending inveetigation or hearing 3)

4) log stress

revoke d

of the sbove

Èhe tine



L' öuuerrLeetaû¡/ Larolness
2) irrirabitiry
3) preoccupaÈion with druge/alcohol
4,
5) reduced attentiveness to job and/or paÈientB I conditions, responaea or complaints
6) othere complained abouÈ my sork end/or aÈtendance
7) util ízed patient ¡oedication for own use
8) omiseions and/or acts which could constitute negligence
e) other. Explain:

65. If you have
I ) once
serï;;)

66. Do you etÈend neetinge of Alcoholice Anonymoua or Narcotica Anonymoue?
l) aÈ leeet 4 timee a week
2) 2to3tinesaseek
3)

received treetment for elcoholiem or drug dependency, how meny tinee?

4) 2to4 timeeamonth
5) about once a nonth
'\6) several timee a year
7)

2, seperete treatments (or treatment series) 3) ¡ or rnore treatments (or treattr

once a week

8)

69.

never ettended

Do any membere of your fanily attend A1 Anon
l) ye8 2, no

fanily groups (Af Anon, Alateen) ?



l)

3. Hos long heve you been free of all mood-altering chemicale?

(r. Have you relapeed eince you began recovery?
l) yes 2) no

5. I f yg8, hon Deny t inee ?

6.

3)

6)
7)

'7. t{hat do
l)
2)
3)
4,
5)
6)
7)

4) 

- 

choee to get help on my oyn
5 ) fr iend confronted me

overdoee or euicide attenpt put me in the hoepital/physician'

deterioreting physical health
other. Explain:

you consider to be the prinary cauae
I etarted drínking at s young age
I took sleeping pil ls to help me sleep
I Èook nercotice for physicat pain
I tried druge to aee rrhat it was like
I tried alcohol/drugs with a friend( e)

p-

9.

Do
l)

you believe that the stress of nursing may have
yes 2) no ,, :

I€8, Were you:

I ueed alcohol/drugs to relax
other. Explein:

If
r) e nureing etudent 2) on firet nureing joþ 3) on later nursing job

of the stert

when sorking

of your dependency problem?

roÈating "hi;t"

I Cere

any bearing on your overuae of drugs end/or alcoholi

j

( check only one) j

l



2)
3)
4) got them fron friend
5 ) other. Expla in:

prescription

or re 1a t ive

Qcopyrfght 1986 Eleano'r J. Sul-11van



.APPEITDIX C

Cover Letter From Investigator



C]ONFIDENTIAL

October, 1989

Dear Col leagnre,

It is wrfortunate that this letter canr¡ot be nore personal. bt-tt becar.se
of ny comnitnent to presenrinq your anon)tnity as a nurse associated with
Nurses At Risk. I do not know your na$e. ï a¡n a gnaduate nur^sing student at
the University of ì4anitoba. and for ny thesis I an doirq a study to
investigate com¡non characteristics and rísk factors associated with
recoverirçr che¡uically deperdent Manitoba nurses. If you are an R.N. or
R.P.N. and yon cor¡sider yourseif to be cheinically deper¡dent ard now in
recovery fcrr at ieast 6 ne-'nths. were ref erred tlrough NAR since 1986 and.
received sone t1çe of treatrnent, you are eiigibie for this study. I wouid
appreciate your help with this by conpletiryl Ure encloseci guestior¡r¡arre.

I have chosen to sturiy this topic because there is a serious lack of
Canadian infonoation on chemical deperdenry in the nr.u'sirE profession.
Altfrough the study will not benefit you directly, the ir¡forrnation you
contribute to this survey wiil heip provide other Manrtoba nutìses with sorne
insight into this illness as it relates to or¡r professron in this province.
Thuu-o far. this guestionnaire ha-s only been used for A¡oerican sludies of
recoverinq nurses. It is therefore ny hope that you will heJ.p by takrrg 35
rninutes to circle or write in uhat best ref lects yor-u' exrrerience ard. retr¡ n
the foitr in the enclc'sed stanpeci envelope- I am awar'e that sone of the
guestior¡-s are ser¡sitive irr r¡ati.¡re, fut they are inport.ant to the pr-u^pose of
the study.

f ass-¡re you that the infornation vou provlde on thjs fora is anonymor-s
ard it will reriain cc-'nfidential Yor-¡r name ar¡d address j,s not reqn-rested and
there are no codes. In fact. to ensure anonyrnity, I do not have access to
Nwses At Risk nanes. Theref ore. those wi:o received this package by nai I had
it hand-addressed by the ürair of NAR.

Your conpletion ard return of the guestionnaire wiil impiy yor.:r consent
for yotlr data to be Ínciuded in the research arrd ç,ossi.bJ.e publication. It
will. tn inpossible to attrÍbute the responses to any one nurse. as the ciata
will be groupeci. Participation in this suruey is vol.untariz ard you na.v
r-h.\'\qê n¡"ì1 1 aì n¡r-r' i ¡ i n¡l o

Becar-rse it Ís not pos=ibie to tharrk-you personally, here is a book narh:
for carrtrgl enc'uErh to help wjth this irrpor'tant study. If you have guestiore
alnut this strrdy, plea*se feel free to call ne at: (H), identifyrr¡r
your'r*elf oniy as "a nLü-se".

Sincere ly.

F.S. If yc-'u wrsh a sunmôr..v of the overali
wntten request to the C!-¡air of the Nr¡rses At

Veryl TipIiski. R.N., R.P.N.. B.N.

results. piease for-wai ci a
Risi": Comnrttee.



.APPE¡IDIX D

Cover LeÈter From Nurses at Risk



CONFIÐENTIAL

llwses At Risk
c/o 647 Eroadway Ave.
Winnipegr, Manitoba
R3C OXz
October. 1989

Dear ñ.:::se.

I wish to inforn you of the contents c'f this packagre. We have recerveci a
reqlest fron Veryl Tipl iskj. a çrraduate nr.rsing student at the University of
Manit.oba. to corduct a sun¡ey of recoverirrg nr.rses in Manrtoba. This is an
irdeperdent study. ar¡d therefore. whether you chose to participate or not.
your relationship with Nt¡rses At Risk wiLl nat be affected.

I wouid also iike to enphasize that ltls. Tipliski d.oes not have access to
Ni.¡rses At Risk nanes. Confidentiality has been nainlarned. Thus. to those
of yo'-t r.¡f¡o received this package by nail, I addressed and maiieci then myseif .

I believe that the resuLts of this study wi.Il give us sone valuable
informatiorr about the problen in Manitoba.

Sincer ely,

SÂrrli l¡litchcl I

Chair
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Reminder Letter From Nurses at Rísk



CONFIDEhITIAL

Nr¡rses at RÍsl<
c/o 647 BroadwaY Ave.
Wiruriçreg. Manrtc¡ba
R3C OXZ

Nr:venber. 1989

Hel lo aga j.n,

you wiIl recali having received a questionnaire reglarding recovering
nurses. Y,>rr input will im¡rrove the value of the finr-i.ings. If yott ìrave not
aLready done so. it wouid. be appreciatecl if you could naii yor-u- questiorrnaire
back tô the jnr¿esticrator. Thrarks once nore for your help'

Sincerely,

Sandi MitcheiI. Cliair, for'
VeryI Tipliskr
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Thank-You Bookmark



ÀPPENDIX F

sample of thank-you bookmark included with each questionnaire

Note: This design was chosen
caring (BiaIosklz, 1980) .

nurses for carinq rirror-ìrjh

as teddy bears are sYmbols of
The bookmark is t,hankinq the

[o help with the studY.
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Permission Letter #f From Dr- E. Sullivan



The LJniversitv of l(arrsas Medical Center

'ice of the Dean
rool of Nursing

Very'l Ti pl
Instructor
Room C615
Red Ri ver
2055 Notre
l.linnipeg,
Canada R3H

APPENDIX

iski, RN, RPN, BN

of Nurs i ng

Community Coì 1 ege
Dame Avenue

Man'ito ba
0J9

Dear Ms. Tìplisk'i :

I am sorry to have taken so'long to respond to your letter of August B,

and then to have recejved your letter of August 24. T recently moved from the
Universìty of Minnesota to the University of Kansas. I also have assumed the
posì tion of Dean of the School of Nursi ng, whi ch has been exceedi ng'ly
challengìng. So, my research work has been put on hold, temporarì'ly.

I am so pì eased that you are interested jn this topic. It is
understudied jn the U.S. and, as you state, nonexistent in Canada. I thìnk it
would be exc'iting to see the first study in Canada.

My first question is regarding an appropriate advisor for you there.
Where are you gettìng your degree and is there a person familiar with a'ìcohol
and drug research there? You need at least one person on your committee who

knows thìs work even if it's not 'in nursing.

Next, let me catch you up on where my work is to date. I have moved from
surveys to i ntervi ews. Survey data is useful to 'i denti fy broad j ssues for
more intensive ìnvestigation and alìows you to get more information. Both are
needed and useful given the purpose of the research. If you have nurses in
the peer assistance program and if you can get access to those subiects (and

protect them adequateìy with anonymìty), I would suggest interviews. As a

masten's thesis, i would recommend that you stjck w'ith the impaired nurse
sample. Aìaiñ, this depends on the purpose.

Your i ntervi ews (or surveys ) shoul d be structured careful 1 y, deì i neat'i ng

the variables that you want to study. Stress may be a component. I wouldn't
rule jt out and I am still working with jt. I currentìy am using Kap'lan's
model of the interactjve effect of socjal support, stress, and se'lf-concept.
I don't know yet if it rvill hold true or not. I have articles coming out in
the Journal of Interpersonal Viol ence and in the International Journal of
Addic useful; the
pn offi'-tn¿ trauma of impaì red nurses and el aborates the study you have. I

39th and Rainbow elu¿., raira, City, Kansas 6610b '(913) 588'1601

September 20, 1988



have enclosed a list of references that could be useful to you' The tools I

am current'ly usìng are referenced there as well' LaGodna and sabritt are at

the University oli'ri'ntr.i;; i;11;gå or Nursins, cON/HSLC 418, Lex'inston' KY

405 36- 0232.

i also have pubì'ished a book on the topic called, Cne=mical r?lPglÉen9Y-in
Nursinq: The óeadly D'iversion. It is availab'le from Addison-l'lesley

rkway' Redwood City' CA 94065' It is not

research, pêF sê, but I think you will'îin¿ it helpfuì' I also have enclosed

a copyrighted copy of my survey. You have my perm'ission to use ìt provìded

you credìt mY authorshiP'

i wish you luck with your project- Please keep me informed of y0ur

progress and let me know ìf i can f'elp, aìthough my time is very lìmited right

now' KeeP in touch 
s'incerery,

El eanor J. Sul I ì van , PhD, RN

Dean

Enc.
F.l(/çf
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Permissíon Letter #Z From Dr. E. SulIivan



The LJniversity of'Iflåü-as Medical C.enter

'ice of the Dean

rool of Nursing

July 7, 1989

Veryl T'ipì i sk'i , RN, RPN ' BN

Dear Ms. Ti pl i ski :

I was pleased to see that your study ìs progress'in_g and that my information
has been netpfut to you. I wiil try to answe-r some of your questions.

Fjrst, you ask ábout my questiõnna'ire. As a descriptive_ survey instrument
it was not ãppropriate for-md to do reljabìlity testing. It was meant as an

jnsiiument td'be'used to simply gather the desciiptive 93!. T. need to develop
jnstruments in the future thãt-wóuld be more precise. Thjs is especìa'l1y true
sjnce most of the information is patient h'istory type of .data. l'le were not
testing any specific variable. And, yes, we certainìy d'id do our data analys'is
on the computer.

In th'js particular study, we asked that subiects be in recovery for one

year. That js because we r.rere attempt'ing to. determine some exp.eriences o{ 
1

þðrron jn early recovery. It certa'inìy iõ n_ot.necessary to requ'ire any period
ãf r..ou..y bäcause most of the his[orica] data will have occurred before
recovery bãg'ins. i think an advantage that_you have and, aìso what I am-hop'ing

tó ¿o myselî, is thai you will want to foll-ow subjects over a period. of time.
The hisioricál ¿ata wií1, of course, not change but the experìences during the
róãou.rv period would be very valuable to learñ. I thjnk you could take someone

who is ín'full trea.,tment and collect at least part of the data, partìcularly the
historical part.

negãrd.ing your sampìe, I suggest that your prese.nt .po.pulatjon is probably
appropríate eipéciaì'ly for i mastãi's thes'is. Ycu may be inter.ested jn sornething

iãi rð.. C*p.åh.nsivä if you pursue doctoral study and expand your work'in that
wiy. ff yoir use both thä peer assistance progrãm nurses and AA/NA you wilì
iufistaniiaily cñãng. your sainple selection and, thus, the'interpretatjon of the
results. nt tnis"point jn iire study of ìmpaired nurses, I think it js more

important to have a more homogenous sampìe-popuìatjon'
I certain'ly do appreciãte the confidentiaì'ity jssue -that your peer

assistance commiitee 'is'iaising wìth you. I do believe that if they d'i-stribute
ifre quãstionnaires and there is no wãy for you to know their names, I see no

"..ron 
why that would be a problem.- It -ìs not only confìdential, it is

completeìy anonymous. The on'ly thing I can suggest'is.that you or someone 0n

the commìttee wïjte the cover letter-(or have ii go out over their signature)
assuring them that no researcher had aècess to their names and they are mai'ling
it out ihemselves. I think you certainly cou'ld use the snowbaìling technìque.
It js not a matter of eth'ics so much as a matter of skewìng your sample

selectjon. However, it is how I have gotten subjects for studies so far and the

39th and Rainbow Blvd.. Kansas Citv, Kansas 66103'(913) 588-1601



Veryt Tipliski, RN, RPN, BN

Page 2

rationale ìs sjmply that these are very vulnerable subiects both personally and

orofessionally ah¿ ttrat unusual methodi must be used to acqu'ire them. The same

i;-i;;; õïì.ópi. do1ng ÀIDs research today. I do understand that people would

nót *int voü to interview subjects; howevei, 'in my experience, subjects have been

uéry "ii 
ii ng to pirUi clpitã 

-anO, 
i r _ f qc!,'_ the 

-'interv'iews have al most seemed

iñeíapeutià. It seems do be very tre_lpfuì. for_them to have "told thejr story"
to someone so thi[ it.V hope it-will'be heìpful to others. I th'ink your work

will be much easìer if you work with ma'iì surveys in any case.
I thjnk therJ'is no pioUtem ifyou add questions. You can simpìy state that

i n your report once you' add i t. it i s an 'interest'ing qu.esti on about eat'ing
djsórders.' l,ly questionnaire was woefuììy inadequate in.determining clinical
ãráár-of praciicè. Furthermore, I had so many subjects_that i have never been

ãuiã to tbase thãt oui ã¿equateiy. The othei problem I found was that peopìe

nã¿ jurp.d around from so m.ny añeas by the tjme they welt'into treatment that
there was not a clear patterñ of clinical practice. I have had iust as much

Oiificulty in subiequenliort. The onìy thing you miqht ask was what area where

it'.y *otfing 'i; 'iirmediately R¡eceding -tre-aiment but again they. may have

ãäiärioiated"and moved. you could maybã look at what clin'ical area they are in
ñãn on.. they began recovery or maybá tfre last and fjrst iob out of recovery'
I do not know. i"ðertalnly äoul¿ not get anything useful out of the information
bu'
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ry were abusjng recreat'ional drugs prìor
siudy, that I mention to you .wouìd be in
!, häs not yet been pubf i shed (no wonder
that we ask when they first used the drug
rsk if it was therapeutjc or recreational
urses have often taken therapeutic drugs
gure out a rvay to ask that question, it

r of subiects. I agree that 'if you have
nty to wõrk from on this particular study
erésting to compare Canadian and American

¡liment on our book. I am so pleased when

¡ would love to meet you some time and I
oDr/. There is a conference on nursìng
ei^-gtt and 1Oth, presented by the National
ll l ows thei r annual nieet'ing. I wi l l be

I k'i ng about the future. I am sure there

and committed person. I will definite'ly
rleased that you are pursuing this study'

S'incerel y,

Eleanor J. Suìlìvan, R.N., Ph.D.
Dean and Professor

EJS:jss
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FEI Harvard CommunitY
It¡j|l HeakhPlan

Noven-ber 9, 1988

Ms . Veryl TiPI iski , RN

Red River Comrnunity College
2055 Notre Dam Avenue
I{innipeg, Manatoba
Canada R3HOJ9

Dear Ms. TiPliski, 
n.

Many apologies for not having answered your interesting note
sooner. I agree with you that personality or stress theories do

not capture the alcoholi-sm questioñ'

I.t is appropriate t,o use my model in your.re-sea-rch. rt is very
important to include que.stions about any kind of- substance abuse
ãi'f"urning aiiã¡iiit' in the blood, relatives of your subjects'
The urodel can probabt-y be used, for other types of. chemical de-
pendence. ves lor can c?Jl it Donovan's rnodel. The difference
between ny ¡noaår and vaillant¡ is that he dismisses Personarity
variables ..,lirãfy which r do not. r have done some further
writing on this ¡u[, I dontt have anything which I can send to you

at this point

I would love to see your guestionnaire and some of your results
and hope that you'll share them v¡ith ne'

Sincerely yours,

APPENDIX I

James l,f . Do-ilovan , Ph. D

Teaching Center

Two Fenway Ptaza
Bosion. Massac:iusetts 0221 5
16t 71 .t37-6676


